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passengers In 1965 and 4,340.000 by 1975. In
fact, 407,000 passengers enplaned at Dulles
in 1965.
FAA STILL OPTIMISTIC

The optimism of the earller forecast Is reflected In FAA's own forecast pUblished thIs
year.
According to It, the number of enplaning
passengers wlll Jump from 407,000 In 1965, to
1,335,000 In 1970, to 5,282,000 In 1975 and to
11,830,000 In 1980. Total aircraft operatIons
accordingly wlll Increase from 145.000 In 1965
to 263,000 In 1970 to 451.000 In 1975 and to
650,000 In 1980.
This would mean that sometIme before
1975, Dulles would surpass WashIngton NatIonal as the busIest area airport.

Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, wlll the
Senator yield?
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I am glad to
yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio is recognized.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I listened with great interest to the remarks
made by the Senator from Virginia about
Dulles International Airport.
At the present time there is thinking
indicating a bellef that the building of
Dulles International Airport was a mistake. It is thought by some that the expenditure of $110 million was not justified. I do not subscribe to that thinking, especially when I have in mind the
extraordinary growth of population that
is expected by the year 2000. My judgment is that this finest airport in the
world, Dulles International Airport, will
prove a boon in the years to come. There
will be rejoicing and thanks to promoters
of the airport for the construction of
that field.
Apropos to the Senator's statement
with respect to Dulles International Airport, practically every metropolitan community in the country will be faced with
the need of establishing new airfields
inasmuch as present airfields are inadequate.
The congestion at National Airport is
reaching the point where many potential air travelers feel the danger of the
many planes that hover over the airport
trying to get in.
About 31 miles southeast of Cleveland
we have what is known as Ravenna
Arsenal grounds. It is a huge tract of
land owned by the Federal Government
at which the Federal Government has
stored ammunition of war. A few days
ago I wrote a letter to Alan Boyd and to
appropriate aeronautical offlcials saying
to them: "Examine the Ravenna Arsena!." The acreage is huge. The ground
is leve!. The future of Cleveland will require new airport facilities. We now have
an airport 12 miles west of Cleveland.
We will need a huge airport east of
Cleveland. The Ravenna Arsenal grounds
might substantially supply for Cleveland
the service Dulles will provide for Washington in the very near future.
I thank the Senator for yielding and
I commend him for the statement he has
made.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
I am so pleased to hear the remarks just
made by the distinguished senior Senator from Ohio in regard to Dulles International Airport.
I concm" in his belief that Dulles will
eventually become one of the greatest, if
maU--2316-Part 27

not the greatest international airport in
the world.
It is particularly fine to have the comments of the distinguished Senator from
Ohio, who has had wide experience not
just in the Halls of Congress but also as
chief executive of the great State of
Ohio and, prior to that, a great deal of
municipal experience as the mayor of
the great city of Cleveland.
Thus, I welcome his remarks and I
concur in his views that all of this great
Nation, as the years go by, will be faced
with the need for additional airport facilities. Congress took note of this fact
insofar as the Washington area is concerned some years ago when it appropriated $110 million to build Dulles International.
Congress realized then, what has now
become apparent, that the air tratfic at
National Airport has reached the extent
that it is dangerous and many hazards
exist because of the 10 million passengers who are being accommodated at the
present time, and that we need an additional airport in this area.
Dulles International was constructed
for that purpose to supplement and take
over the long-haul tratfic in the Washington area.
As the years go by, I feel that the
Senator from Ohio will be borne out in
his predictions that Dulles International
will become a great international airport.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had agreed to the amendment
of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 664) to
amend the Tariff Act of 1930 to provide
that bagpipes and parts thereof shall be
admitted free of duty.
The message also announced that the
House had agreed to the amendments of
the Senate to the bill <H.R. 8580) to convey certain land to the Squaxin Island
Tribe of Indians.
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1967-CONFERENCE REPORT
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the report of the committee of conference on the bill (H.R. 12080) to amend
the Social Security Act to provide an
increase in benefits under the old-age,
survivors, and disability insurance system, to provide benefits for additional
categories of individuals. to improve the
public assistance program and programs
relating to the welfare and health of
children, and for other purposes.
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, in a
statement before the Senate Committee
on Finance last August I expressed the
view that the object of social security
legislation should be twofold. It should
care for those who cannot help themselves-the elderly, the disabled, the
young. And it should help those who are
capable of work to learn skills which will
take them off the welfare rolls and make
them useful and productive members of
society.
I am sure that these objectives were
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shared by the members of the conference committee which drafted the legislation presently before us. But I believe
that the compromises reached in conference will not help, they will hinder, the
achievement of both these objectives.
The Senate voted a 15-percent increase in social security benefits. A 20percent increase would have been desirable. The conference committee agreed
on a 13-percent increase, which is barely
enough to keep up with the rising cost
of living for some, and which will result
in no additional benefits for many others who will simply find their old-age
assistance checks reduced in proportion
to the increase in their social security
benefits.
The Senate voted to raise the minimum social security benefits to $70 per
month; $100 would have been preferable.
But the conference committee agreed on
a minimum of only $55 per month, which
will do very little to improve the living
conditions of hundreds of thousands of
elderly and dependent citizens. Even so,
If this were the only provision of the bill,
I could support it without question.
But I am most disturbed over the welfare provisions of the bill. The Senate
adopted a very reasonable provision regarding work and work training programs for mothers and older children
presently receiving welfare benefits. The
conference committee reported out a bill
which made no exemption at all for
mothers, and which retained the ceiling
on AFDC payments.
Mr. President, these measures are not
constructive approaches to a desperate
social problem. They represent an effort
to economize with the wrong programs.
They are punitive. They are destructive
of human dignity. If the provisions of
this bill are put into effect, all too many
of the poor in this country will be penalized simply for being poor. Those
States which have the· most advanced
programs of welfare and medical assistance will be penalized as well, for they
will have to bear the cost of their progressive efforts by themselves. Other States
will cut off payments without a qualm,
and their people will be forced into already overcrowded urban centers in a
desperate effort to find work, and income, and hope.
Mr. President, poverty is a national
problem. It is a social problem. We cannot eliminate the problem of increasing
welfare rolls by simply saying "after this
date, there shall be no more increases."
We cannot deal with a national deficit by
saying "billions for defense, but not one
more cent for sustenance." We will not
help our elderly by granting them increases in their monthly pensions which
do not even keep up with the increases
in their costs of rent and food and
medicines.
We can do better than this, Mr. President. We can provide training programs
which will help our young people and dependent mothers and fathers to find
suitable employment. We can provide our
elderly with an adequate benefit increase. We can provide medical care adequate to make our poorer citizens functioning and healthy members of society.
We can economize with a great many
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programs. But we are hurting our poor,
our country, and our standing in the
world when we try to economize with this
program.
Mr. President, I know that the Senate
conferees did their best. I realize that
they faced an extremely difficult conference, and that the House conferees had
an overwhelming mandate from their
colleagues. Under the circumstances,
Senator LONG and the members of the.
Senate Committee of Finance who participated in this conference are to be
commended.
Increased social security benefits have
national support. If the bill were to be
defeated this year, higher social security benefits would surely be voted next
year. But I cannot in good conscience
support a bill which includes with minimal social security benefits the present
restrictive welfare provisions.
I believe that this particular legislation should be defeated, and that when
we all return to Washington in January
we should try again to draft and pass a
bill which will help us to achieve our
goal of a better, not a worse, life for our
people.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr. President, I want to commend the Senator
from Massachusetts [Mr. BROOKE] for
his remarks. I associate myself with his
sentiments about the conference report.
I should also like to say how distressed
and disturbed I am about how the report
was handled this morning.
There might have been disagreement
in the Senate on the merits of this piece
of legislation; but I think that when it
was made clear to the majority leader, as
he acknowledges-and none of my remarks is intended to be a criticism of the
Senator from Montana, because I believe him to be a most honorable manbut when it was made clear to him that a
number of us wanted to speak about the
conference report prior to the vote, and
asked for that elementary consideration
and decency that exists among men, then
not to have received it, as we did not this
morning, certainly is a refiection not only
on the Senate but also on the integrity
and honesty of those who participated.
I want to say how distressed I am
about the fact that that happened. I felt
strongly about the bill and intended to
speak about it. I let that be known to the
majority leader and to others involved
with the majority leader. We had a number of meetings, during the course of
which it was made quite clear that I intended to speak. I also know that my colleague from the State of New York [Mr.
JAVITS] intended to speak. And there
were a number of others who intended to
speak during the course of the day.
I happened to be involved this morning
in a conference on education. I was a
member of that conference. I am also
chairman of the Subcommittee on Indian
Education and we had hearings this
morning. I expected to be able to come
to the fioor of the U.S. Senate after the
conference and the hearings and be able
to speak about this legislation. Unfortunately, prior to the time that any of us
were aware of it, the legislation was
passed. I am distressed and disturbed.
As I say, I think what went on this

moming is a refiection on those who participated, not just as U.S. Senators, but
as individuals and as men.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the majority leader is not on the
fioor. I cannot agree with the senator
from New York-Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I made it
quite clear that the majority leader is
not at all responsible for this. I do not
think there is a more honorable man in
the Senate than the majority leader. I
think he is as distressed and disturbed as
I am about what happened.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. If the
Senator will yield further, the Senator
made that clear; but the Senator also
mentioned the leadership, and as the
only representative of the leadership on
the majority side who is on the fioor,
I think I should make it as clear as I
possibly can that there was no attempt
to do anything here this morning that
was indecent or to do anything that
would take advantage of those Senators
who opposed the conference report.
The Chair put the question three
times. There were three questions put by
the Chair. They were put deliberately
and they were put clearly. There was
nothing done in any way that would indicate that the majority whip, who is the
chairman of the Finance Committee and
who was in charge of the conference report, was attempting to slip anything by
in any devious way or to take advantage
of any of the Senators who oppose the
conference report.
The Senator from Maryland [Mr.
TYDINGS] was on the fioor. He is a Senator who is allied with the group which
has spoken in opposition to the conference report. He indicated afterward that
it was his fault; that he was here; that
he could have asked for a quorum call.
I just do not want the RECORD to stand
with any implication that the leadership-let it be me, let it be the deputy
whip, or anyone else in the leadershipsought to take advantage of those who
are opposed to the conference report.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. May I
just say I want the RECORD kept that
way. I do not want the RECORD to be
changed. If the Senator from West Virginia will tell me he was unaware I
wanted to speak and other Senators
wanted to speak when he made that motion this morning, then I would change
my position. But it would be impossible,
let me say to the Senator from West Virginia, based on the conversations I have
had with the Senator from Louisiana,
for me to believe that the Senator from
Louisiana was unaware of the fact-I do
not care who was on the fioor-that the
Senator from New York wished to speak.
The Senator says there was no deceit
intended. All the Senator from Louisiana had to do was call up the Senator
from New York. All he had to do was
call me up on the telephone and tell me
he intended to do what he did. All he had
to do was tell anyone of the Senators
who told him yesterday he intended to
speak. And I cannot believe the Senator
from West Virginia, if I may say so, was
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unaware that there were a number of
Senators who wanted to speak on this
matter prior to the time it came to a
vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Yes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virglma. The Senator from West Virginia was aware that
there were a number of Senators who
wanted to speak, but the Senator from
West Virginia was not privy to all the
conversations going on-Mr. KENNEDY of New York. That is
right. The Senator from West Virginia
was not at those conferences; but the
newspapers certainly refiected very
clearly that there were a number of Senators who wanted to speak.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Did the
Senator speak to the Senator from West
Virginia?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. No.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Is the
Senator from New York accusing the
Senator from West Virginia of any deceit?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Let me
ask him, Was he aware that any Member of the Senate wished to speak on
this matter?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Yes, I
was, but I was also aware that the Senator from Maryland was sitting in his
seat in the rear row. He full well knew
what was going on.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I do not
know of the Senator from Maryland being here and being fully aware. The fact
Is that my arrangements were not made
with the Senator from Maryland. They
were made with the leadership. The
leadership was aware that there were a
number of Senators, other than the senator from Maryland, who wished to
speak. Maybe the Senator from Maryland should have spoken. In any case,
that does not rectify the situation as far
as I am concerned.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Yes.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Senator from Maryland was here. He had
every right to exercise his rights. He had
every opportunity.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I agree
with the Senator. I was not here. I was
chairing the subcommittee on Indian
Education.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I understand that, but, if the Senator will yield
further, I checked with the journal clerk
and he has indicated to me that the time
consumed in putting those three motions
and taking the votes on them was somewhere between one and a half minutes
and 2 minutes.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. All I say
is that all the Senator from West Virginia or the Senator from Louisiana, who
participated in this, had to do was to call
me or any other Senator involved and
say, "We are going to do this at 9:20 or
9:30. It will come as a surprise to the
Senator from New York, but guess what
we are going to do at 9:30."
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Sellator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Yes.
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Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The senator from New York knew we were going
to come in at 9 o'clock.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I agree.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. He could
have been here just as easily as was the
Senator from West Virginia at 9 o'clock
in the morning to protect his rights.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I understood from conversations with the majority leader yesterday that those rights
would be protected-in fact, from the
Senator from Louisiana. He said, "All
you have to do is tell me what you intend to do, and I will abide by it." He
said, "That should be the relationship
between gentlemen." We said we intended to speak on this matter. I thought I
could rely on that, because I thought I
was dealing with men.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Will the
Senator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I think
the Benator was dealing with men, and
I would prefer that he wait until those
men to whom he referred were on the
floor to defend themselves.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I am
talking about the Senator from Louisiana, but the Senator from West Virginia
is present.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. But the
Senator from New York said he did not
have those arrangements with the Senator from West Virginia.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. The
Senator was aware of It.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I was
aware of it, but the Senator from Maryland was on the floor representing those
Senators.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I do not
know that the Senator from Maryland
represented me. I represented myself to
the majority leader. Let me say that the
Senator from Louisiana, having done
this, has left the city, and the Senate is
about to adjourn. I could not get him
back here to tell him to his face.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Benator can do it when he returns.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I will be
glad to send him a transcript of these
remarks.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. If the
Senator will yield further, if the Benator wishes to be here to protect his
rights, he should do that.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I thought
I did that.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I do not
think any Senator has the right to stand
here and blame the leadership when he
has not protected his rights.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. The majority leader said this morning, after
this occurred and after all this happened, that he had an arrangement with
us and he expressed surprise and concern, and the fact is that he was as
distressed and as disturbed as I am at
what happened this morning.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I honor
the majority leader for taking that position. I was not privy to any of the conversations to which the Senator from
New York alludes. I made the motion to
reconsider and to table simply because
that is the normal thing to do around
here. I was not trying to take advantage

of the Senator. I am glad the matter was
arranged so that Senators can have an
opportunity to express their opposition.
The Se'nator can leave the record
stand like this if he wants to, but I do
not intend to let it stand like that as
a reflection on the leadership.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Let us
make clear that by the leadership I am
not referring to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I know
that. The Senator is referring to the
Senator from West VirginiaMr. KENNEDY of New York. And particularly the Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Senator can have it that way if he wishes,
but that does not make it right.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New York is recognized.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr.
President, it seems to me this maneuver this morning is the final denial-Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York (continuing). Of the elements of fair procedure
which has accompanied the progress of
this bill since its beginning.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I am
going to proceed now. The House Ways
and Means CommitteeMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I do not wish to interrupt the
Senator, but he uses the word "maneuver." If there had been an attempt to
maneuver on the part of the Senator
from West Virginia, all I would have
had to do was to object to the request
made by the majority leader or by the
majority whip.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I do not
think the fact that we had a subsequent
agreement this morning and that we
are going to have a vote at a set time
tomorrow is any concession at all.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. What
does the Senator want for a concession?
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I am not
going through it. If it is not clear to the
Senator from West Virginia by now, it is
never going to be clear.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. There
are a lot of things clear to me.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. I hope
so. I have tried to make some things
clear.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. The Senator from West Virginia has tried to
make some things clear, too.
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. This last
maneuver is the final denial of the elements of fair procedure-a denial which
has accompanied the progress of this
bill since its beginning. The House Ways
and Means Committee never heard testimony on any of the welfare provisions.
It fashioned what have become the key
elements of this punitive program behind closed doors. Then the House
adopted a closed rule, so none of the
provisions could be challenged individually on the floor. Not until it came to
the Senate was the extent of this bill's
retreat into brutality made clear.
To those whose lives would be affected
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by this bill, the chance was present now
in the Senate to make themselves heard.
But even in the committee, a sufilcient
opportunity was not afforded. Look at
the hearings on H.R. 12080. There are
three volumes, a total of more than 2,200
pages of testimony and statistics. Yet
the testimony of those on welfare, the
pleas of those whose lives would be
changed, take up all of 10 pages. Is this
the way a democratic system is supposed
to work? Is this the debate and the resolution of interests that is supposed to
accompany discussion of legislation?
Even without that testimony, however, Members of this body understood
the harm that the welfare section of
H.R. 12080 would bring about. They
voted to remove most of the odious provisions of the bill, hopeful that at a
conference, a compromise could be
arranged.
Look at what happened. The conferees
on both sides ignored the wishes of the
Senate, and abandoned every Senate
vote to liberalize the bill. The voices of
those concerned had reached this body,
but they had become silent and ineffective when the conference took place.
One more chance remained, and that
was in the Senate of the United States,
where we could have discussed this bill
and the implications of the legislation,
so that we could have seen whether we
could remedy the situation, which
threatens to turn the welfare laws of this
country back into the 17th century.
Yet this morning, as I say, without debate and without warning, the bill was
approved by a small band of Senators.
I have listened with care and with interest to the arguments that have been
made about the necessity of completing
action on this legislation. Let me say respectfully that I have not agreed, and I
do not agree now. I believe that this is
bad legislation, and that we could have
done better without endangering the interests of our older citizens. I shall vote
in the negative tomorrow, and I continue
to urge the Senate to reject the conference report.
The social security beneflt provisions
of this bill represent almost a total surrender to the House of Representatives
levels of benefits. I think we can do better than that. The public welfare provisions of the bill conform almost totally
to the restrictive approach adopted by
the House of Representatives and repudiated by the Senate 3 weeks ago. I
think we in the Senate can insist that a
better bill be adopted.
The Senate conceded, in conference,
almost every provision where its approach was more liberal than that of the
House; and the House conceded only the
few points where the Senate's approach
was more restrictive.
In short, the conference bill reflects
almost no consideration of the mandate
with which the Senate charged its conferees. I believe that rejection of the conference report and demand for more adequate social security benefits and more
humane welfare provisions would be in
order. The bill as reported from the conference is opposed by every major organization that has any concern in our welfare programs and by every expert on
welfare. It is opposed by labor, by the
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three major religious faiths, by civil
rights leaders, by Governors and mayors,
by welfare agenices both public and private, and, perhaps most significantly, by
senior citizen groups.
Let me stress that rejection of the conference report would not have been a
negative act. It would, indeed, have been
an act of affirmation and a commitment
to the continuing fight for a progressive
piece of legislation. If we had rejected
the conference report, we could then have
asked for a new conference and a more
adequate resolution of the differences
between the House and the Senate bills.
Let me stress, too, that rejection of the
conference report would not have prejudiced one iota the chances for obtaining a social security increase effective
at exactly the same time as provided in
the conference bill. Action could have
been taken at the beginning of the next
session to accomplish this; the payments
could be retroactive,if necessary.
So let it be absolutely clear that not
getting a bill this session would not have
been a disaster for anyone. The recess is
to be of only a month's duration. and the
fight could have been taken up at that
time.
The one thing I have felt we should
not have done was regard ourselves as
being under pressure to act this week. As
I have said to the leadership, I would
have been glad to corne back next week,
and possibly we could have finished with
it then. But I thought that, in view of the
fact that we received the legislation only
2 days ago, and had only a few hours
to discuss it, that there was not suffi.cient
time to debate it intelligently and still
finish with it this week.
Let me discuss the conference report in
somewhat more detail.
First, the social security provisions are
inadequate, and almost a total retreat
from the Senate position. The House
across-the-board increase was 12'(2 percent; the Senate increase was 15 percent.
The conference compromised at 13 percent. The House raised the minimum to
$50; the Senate to $70. The conference
compromised at $55.
The extent of the giving in can be seen
in the following figures: The cost of the
benefits, in the House version, was $3.2
billion. The cost, in the Senate version,
was $5.8 billion. The cost of the conference bill was $3.6 billion-only $400 million more than the House bill, and fully
$2.2 billion less than the Senate bill.
I do not think we need to settle for
these inadequate benefit increases in
1968. If we had rejected the conference
report and gone to a new conference, I
think we could h2.ve gained more adequate benefit increases-benefit increases
of the magnitude which every elderly
citizen deserves and requires in order to
live. I think every Member of this body
who is up for reelection could have gone
horne and said that he was going to come
back and fight for that himself.
Second, the social security provisions,
as a result of the cuts in benefits just described, have been turned into a major
tax measure-a back-door tax increase
provision. The Social SecUlity Administration advises me that the conference
committee bill will produce a surplus of

$1.850 billion in calendar year 1968. Thus
the bill takes almost $2 billion more out
of the taxpayers' pockets in taxes than it
gives to their elderly fellow citizens in
benefits. Although it is true that the Finance Committee version would have
produced a surplus of $1.230 billion, the
version passed on the Senate fioor would
have produced a far smaller surplus.
Nevertheless, even viewed most conservatively, the conference adopted a
back-door tax increase of $620 milliona $620 million burden on millions of
American wage earners which will provide no benefits to their elderly fellow
citizens in return.
Third, the social security benefits will
be a sham for hundreds of thousands of
Americans, because the increase may
simply result in a corresponding reduction in their old-age assistance payments. The Senate bill contained a mandatory increase of $7.50 a month in welfare payments for the aged, the blind,
and the disabled. This was intended to
guarantee that the social security increase would be meaningful for all. The
conference deleted that provision; so
hundreds of thousands will see their oldage assistance checks reduced by the
same amount that their social security
checks are increased.
Fourth, the House medicaid limitation
is adopted. This is better for New York,
but it is a disaster in the rest of the
country. The ceiling is 133% percent of
a State's actual cash payments to AFDC
children. In Mississippi the actual cash
payments to a family of four are about
$60 a month. Therefore, the ceiling on
income eligibility in Mississippi for a
family of four would be a monthly income of $80 or an annual income of $960.
Even in an urban State like Ohio, the
ceiling on Federal aid for medical assistance will be a family income of considerably under $3,000 for a family of four.
This cuts the heart out of title XIX,
which was enacted with such great promise just 2 years ago.
Fifth, the Senate conferees gave in on
the coercion of mothers to work. There
is now no exemption in the bill at all for
mothers. A mother could be made to
work even if she had a child 6 months
old or a year old, even though the child
psychiatrists are unanimous in saying
that it is absolutely critical for a mother
to be with her child. We had testimony
before the Committee on Indian Children this morning about the fact that all
doctors and psychiatrists are in agreement that a mother should be with her
children up to the age, really, of 6 to 9
years of age. But here we are agreeing to
a provision which can take a mother out
of the home when her child is 6 months
or a year old, or where the mother
might have two or three preschool children, under the age of six; and she can
be forced by the Government to leave
those children. I think it is completely
Ul1satisfactory. If there were no other
objectionable provision in this bill than
that, I would think the bill was unsatisfactory.
The bill provides absolutely no exemptions for mothers of even the smallest
and YOUl1gest children. Mothers would
have to go to work if the State welfare
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agency wanted to put them to work. I
have heard Senators on this floor deplore the fact that our U.S. Government
or the State governments have too much
of a role in the lives of our individual
citizens. Yet here we are agreeing to a
bill which will give them more control
and more direction than we have ever
given the Government at any time in our
history. The Government is now going
to decide what mother has to go to work,
what mothers are going to remain with
their children, and what mothers are going to have to leave their children. If a
mother has a 6-month-old child, and the
state welfare agency representative says
that that is a good mother to go out and
clean the latrine in the courthouse, that
mother has to leave her home.
If we think that is civilized, if we think
that is anything other than a step back
200 years, I would be shocked, indeed. It
would be hard for me to believe that
anybody could argue in favor of such a
provision. That is why I was looking forward to a debate on this bill.
I would like to have heard somebody
stand on the floor of the U.S. Senate and
defend that provision of this legislation
that was passed at 9:30 this morning.
Mothers have to go to work where the
State agency decides to put them to work.
Giving these agencies that power could
amount to a congressional authorization
of virtual peonage.
Forcing mothers to work will in the
long run not be productive anyway. The
number of children whose lives will be
damaged and whose value to society will
be diminished when they lose their
mother's care will far exceed the shortrun saving in welfare costs.
And those who want to force the
mothers of small children to work might
well consider the implications of their
position in our great cities, which are
already gravely beset by racial difficulties. The hostility and anger which this
coercive program will produce in ghetto
areas are incalculable. If our cities are
tinderboxes now, ready to burst into
fiames and violence, next summer's explosion will be made all the more certain and all the more serious by this
program. We have witnessed Watts. We
have witnessed Newark and Detroit. We
have witnessed dozens of racial disorders
of consequence in other American cities.
President Johnson has appointed a Commission to study the causes of civil disorder.
Americans of good will in all parts of
our country want to understand the
causes of these disorders and.to do something about them. Yet in the midst of all
of these actions, we are about to pass
legislation which will only make matters
worse. These provisions are at odds
with everything we have learned-or
should have learned-about child rearing
and race relations in recent years. They
are simply unconscionable.
The effect of this provision will not
merely be in the Northern States. There
will also be a tremendous effect in the
Southern States on women who want to
live with their children.
The decision is to be made by a representative of a State agency that this
woman can no longer live with her chil-
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dren but must be away from her chIldren. This, it seems to me, is completely
intolerable.
That is one of the reasons why the bill
should· have been thoroughly debated
and discussed. The Congress of the
United States should not be agreeing to
that kind of a provision.
My colleagues on the other side of the
aisle frequently talk, and I think frequently correctly, about the fact that the
Government is involved in these matters
too much, and I hear my southern colleagues also talk about it. Yet, suddenly
in the Senate of the United States we are
going to give the authority of the whole
Government to a Government agency or
bureaucrat who will control whether a
mother stays with her children or is going to be forced to leave her children
and go to work, and not even at a minimum wage, but in most instances at any
wage the Government agency decides she
should have.
It is no wonder that the legislation was
passed rapidly, considering those circumstances.
If we had had a debate on this legislation, in my judgment, and if the people
of the United States and our colleagues
in the Senate were aware of the facts, I
do not believe that the Senate would
have taken the action it did.
That is why I am so opposed.
I think if the measure involved no
other provision than the authority for flo
Government bureaucrat to be able to decide to take a mother out of her house
and put her to work, it would be unacceptable to all Members of the Senate.
Sixth, the Senate conferees gave in on
earnings exemptions. The Senate had
provided that $50 flo month of earnings
plus one-half of the rest would be exempt
in computing the amount of welfare. The
House provided only $30 a month plus
one-third of the rest. The conference
version is identical with the House version. This is not adequate. A meaningful
earnings incentive is critical in ending
the dollar-for-dollar loss of welfare which
occurs under present law when a welfare
recipient goes to work. Because the welfare recipient loses a dollar of welfare
assistance for every dollar he earns, there
is very little incentive for the recipient
to seek employment. Why seek work
when work will produce no more income
than welfare produces? The Senate provision was a modest incentive in itself. In
New York City, for example, Commissioner Ginsberg has undertaken an experiment under which the first $85 a
month of earnings can be kept and half
the rest as well. The provision which the
conference agreed to-$30 a month plus
one-third of the rest of the earningsis so small that it may not prove to be a
meaningful test of the theory that a welfare recipient will go to work if he has
some chance of keeping a significant portion of what he or she earns. And this
theory must be tested if we are to stop
the growth of our welfare costs.
Seventh, t.'he Senate conferees gave in
on all of the amendments regarding welfare for unemployed fathers. This means,
in effect, that the man-in-the-house rule
emerges from the conference strengthened rather than weakened. This is a
serious step backward.

The Harris amendment to the Senate
bill had provided that the program of
aid to dependent children of unemployed
fathers should be a mandatory part of
each State's welfare plan. This would
have meant that when an unemployed
father has exhausted his unemployment
compensation, or receives inadequate unemployment compensation, and is unsuitable for employment or training
under the work incentive program of
the bill, he could still remain at home
with his family and receive welfare. At
long last, the tragic system under which
fathers have had to leave home in order
that their children might obtain welfare
assistance would have been ended. This
would have been a long step forward in
developing a more progressive welfare
policy for the future.
Mr. President, I am not opposed to
welfare. However, it seems to me that
tremendous damage has been caused under the welfare system not only because
of the cost involved, but also because of
what our welfare system has done to the
poor.
If a father cannot find a job, then, in
order to receive welfare and thus provide for his wife and children, he must
leave home. If he has any children and
cannot get a job, the children had better
be illegitimate or deserted, because
otherwise they will not get assistance.
It makes no sense. Great damage has
been caused over the past 30 years. We
tried the system out. We know that the
present welfare system is antiquated and
terribly damaging to our whole society
and to the basic family system.
The Harris amendment was passed in
the U.S. Senate, but was thrown out in
the conference.
As a result, the only time people can
get welfare will be if illegitimate children
are involved or if the father leaves home.
That provision is not satisfactory. It
seems to me that we should have the
father at home.
I thought that the Harris amendment,
as I said on the fioor at the time it was
adopted, was the most important amendment that was being considered. I
thought several amendments that I had
suggested were extremely important, but
I thought the Harris amendment was of
vital importance. '
Not only did the Senate concede the
Harris amendment, but it accepted two
very restrictive House provisions which
will cut down on the availability of welfare for children of unemployed fathers
in the 22 States where it now exists. The
conference bill requires, for the first
time, that a father must have a substantial connection with the labor force before he can get aid to dependent children
of unemployed fathers. This will cut out
young fathers who have never been able
to get a job and hold it for a substantial
length of time. And it is these young
fathers who have the gravest difficulties
in the ghetto areas of our cities. In addition, the conference bill says that a
father cannot get welfare if he is also
getting unemployment compensation,
even though the unemployment compensation may be less than the welfare
standard.
These provisions are pernicious. They
mean that more fathers will have to
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leave home in order that their children
can obtain aid. They mean more broken
families. They mean more broken lives.
They mean more children having to grow
up without fathers. They mean more
juvenile delinquency and additional
generations of dependency and tragedy.
Eight and perhaps worst of all, the
conference bill restores the House freeze
on ADC payments. Thousands of children all over the country will be either
cut off welfare or will receive smaller
welfare checks as a reSUlt. States and
localities will have to either trim welfare rolls, spread the Federal money
more thinly, or pick up the tab themselves. If they do the latter, the result
will be a tremendous burden on local
taxpayers, as real estate and sales taxes
shoot up all over the country.
The fact is that the cities and the
States will not be prepared to do that
in the summer of 1968. As the Senator
from Montana pointed out yesterday,
many of the legislatures will be out of
session. They meet once every 2 years.
They will not be able to remedy the situation themselves. Many of the legislative
bodies will have been out of session in
the first few months of 1968. It will be
difficult for them to prepare for this
kind of problem. Many of the cities will
not be adequately prepared and cannot
get adequately prepared to try to deal
with the problem. Their tax bills will
have gone out; their budgets will have
been made up. And suddenly this tremendous problem will be put upon them,
unless they permit the children to starve
to death. The children have to dress and
to eat.
It is very well for us to cut 300,000
children off the rolls. That shows a real
sign of economy. We have raised everybody's salary. We have raised the salary
of everybody working for the Government. We have increased the allowances
for Members of the U.S. Senate. We have
done all that. We have taken care of
ourselves. But we are going to save
money. We are going to make sure the
children do not have any money. We are
going to cut them off the rolls. That is
how brave we are. And we can go back
and make speeches about how we are for
economy. I do not believe it is acceptable.
The Federal Government made a commitment in 1935 that it would bear the
primary responsibility for children in
need, with whatever State and local
matching is required. This provision
would break that commitment.
The experience of broken promises is
all too frequent in the lives of the poor.
Hopes are raised only to be dashed. And
the bitterness that results is deeper-and
more explosive-than what went before.
We should not delude ourselves by thinking that the poor will not realize what we
have done. There will come a point at
which-like the boy who cried wolf-our
protestations of alarm, our expressions
of concern, will fall on deaf ears. The
ears of the poor will be turned to other
voices, preaching alien creeds, proclaiming that the poor must give up on a1ftuent
America. must seek relief of their plight
in destruction and turmoil. There will
come a time when the masses of the
poor~nd not just a few speechmakers-will reach out for salvation in desperate
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ways, rather than drown In need and
Indignity. And I fear that we will bring
that time measurably closer if we pass
this bill.
I am not a Cassandra, but it seems to
me that the lessons we have learnedor should have learned--over the period
of the last 5 or 6 years would have moved
us In the opposite direction from that in
which this bill takes us.
For let there be no mistake about this:
the effects of the freeze will be felt
throughout our ghetto neighborhoods.
The freeze will not affect only those who
seek entrance to the welfare rolls after
January 1. It will be felt by all of the
poor. For what is the most likely result
of the freeze? It is that the states will
spread the available Federal moneys
more thinly among all who need welfare.
And, if the states lower their welfare
standards in order to provide something
for everyone, they will lose even more
Federal money because of the freeze. So
the freeze will have a double-barreled
effect.
Welfare rolls will grow and grow, and
every recipient will receive less and less.
This is most likely because we would
leave the States and cities no real alternative. What choices do they have? We
do not permit them to drop presently
eligible mothers and children-though
I believe that some States will find a way
to do this. We should not expect that the
States will say to a mother whose child
was born on December 31 that she may
have government assistance, but tum
away emptyhanded a mother whose
child was born the next day. Nor can we
expect all the States and cities to meet
the growing costs of welfare from their
own revenue sources. Property owners
are already overburdened by property
taxes, and sales taxes threaten to reach
levels that make further increases politically impossible.
It seems to me that this is a terribly
important provision. If we were saying
that the poor could have no more children and that a family could not move
from the State of Louisiana or the State
of Mississippi or the State of Alabama
and come into any of the northern communities, perhaps the freeze would not
cut any child off welfare. But we are going to have a great influx into all these
areas, and where are they going to receive welfare payments? How will they
survive? These are the questions I would
have liked to address to those who supPOrt this bill.
So the effect of the freeze wlll be quite
simply to spread poverty among the poor.
The burden of our society's failures will
fall on the shoulders of those least responsible for it. We will be taxing the
poor to pay for the poor.
And this new burden that the bill
would impose is going to be substantial.
Let me give the Senate some figures on
this. It is conservatively estimated that
300,000 to 400,000 children will be affected by the freeze during the first year
of the bill's operation. This is approximately 10 percent of those now eligible.
If this standard is applied to Chicago,
where roughly 125,000 children now receive welfare, 12,500 more needy children
will require assistance next year. In New

York City, where roughly 350,000 children now receive welfare, 35,000 more
needy children will require assistance
next year. These children will either be
denied welfare, or all the children will
receive reduced welfare. And it is the
same in every community across the
United States.
On the basis of these figures, it is no
exaggeration to say that the freeze is a
lO-percent surtax on the poor. It is a
cruel irony that only the destitute will
pay higher taxes next year.
Bad as these facts are-and' they are
facts-we know that there are those who
will make them sound even worse. They
will be seized upon as evidence of a hopelessly corrupt society, by those always on
the lookout for such evidence, and be
made the pretexts for destruction and
disorder. We cannot say to a generation
of poor children that we will act as
though they do not exist, without forcing
them to adopt desperate measures to
prove to us that they do exist.
I am not an alarmist. But I think that
the enactment these provisions-and
especially the one forcing mothers to
leave their children, and the freeze-will
sow seeds of great despair, unhappiness,
agony and pain among our fellow citizens. And we will all reap the whirlwind
for that act.
Mr. President, these are just a few of
the undesirable provisions of this legislation. Let me say that whatever is the
result of the present debate on this legislation, I think this discussion usefully illwninates some of the problems that
exist with our welfare system. I think
there is much that we could have done
through a discussion of this matter. I believe that if people really understood
what is In this bill, not just the part of
the social security bill In which there
are benefits, the bill would have been
turned down by the Senate and it would
have been turned down by the House of
Representatives.
I Intend to Introduce next year, regardless of what happens in the present
debate, legislation to improve our welfare
system and make it more effective. If
this conference report passes, it will be
necessary to undo the damage that we
are doing. But in addition to getting us
back to where we were before, it is time
to move ahead. Making productive, useful citizens out of people who have been
forced to seek welfare assistance is of
course our goal. And In serving that goal,
employment opportunities and related
traIning programs are of the highest
priority. But it is also necessary to make
our welfare programs consistent with
what we believe in as a society. Welfare
assistance should be based on a single
criterion: need, and need alone. It should
not be based on degrading and diffi.cult
theories of qualifying tests, applications,
and Investigations. For the future, we
must simplify the process of qualifying
for welfare. And we must provide a
sounder financial basis for the future.
There will always be some In our society
who are In need. The test of our society
is how we provide for them. I Intend,
therefore, to continue to pursue this matter, and to put forward proposals during
the next session of this Congress which
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are directed toward developing more effective welfare policy In our country.
Mr. President, let me go into my difficulties with this legislation in somewhat
more detail-not point by point, not proposal by proposal, but in ilie perspective
of our overall failure as a: nation to do
what we must for those who are aftlicted
and disadvantaged.
Let me begin with the social security
portion of the bill. The reason for my
concern about the level of benefits in
the bill is simple: Our social security system has grown extensively over the
years-so that 95 million people are now
insured and 23 million receive benefitsbut we have not yet succeeded in lifting
millions of older Americans into a retirement of security and self-respect.
The 13-percent increase in retirement
benefits in the bill would barely get
beneficiaries back to the level of real income they had in 1954. The two increases
of 7 percent each which we enacted in
1958 and 1965 actually fell short of restoring the 1954 purchasing power of
benefits-for the cost of living has risen
about 25 percent since that time. Thus
four-fifths of the increase which the
bill provides would be used up just to get
back to 1954 levels. Meanwhile, wages
have risen above 50 percent in those 13
years. The wealth of our Nation has
steadily increased, but our older citizens
have not shared in that aftluence. Instead, many elderly couples retire each
year-into a life of poverty.
We In Congress must share the responsibility for the Inadequacy of retirement
benefits.
We have an obligation to our retired
citizens, some 5 to 7 million of whom live
in poverty. And no wonder-last year
social security benefits averaged $84 a
month, just $1,000 a year, for individuals.
and $142 a month, $1,'104 annually for
couples. Enactment of the Senate bill's
level of benefits is the least we can do to
begin to alleviate the dimculties of our
elderly fellow citizens.
With these responsibilities in mind, I
introduced In the 89th Congress, and reintroduced earlier this year, legislation
to provide benefit increases of meaningful scope, and to finance them in the only
equitable way available-through the use
of general revenues.
In the 90th Congress this bill is S. 1009,
which is cosponsored by 10 Senators of
both parties. It would provide benefit increases averaging over 50 percent, and
would finance these increases by a gradual infusion of general revenues. It
envisions a leveling oft of the general
revenue contribution at 35 percent of the
cost of social security by the late 1970's.
At the moment, when we are engaged
in a deepening war in Vietnam which
saps our resources and consumes over $2
billion each month, it seems impractical
to urge the full scope of these proposals.
But we must do everything that can
feasibly be done for our older citizens.
That was why, when this bill was in
committee, I proposed an amendment
which was feasible, which would have
provided an across-the-board Increase in
benefits of 20 percent, and an increase
in minimum benefit to $100 a month.
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These increases would have been financed by increases in the contribution
and benefit base of the magnitude which
were ultimately adopted by the Senate,
and by a general revenue contribution
totalling 11.5 percent of the cost of social
security, beginning on January 1, 1972.
In 1972 this contribution would have
amounted to $4.5 billion.
This was a practical proposal. It was
a sensible proposal. Indeed, those who
suggest that the financing for higher
benefit increase proposals than the
Senate enacted was not adequately
thought out are simply wrong.
The importance of my proposal was
not just that it would have provided
more adequate benefits than were ultimately provided by the Senate bill. It
was also that these benefits would have
been financed in an equitable way. For a
tax on payrolls is highly regressive. For
low-wage employees particularly, a required contribution beyond that contemplated in present law is going to be
very burdensome. Many workers already
pay more in payroll taxes than they do
in income taxes.
General revenue financing would be a
far more equitable way to raise revenues
for the social security system, particularly revenues which would be used to
provide additional benefits for low-income people-for those who worked
either so irregularly or at such low wages
that their contributions do not really
finance the benefits they receive.
I emphasize this because the proposal
I made to broaden the scope of H.R.
12080 would have given relatively more
help to the poorest of our elderly, to those
who have the most dlfllculty in finding
dignity and comfort in their retirement.
If we are to provide a meaningfUl floor
of protection for older people as a matter of social insurance, I believe it is only
fair to other workers that we finance it
through general revenues.
The general revenue approach is sensible and feasible. It has been considered
and discussed since the inception of
social security. The first Presidentially
appointed Council of Economic Security,
whose report preceded the enactment of
the Social Security Act, said that Government contributions to the system
would eventually be needed, adding prophetically that, "it will not be necessary
to have actual Government contribution
until after the system has been in operation for 30 years."
The 1938 Advisory Council made the
same recommendation, giving as its reason that "the Nation as a whole, independent of the beneficiaries of the system, will derive a benefit from the oldage security program." The Council also
said, pertinently, that "with the broadening of the scope of the protection
afforded, governmental participation in
meeting the costs of the program is all
the more justified." The 1938 Council
stated the principle to be one of "distributing the ev.entual cost of the old-age
insurance system by means of approximately equal contributions by employers,
employees, and the Government." This,
of course, is what my bill will do by the
ninth year after its provisions go into
effect.

The Social Security Board itself in
1939 called it "sound public policy to pay
part of the eventual cost of the benefits
proposed out of taxes other than payroll
taxes, preferably taxes such as income
and inheritance taxes levied according
to ability to pay."
The Board added that "the wider the
coverage, the more extensive this contribution from other tax sources might
properly be."
In 1946, the House Ways and Means
Committee's technical staff recommended a continuing Federal subsidy up
to a third of the year's total of benefit
and expense payments. The 1948 Advisory Council called a Government contribution "a recognition of the interest
of the Nation as a whole in the welfare
of the aged and of widows and children
of survivors."
Even now, partial financing for medicare for those over 65 comes from general revenues, as it does for the transitional coverage under social security
enacted last year for persons over 72
who are not presently covered.
Just in the last year there have been
some important expressions of opinion
regarding general-revenue financing.
The Automation Commission's report
had the following observations:
We recommend that Congress undertake a
detailed review of the entire system, IncludIng both Its coverage and Its financing.
There Is danger, In our View, that reliance
on a narrow payroll tax base makes the system more and more regressive as Incomes rise
and other taxes are redUced.

The Advisory Council on Public Welfare reported to HEW Secretary Gardner that "consideration must be given to
a substantial contribution from general
revenues."
The sixth constitutional convention of
the AFL--CIO called on Congress to provide for the payment of contributions
to the social security trust funds from
general revenues.
The general revenue contributions in
the proposal I made to the committee
would not have had to begin until January 1,1972. What this meant is that we
would have been promising now that we
would spend $4.5 billion a year beginning 4% years from now.
I believe this is a promise we could
have made. It is not a huge amount of
money. Our gross national product will
exceed a trillion dollars by that time,
and 1972 is far enough off so that we
could easily plan to set aside this amount
of money.
The net cost of the increase which I
proposed would have been considerably
less than the financing I have described.
For the people who would have benefited
from the increase are people who must
now turn to old age assistance in order to
eke out enough of a living to survive. Old
age assistance has decreased markedly
over the years as social security benefits
have been liberalized. Only 11 percent of
the elderly population receives such
assistance now, as opposed to 22 percent
of the population in 1950. Even now, more
than half those receiVing old age assistance in New York are on welfare because
their social security pensions are inadequate. Thus, raising the minlmum benefit
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to $100 and raising other benefits 20 percent would correspondingly decrease the
number of people on the old age assistance rolls and the amounts which those
who remain on the rolls will require.
Mr. President, what I suggested were, I
think, the minimum changes which
should be made if we are to keep faith
with our older citizens. The conditions in
which millions of retired Americans find
themselves after having worked productively for decades are a disgrace to us all.
Adoption of the proposal I have described
would begin turning our social security
system in the direction long advocated by
experts in the field, and would allow us
to provide real hope at last to our elderly
poor that they will be able to live out
their lives in some measure of ease and
self-respect.
Even these minimum changes were not
made. I think that is unfortunate. But
then, on top of the fact that what I regarded as a very reasonable proposal of
20-percent increase in benefits, financed
by partial general revenue financing,
was not adopted by the committee, even
the 15-percent increase which the Senate adopted was rejected by the conference committee. We have broken faith
with our older citizens. We must restore
that faith, and I say that the way to restore it would have been to reject the
conference bill and seek a new conference, in which we can seek more a~e
quate benefits for our older fellow CItizens.
Mr. President, let me add that regardless of what happens on the present
conference blll, I intend to press for further consideration of partial general
revenue financing of social security. We
simply cannot tolerate further financing
of social security with increased social
security benefits by increases in the regressive and highly burdensome payroll
tax. We must increase benefits further,
so that our older citizens can share fairly in the magnificent gains in productivity which our Nation has made, and
when we do so, we must do so by beginning to utilize general revenue financing.
That is what must be done in the future
and that is what I shall continue to
advocate in the coming months.
Mr. President, the public assistance
portions of this bill are even more objectionable than the social security provisions. For if the social security provisions are merely far too small a step
forward, the publlc assistance are a giant
step backward. I have previously described some of these provisions in detail,
but I believe it is worth while to discuss
their general implications as well.
The amendments to our public assistance program which the conference
adopted wlll not help, in my judgment,
to solve the crisis in employment which
grips the ghettos of our cities and the
most impoverished of our rural areas.
They will not help us to lighten the increasing fiscal burden of public assistance in any constructive way. Public
money might be saved, but only because
people badly in need of assistance will be
eliminated from the welfare rolls without having anywhere else to turn. In
short, these proposals seem to punish
the poor because they are there and we
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have not been able to do anything about
them. But if this is our approach they
will still be there when we are done. And
the problem will be no closer to solution.
About a year ago, the distinguished
members of the President's Advisory
Council on Public Welfare reported that
welfare is "desperately handicapped" in
both "legislative mandate and financial
resources." The Council prescribed "a
major updating of our welfare system."
The conference bill not only fails to
heed the Council's prescription, but is,
in my judgment, a major step in the
other direction.
I can well understand what motivated
the conference committee in its action.
It was concerned that the welfare system as it exists today has failed to enable its recipients to obtain jobs and end
their dependency. I share that concern.
It was concerned at the recent rise in
the number of children and mothers on
aid to dependent children. I share that
concern. It therefore sought to create a
system which would train children and
mothers on welfare, provide day care,
and establish incentives to work. I, too,
believe such a system is needed.
Indeed, I believe that we will never
succeed in restoring dignity and promise
to the lives of people whose frustration
exploded into violence in the cities this
summer until we develop a system which
provides jobs--enough jobs and good
jobs.
For the people of the inner city live
today with an unemployment rate far
worse than the rest of the Nation knew
during the depth of the great depression. In the typical big city ghetto, only
two out of five adult men have jobs
which pay $60 a week or more--enough
for each member of a family of four to
eat 70 cents' worth of food a day. Only
half the adult men have full-time jobs
at any rate of pay. Less than three out
of five have any work at all.
We must, then, work out a system to
provide jobs. But I do not believe that
the approach adopted in the conference
bill will provide these jobs. The fact is,
as the alarming unemployment and underemployment figures I have mentioned
indicate, that there are not enough jobs
available at the moment. We must find
them, but in the meantime, it will not
do to force people into training programs
for jobs that are not there.
This is the basic problem which we
must look to. For this problem welfare
is neither the cause nor the remedy. But
welfare has its role: helping those in
need-and the House bill will hinder it
in fulfilling that role. Indeed, instead of
helping at all, it almost appears intended
to punish the poor. And punish it will,
particularly in areas of the country
where welfare authorities have done
their best to demean and degrade the
recipient ot welfare even under existing
law.
First, the conference bill says that no
State may have a higher percentage of
children on welfare than it had at the
beginning of next year. This would force
States and locaUties either to deny additional aid when more children are born
into a family, to spread available Federal
funds more thinly, or to come up some-
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how with the money needed to pay the
difference. The latter, of course, would
shift the burden from the level of government that can best afford it to the
one that can least afford it. But the more
prevalent result will not be more local
money for welfare, but more families cut
ot! welfare even though they are in need.
For the conference b1ll, with all ot the
other restrictions on eligibility which it
contains, is an open invitation to welfare
departments in some areas of our country to find ways to tidy up their caseloads and discourage new applications.
Second, the coercive provisions on
work and training for mothers fit into
this pattern. The objective of enabling
welfare recipients to obtain productive
employment is of course laudable; indeed, as I have indicated, I believe it is
the only hope we have for avoiding the
deep division in our society which the
creation of a permanent class of welfare
poor would bring. But attempting to
bring about employment by compulsion
is not the way to do this. There are many
mothers who should not work. Some,
particularly in progressive States and
cities, will be excused from working. But
in other States with less enlightened
welfare programs, many will either be
driven off the welfare rolls or will be discouragedfrom applying. And they will
still be poor-a little more invisible, for
the time being, than they are now, but
no less poor, no less miserable.
There is more than one State in this
country which, even under existing law,
has had what has come to be known as
the "employable mother" rule. Under
this rule, if the welfare officials judge
the mother to be employable, she is
stricken from the rolls. Coincidentally,
these rulings tend to be made at the time
of the year when people are needed to
pick crops at $3 a day. This rule is being
challenged in litigation, but the provisions of the conference bill on compulsory work and training imply that from
now on the "employable mother" rule
would be sanctioned by a national
policy,
Third, the punitive intent of the conference bill is evident as well in the provisions on aid to children with unemployed parents. For the first time, the
parent must have had a substantial connection with the labor force in order t()
qualify, a provision which will eliminate
many men who have never had an opportunity for steady employment. In addition, the provision denying assistance to
unemployed parents who are receiving
unemployment compensation will keep
aid from many who need both forms of
help in order to survive, and will cause
some to receive neither kind of aid. The
conference provision will only succeed
in forcing more families to break up,
forcing more fathers to leave home so
the family can obtain assistance by the
traditional ADC route.
We in the Senate must go on record as
opposing this almshouse approach. We
must go on record as forcefUlly as we
can that this is not the direction Which
we want welfare to take. We must not
allow this backward step.
Let me emphasize again that I do think
our welfare system is unsatisfactory. But
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every reason why I think it is unsatisfactory will only be accentuated by the
conference bill.
I believe our welfare system is unsatisfactory, because, in general, it provides
aid for broken families and'not for whole
ones. The conference bilI accentuates
this by refusing to adopt the recommendations of the Senate to expand aid
to unemployed parents, and by restricting that program instead.
I believe our welfare system is unsatisfactory, because it imposes degrading
conditions on eligibility, and encourages
the enforcement of those conditions by
demeaning investigation. The conference
bill accentuates these defects by adding
a whole raft of new conditions for eligibility and a whole new set of incentives
for the State to investigate welfare
recipients.
I believe our welfare system is unsatisfactory because, once a familY does penetrate the bureaucratic maze and qualify
for aid, the benefits it receives are in
many States not even enough to live on.
The conference bill accentuates this by
enacting a freeze on ADC payments.
I believe our welfare system is unsatisfactory because it causes welfare recipients to lose a dollar of benefits for every
dollar they earn. The conference bill
does provide a small work incentive$30 a month plus one-third of additional
earnings. But this incentive is so small
that it may well fail to encourage significant numbers of welfare recipients to
work, and opponents of the idea may
then succeed in claiming it will never
work.
Mr. President, adoption of the provisions suggested by the confer~nce
committee would be a great step backward. We must have the perspective to
see that the welfare system is not something that exists by itself, that has no effect on the world in which its recipients
live. We cannot at!ord to bury our heads
in the sand. Our Nation has been ripped
apart by violence and civil disorder
that have taken dozens of lives and
caused billions of dollars of property
damage. We face in our cities the gravest
domestic crisis to confront this Nation
since the Civil War. We are not going to
solve that crisis by lopping people ot! the
welfare rolls. We are not going to solve
that crisis by forcing welfare recipients
to accept training for jobs when we have
absolutely no idea whether jobs will be
available to them after their training.
We are not going to solve that crisis by
punishing the poor and hoping that they
will bear that punishment silently, invisibly, graciously, without bitterness or
hostility for their "benefactors."
We must reject the conference report
which is before us.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, I
have been receiving a great many telegrams protesting the conference committee report on the social security bill,
in addition to many statements from'
people who oppose the report. I do not
recall anyhOOy outside of the Government that has asked me to support the
measure as reported here.
As the distinguished Senator from New
York has pointed out, the House version
of the social security amendments, vir-
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tually adopted by the conference report,
I think are even worse than the inadequate provisions of the House version
and will pUnish the welfare recipients.
Mr. President, telegrams continue to
come into my office protesting the conference committee report on the social
security blll. I wlll ask to have printed at
the end of my remarks some of the telegrams from a wide spectrum of organizations which should be of particular interest to my fellow Senators.
The message these telegrams convey is
something we already know-the House
version of the social security amendments, which the conference committee
virtually adopted, was bad. The House
proposed benefits were unduly restrictive and the level the House proposed was
shockingly incompatible with what we
claim is the minimum level for subsistence in America.
But even worse than inadequate benefits, the House version indicated an intent to punish welfare recipients. Most
of their punitive provisions would fall
on children and would rupture family
relationships. Mothers would be compelled to work without regard to the need
to stay with children at home; and the
House proposal would make it more profitable for a father to leave his family
rather than to stay with them.
We wisely repudiated the House approach when we passed several important amendments on the Senate floor.
We increased the benefits and eliminated
the punitive provisions. We indicated
that there was a different philosophy in
the senate than in the House and that
it could not be compromised. But the
changes in conference indicate there was
a misunderstanding as to the depth of
our conviction. Over 1 million people
in my State will be directly affected by
what we do here today so I severely question anything less than what the Senate
provided.
There are four simple reasons why the
conference report before us is not a wise
proposal. First, the increase in benefits
is very small and the price we pay for
that small increase is a host of punitive
provisions that will be used to degrade
and demean recipients.
Second, the benefits will be a sham for
many States like mine because tWs small
increase will be met by a corresponding
reduction in the old-age payments. The
Senate bill contained a mandatory increase, but the House deleted it and in
my state, with an average payment of
only $64 per month, less than $770 per
year, the House has provided an escape
clause which means Texans will get little
benefit under this bill. Thousands of
elderly citizens will receive old-age assistance cheeks which have been reduced
by the same amount that social security
cheeks will have been increased.
TWrd, employee taxes are raised without corresponding benefits to the elderly.
The conference blll tax rate would proVide a surplus of $620 million more than
the Senate version. So the conference
committee has decided to tax our wage
earners an additional $620 million this
next year with no real increase in benefits to many"of the elderly.'
Fourth, local taxes ,. wlll probably be
OXIII--23l7-Part 27
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forced up in many areas. The conference limits the assistance the Federal
Government can give in aid to dependent
children so States must either cut children off of welfare rolls or pay assistance through increased local taxes and
real estate taxes.
In summary, the conference version
provides little or no real benefit, and it
has punitive provisions that attack the
sanctity of the family, force mothers
out to work, and prevent husbands from
coming home. It has a back-door tax increase of $620 million on our wage earners, and may force an increase in local
taxes and real estate taxes. Our citizens
do not deserve the treatment they would
receive from this bill.
Mr. President, I request unanimous
consent that 10 of the telegrams I have
received fairly representative of all, be
printed at this point in the RECORD.
Mr. President, these telegrams are
fairly representative of the telegrams I
have received. I have selected these 10 to
represent a cross section of the objections to the bill. Most of the telegrams
are from leaders of nationwide segments
of our economy and society and express
concern for the elderly, the aged, and
the children.
There being no objection, the telegrams were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 11,1967.

Senator RALPH W. YARBOROUGH,
WasMngton, D.O.:

The conference report on the social security bUl is repugnant to human needs and
dignity. Social security benefit levels are
totally inadequate, and the work-training
requirements Imposed on mothers by the
conference report are unconscionable. The
welfare benefit freeze wlll impose heavy tax
burdens on local communities and adjustments .in old-age assistance and welfare
standards may deprive the poorest of our
retlxed citizens of any Income inCTeases a.t
all. On behalf of more than 6 milllon members of the industrial union department,
AFL-CIO, I urge you to vote against the
social security conference report and SUbsequently to instruct conferees to insist on
the provisions of the Senate bill.
WALTER P. REUTHER,
President, Industrial Union Department AFL-OIO.

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.,
December 11, 1967.

Sen. RALPH W. YARBOROUGH,
Washington, D.C.:

AFL-CIO considers conference report on
social security absolutely inadequate. Most
of Senate provisions designed to Improve
House blll have been abandoned. Benefits for
OASDI recipients would barely exceed already Increased costs of .living. Retreats on
welfare provisions enacted by Senate are
travesty on America's Image as compassionate
and humanitarian nation. We urge every
Senator to vote against this deplorable attack on poor and underprivileged and request another conference to secure passage
of an adequate social security bill.
GEORGE MEANY,

report might push welfare concepts backward 20 years. Farmers Union continues to
support the plan to give work and training
opportunities for low Income people Instead
of welfare as contained in the Senate version which was rejected by the conferees.
Farmers Union is deeply disappointed that
the social security conference report failed
to give significant increases in social security
payments above a. cost-of-living increase.
There is little question that the blll wlll
leave many mlllions on social security With
total incomes below the poverty level, and
future generations without adequate retirement Incomes.
Farmers Union regrets that the drug lobby
was successful in eliminating the generic
drug provision from the blll, which would
save an estimate of $100 million In taxes each
year.
Farmers Union urges that the social security blll be reworked by the Congress early
next year.
TONyT.DECHANT,
President, National Farmers Union.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 9,1967.

Senator RALPH W. YARBOBOUGH.
Washington, D.O.:

Urge your support for two key publio weI·
fare amendments to HB. 12080, the Social
Security Amendments of 1967 eliminated by
Senate-House conferees on the blll.
Although senate had eliminated the AFDO
freeze and liberalized work requirements for
mothers with children on assistance, the conference maintaIns the particularly punitive
provisions passed by the House.
CHARLES SCHOTTLAND,
President, National Association Of Social
Workers.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 11,1967.

senator RALPH YARBOROUGH,
Old. Senate Ofllce BUilding,
Washington, D.O.:

AVC urges rejection conference report re.
strictions on welfare payments for dependent
children and parents.
Dr. EUGENE BYRD,
National Ohairman, American VeteraM
Oommittee.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 11, 1967.

Hon. RALPH YARBOROUGH,
U.S. Senate, washington, D.O.:

The executive committee of the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights urges you to vote
against the conference report on the social
security bill. What started out as a social
security measure has become an instrument
of soclal insecurity. It generates pressure to
break up families. Under this blll fathers
would abandon their familles and mothers
would be forced to leave their children and
go to work. The war on poverty is becoming
a war on the victims of poverty. Cities now
wracked by terrible crises would be faced
with the intolerable choice of leaVing poor
people destitute or trying to provide for
them out of funds they do not have. This Is
a shocking and regressive bill. We urge you
to send it back to conference and Instruct
the conferees to insist on the Senate provisions.
Roy WILKINS.
Chairman Executive Oommittee, LeaderShip Oonference on Oivil Rights.

President, AFL-OIO.

WASHINGTON. D.C.•

WASHINGTON. D.C.
December 12,1967.

Senator RALPH YARBOROUGH.

December 13, 1967.

R. YARBOROUGH.

Washington, D.C.:

Senate Ofllce Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Farmers Union board call upon the Senate
to reject the social security conference report.
Farmers Union feels that the conference

ADA opposes the social security amendments conference report. The report's provisions repudiate needs and dignity. ADA
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urges you to vote against the conference
report and to vote for the previously passed
Senate social security provisions.
Very respectfully.
LEON SHULL,

Director,
Action.

Americans

for

WASHINGTON,

Democratic

D.C.,

December 13, 1967.

senator RALPH W. YARBOBOUGH,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Publlc assistants and welfare provisions of
1967 Social Security Amendments approved
by conference committee represent major retreat from gains won over many years.
Freezing of rolls on aid to dependent chBdren and compulsory work programs are punitive and regressive in effect and would work
hardship >not only on the poor but on State
and municipal welfare resources. We urge
your firm support of Senate version of blll.
ARTHUR S. FLEMMING,

President, National Council of Churches.

Hon. RALPH W.

NEW YORK. N.Y"
December 12, 1967.
YARBOROUGH,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

The Board of Social Ministry, Lutheran
Church in America, is opposed to the regressive public welfare measures embodied in the
conference report on the social security
amendments of 1967. We support you in your
efforts to keep the substance of the Senate
bill.
CEDRIC

W. TILBERG,

Secretary for Program and Leadership.
NEW YORK, N.Y., December 12, 1967.

Hon. RALPH W. YARBOROUGH,
Senate Office Building,
Washington. D.C.:

We urge the Senate to reject the report of
the conference committee on the 1967 social
security amendments. The medievallsm of the
public welfare provisions far outweighs any
gains to be realized from increases in OASDI
benefits. We have a deep concern for the
plight of the elderly but the additional hardships to be imposed by the blll on already
deprived children and fam1l1es render this
bUl an unsound pUblic program. The conferees should be instructed to approximate
the blll passed by the Senate, and to reject
the inhumane and regressive House b1l1. Our
committees on aging, on famBy and child
welfare and on health join us in urging you
to return the proposed b1l1 to the conference
committee.
JOHN H. MATHIAS,
Chairman, Committee on Public Affairs,
Community Service Society Of New
York.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, my
distinguished colleague [Mr. METCALF]
and I were in my office, meeting with the
Secretaries of Defense, Labor, and Commerce relative to the copper situation
which affects our State and the other
States in the Rocky Mountain west.
While I was there, I understand that
there was an exchange of words between
the distinguished Senator from New Yor:t
[Mr. KENNEDY] and the distinguished
junior Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
BYRD] concerning an incident which took
place earlier today having to do with the
procedures attached to the consideration of the social security conference report.
The situation which developed was
most unfortunate. But I must say that
before I went into my office to accept an
important telephone call, I did ask the

distinguished Senator from West Virginia [Mr. BYRD] to bring the morning
hour and the morning business to a conclusion as soon as possible, so that the
Senate could resume the consideration
of the social security conference report.
I did so because I wanted to provide as
much time for debate as possible for all
the Senators concerned, to enable them
to have an opportunity to express their
views pro or can on the conference report.
I may say to the distinguished Senator
from New York [Mr. KENNEDY] that
there was no predetermined move on the
part of the joint leadership-and I associate myself with the manager of the
bill, the distinguished Senator from
Louisiana [Mr. LoNG], and the secretary
of the Democratic conference, the distinguished Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
BYRD]. There was nothing underhanded
in the procedure. The distinguished Senator from Louisiana acted in accordance
with the rules of the Senate, as he had a
right to do.
I think it fortunate that once that action had been taken, the Senate as a
whole, including the leadership-all of
them-was able to agree to a motion for
a reconsideration of the vote on the
motion to agree to the social security
conference report.
As to the matter of a time limitation,
which, of course, reduced the period
which would have been allowed Senators
who wished to speak, I take full responsibility. I did approach the distinguished
Senator from Oklahoma [Mr. HARRIS]
and asked him what his reaction would
be.
He said, in effect, "It looks as though
we are in a bind. If you can agree upon
a time limitation, I am sure that the
group with which I am associated will
be agreeable to what you may do."
So on that basis I took it upon myself
to ask for a vote at 11 o'clock tomorrow
morning. I was willing, 11 anybody had
requested it, that the vote go over until
later.
I am sorry that what happened this
morning did occur. I repeat, it was most
unfortunate. I hope it never happens
again.
However, I must say, although the
Senator from Montana was not at the
time acting as the majority leader, he
thinks it was one of those things that
happen now and again, it was accidental,
most unfortunate but not premeditated,
and there was nothing under the table
connected with it.
I hope the Senator from New York
would recognize the spirit in which this
statement is being made and be aware
of the fact that as far as the leadership
is concerned, the action taken was not
predetermined. When I say "leadership"
I include myself. We know that there are
times when under pressure Senators do
things for which they are sorry afterwards and which they would not do had
they given the situation proper consideration.
Mr. President, I make this statement
only to clear the RECORD and try to
smooth over some of the things which I
understand were said earlier this afternoon.
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Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr. President, I want to say to the senator from
Montana that I made it quite clear before
the Senator came in what my feeling is
about the majority leader.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I understood that,
and I appreciate it.
J
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. What
the Senator from Montana said today,
as he talks about this matter, is, I expect
one of the reasons he is so highly respected and held in such affectionate regard by all Senators and by me personally. He is not only dedicated to his State
and to the country, but he is dedicated to
this body. He is obviously a man who is
not only generous but pure in heart.
I say that about the Senator from
Montana because of the description he
gave of the events of the morning. I do
not intend to go back into them but I
think the majority leader of the Senate
is a man who is pure in heart. Period.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, I would
like to continue a little bit in connection
with the statement of my distingUished
colleague from Montana with regard to
the conference report.
I stayed on the floor of the Senate
until adjournment last night. I was prepared to make a statement on the social
security conference report last night.
After discussion with the Senator from
Tennessee, who was representing the
conferees of the Committee on Finance
in the majority leader's chair, and with
the Senator from West Virginia, I let
them know I did desire to speak in some
detail on some phases of this report before any formal action was taken.
I also informed both of my colleagues
that I would like to go to the Interior
Committee where an executive session
was being held at which one of the Indian
Claims Commissioners was going to be up
for confirmation, a gentleman from the
State of Montana who has been a longtime friend of mine.
It was with some dismay and surprise
that I heard during the course of that
hearing that the conference report had
been called up for a vote and passed
without the opportunity of my having
been heard.
I am grateful to my colleague from
Montana for working the matter out so
that we can have some discussion about
this report before the flnal vote tomorrow
at 11 o'clock.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the distinguished junior Senator
from Montana is precise in what he has
said. He did state to me last evening
that he had a speech to make and he said
at that time he could make a short speech
or a long speech, and so I had the understanding from last evening that the
Senator from Montana was going to
speak.
But this morning when the majority
leader was forced to leave the Chamber,
as he stated a moment ago, he asked me
to close the morning business as quickly
as we could and. to lay down the conference report on· the Social Security
Amendments of 1967.
I had no premonitions that the 'luestion would so quickly occur on the adoption of the conference report. When the
question was submitted, and there were
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three motions or questions submitted, as
I recall, I was somewhat surprised myself
that no Senator protested, but I did not
know what might have occurred overnight. I was not privy to any conversations that might have occurred overnight. It was all a cause of wonderment
to me as well as to the Senator from
Maryland. But I made the motion to
table the motion to reconsider.
However. I felt that as long as someone from the group opposing the conference report was on the :floor of the
Senate-the Senator from Ohio [Mr.
LAUSCHE] was in the chair and he presented the motions clearly and deliberately-I had no reason to believe anything other than that the Senator from
Maryland was fully aware of what was
going on.
I could not be sure under the circumstances that the Senator from Montana
[Mr. METCALF] had not decided overnight not to make a speech.
So I am sorry it all happened. I think
it was most unfortunate. But again I say.
and I hope Senators will believe. that
Senators are men, men of· their word.
and men of honor.
I can only say I am sorry that the matter developed as it did. but certainly
there was no intention on my part to
deceive any Senator, to take advantage
of any Senator. or to do anything underhanded, in ofIering the motion to table
the motion to reconsider.
I expect that more than any Senator
in this Chamber I have this year sought
to delay rollcalls for the junior Senator
from New York [Mr. KENNEDY]. I have
sought to protect him on rollcalls time
after time, and I would gladly do so
again. But I cannot help but be resentful when it is implied that the leadership, and I included in that, has entered
into any attempt to do something underhanded or in disregard of the rights of
other Senators.
I cannot erase what has happened. I
could have entered an objection to the
unanimous-consent request which resulted in reviving the matter and delaying a vote until tomorrow had I wanted
to, but I did not wish to.
Mr. METCALF. I thank my colleague
from West Virginia for that information.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I want
the RECORD to show that I was completely
sincere, honest, and aboveboard for
my part, and I feel that the same can
be said for all parties in the joint leadership.
Mr. METCALF. Does not the Senator
from Iowa desire to have me yield to
him at this point?
Mr. MILLER. If the Senator would be
good enough to yield to me for a brief
comment. I would appreciate it very
much.
Mr. METCALF. I am delighted to do
so.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President. the other
day we had before us a conference report on the military pay bill. Before it
came over from the House. I advised our
stafI on this side of the. aisle that I
wanted a rollcall vote on it. I was necessarily absent at the time the bill passed
the senate. but I was assured that this

could be arranged and would be arranged. The conference report came to
the Senate and due to an error in communication. I was not notified. the bill
was passed on a voice vote, and the motion to reconsider was tabled. After that,
I got in touch with the Senator from
West Virginia [Mr. BYRD] and apprised
him of what had occurred. He knew
nothing about it. He was quite concerned about it.
I want the RECORD to show that he was
ready to do anything he could to get the
Senate to reconsider that vote so that I
would have the opportunity for the rollcall vote I had desired.
I took this matter up with the majority leader and with the Senator from
Georgia, who had managed the bill. I
think that, had I pushed it, they would
have agreed to that very thing as a matter of consideration to me. As a matter of
fact, in consideration of them, I finally
came to the conclusion that it would be
better not to push my request. However,
I want the RECORD to show that the Senator from West Virginia was ready, willing, and able to do anything he could,
even though he had not had any part in
what had occurred.
I sometimes think that some of my
colleagues might show the same deference to other Members of the Senate as
I do. Sometimes, it is not easy to do
that. But after all. we are a group of
100 Members. We have to get along with
each other unless it is something that
is going to afIect most of the Members
of the Senate. So that perhaps it is better not to push this matter too far.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, as I
have already said, I was on the :floor
yesterday and listened with a great deal
of interest to the Senator from Louisiana
[Mr. LONG] and other Senators who were
conferees and introduced and discussed
the conference report on social security.
I listened and approved of portions of
their report. It is one of the largest bills
on social security, with respect to money. ever to be presented to this body. It
carries a 13-percent increase in social
security bene:llts which is substantial but
not enough, in my opinion, in view of the
delay in passing the bill and the delay
in bringing up the social security benefits. But. it is a substantial increase, an
increase in the minimum rate from $44
to $55. an $11 increase, which is a considerable increase. If a man must live
on $44 and gets a 25-percent increase,
that is quite a bit. But not enough still,
in my opinion. I thought that we should
have a minimum substantially higher.
The President recommended and the
Secretary of HEW came before both
bodies and suggested that we have a
minimum substantially higher. This
body and the Finance Committee
thought that the minimum should be
15 percent and $70, but they came in
with a report on the minimums. I would
have acquiesced. as I have acquiesced in
many of the other reports in the years
since I came to Congress, because those
things would have been corrected over
the years and we would have another
opportunity to increase social security
bene:flts.
I was also impressed and I concurred
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in and agreed with the Senator from
Louisiana, the Senator from Tennessee.
and the Senator from New Mexico, in
their discussion of some of the medicare
benefits which would accrue to recipients
of medicaid and medicare under the provisions of the conference report, under
the provisions of the House bill. and
under the provisions of the Senate bill.
There are improvements in the phases
of social security and welfare programs
which I applaud and approve; but, I do
deplore the conference report because
of the things that we are doing to the
mothers, their children, and the poor of
America.
It has been very thoroughly explored
by the fine statement which has been
made by the Senator from New York, but
I still want to discuss it in further detail.
I feel that had we had the opportunity
to discuss this special phase of the conference report, the impact upon our
States and our tax systems, and our concept of what we should do for the poor
and needy, it might have resulted in a
whole change of opinion, not only of the
Senate, but also in the whole group of
States and among our constituents all
over America.
Now when the Senator from Louisiana
introduced the report, he started to talk
about the amendments that were rejected. He suggested that perhaps -it was
presumed the Senate conferees would
look after their own amendments rather
than the other amendments ofIered by
their colleagues, or those adopted on the
:floor. He enumerated a number of the
amendments which the various conferees lost, some that he lost in conference,
some that the Senator from New Mexico.
the Senator from Georgia, and the Senator from Florida lost. and some suggested by the Senator from Delaware,
the Senator from Kansas, and the Senator from Nebraska, all of whom are
conferees.
Then he said:
The House conferees were denied but the
blll we agreed on makes major improvements
in the entire Social Security Act.

Then he discussed some of the amendments some of the other Senators had.
and they had a colloquy about the special drug amendment which I supported
and voted for. I also supported the
amendment to make drugs cheaper for
the poor of America, to obtain drugs prescribed by their generic names rather than
by special trade names and get to the
people important and valued drugs at
much cheaper rates.
Then he said about that amendment:
In some respects we got even more than
we tried to get, even though we did not actually get all that we had hoped for. In the
long run we might eventually have ended up
with something better than we had hoped
to get. I am very much pleased.

The Senator from Louisiana also made
this statement:
So that there will be no misunderstanding. and because some persons might seek to
create the Impression that the Chairman of
the House Committee on Ways and Means
is an arrogant, unreasonable, and unbending person, may I say that nO one, in my
JUdgment, could be farther from the truth
to suggest such a thing.
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Mr. President, I had the honor and the
privilege of representing the First District of Montana in the House of Representatives for 8 years. For one term of
that period, I served on the Ways and
Means Committee. My chairman was
WILBUR MILLS, the gentleman from Arkansas. As I looked over the conference
repOrt, everyone of those members who
signed it as managers on behalf of the
House were men with whom I had served
in the House of Representatives.
Everyone had been a colleague of
mine for most of the years I served in
the House, and all of them were on the
committee when I served.
I have said before, and I want to say
here officially today, that Chairman
MILLS of the House Ways and Means
Committee is one of the ablest, most
intelligent, and best chairmen in Congress. I said before that he is one of the
most knowledgeable men on social security and on tax affairs that I know of
in the United States, and that takes in
the Internal Revenue service, the Treasury Department, the Joint Committee on
Economic Affairs, and so forth.
I have the highest respect for the
chairman of that committee. I have the
highest respect and regard for many of
my former colleagues over there. But I
did not say these things about the chairman of the committee and I did not make
these suggestions about whether they
were arrogant, or intemperate, or hard
to get along with.
The Senator from Louisiana said that.
He said:
I might say that they were determined not
to accept the provisions of this conference
report.

He said:

. . . a mother who could refuse with impunity to accept a good Job-

That was not the question, but to accept any jobwhen It was olIered to her because she woUld
rather live on the public dole.

It was that sort of attitude the House
committee refused to accept.
He said further:
I regret very sincerely that I was not able
to persuade the House Members to agree to
the Byrd amendment.

He said further on another amendment:
We met concerted opposition, not only
from the House conferees, but from the administration as well.

The Senator from Louisiana said on
another amendment:
I want to make It very clear to every Senator that the Senate conferees were advised
In no uncertain terms that they would not
agree to these provisions.

And so on. His statement is replete
with suggestions that the House was
adamant; that they would not go along;
and It was because of those suggestions
that some of us who serve on the committee felt that perhaps they had not
been quite as persuasive as the House
managers; that our conferees, in a couple
of afternoons, had abandoned the provisions that went into the bill in the form
of amendments in the committee and on
the floor.
We held hearings over weeks. We compiled a record of 2,000 pages of testimony. We held executive committee
meetings for many days, trying to correct the things that we found wrong in
the House bill-not to draft a new bill,

not to go along with the legislation that
was sent over to the House Ways and
Means Committee in the House of Representatives, but to make suggestive
changes that were needed. Yet, in acoupIe of afternoons, our Senate conferees
were persuaded by the greater persuasive
abllities of our colleagues'in the other
body, and they abandoned most of the
major amendments that were put in the
bill in committee and during debate on
the floor of the Senate.
That is why some of us felt that this
matter should be brought to the attention of the country by rather more extended debate than we would be permitted in one afternoon or a couple of
hours, or that we will be permitted as the
result of the unfortunate parllamentary
situation that has now occurred.
A lot of my amendments did not get
adopted. I am not complaining about
that. I will offer them again. I shall suggest some of them that should have been
adopted, in the course of this discussion.
But were it not for the so-called freeze in
aid to familles with dependent children,
I would not be on the floor discussing this
conference repOrt today.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a.
schedule that I have just obtained from
the Library of Congress showing that 27
legislatures will not meet in 1968. I also
ask unanimous consent that the schedule
concerning legislative sessions, from
"The Book of the states, 1966-67," be
printed in the RECORD. These schedules
point up the problem the states will be
faced with when the freeze goes into
effect.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS
[L-Legislative days; C-Calendar days)
Sessions convene

Years in
which
sessions
are held

State or other
jurisdiction
Alabama_ __ __
Alaska______________
Arizona_ _____ __
__
Arkansas ._
California
•

_
_
_
_
_

Colorado_ ____
__ _ _ do
ConnecticuL________ Odd
Delaware____________ Annual.

_
_
_

Florida__
Georgia

__ __ __ __ _ Odd
••
• __ AnnuaL

_
_

Hawaii

•

_

._ _ Annual.

Idaho_ __
__
__
illinois.
__ _____ __ __ _
lowa____ __ __ _____ ___
Kansas
1ndana_

Day

Month

Odd
AnnuaL
_
do
Odd
Annual.

Odd
_
___ •do
_
_ do
_
__..do
_
Annual'__• __

May
_
January
_
_ do._. _
_ do
_
_ do
_
February
_
January
_
_ do
_
_ do
_
February
_
ApriL
_
January
_
____do.
_
February _
__ ••do
_
January
_
_._.do__ • _
_. __ do.
._
_ do. __ • __
•• __ do._. _
____ do
_
_
_ do
May
_

Kentucky
__ __ __ _ Even
Loulslana.___________ Annual.

_
_

Malne_____ ___
Maryland____________
Massachusetts_______
Michigan____________
Minnesota
Mississippi..
Missoun
Montana
•
Nebraska
•.•
Nevada
• __
New Hampshire
New Jersey .______
New Mexico

Odd_ _______
AnnuaL____
_ do
•
_ do______
Odd________
Even________
Odd________
Odd
Odd________
Odd
Odd________
AnnuaL_ __ _
do •

New York

AnnuaL

___ .do
_
January
_
___ .do
_
do
_
_ do
_
_ do
_
_ do
_
_ do
_
do
_
_ do
_
""do
_
_ do
_
___ .do.
_
do
•
__ • __ do_._. __
•
do
_

See footnotes at end of table.

Limitations on length of sessions

1st Tuesday '
4th Monday
2d Monday
• __ •
_ do
•..
Odd Monday after Jan. L_ ..
Even 1st Monday
•
Wednesday after 1st Tuesday
Wednesday after 1st Monday

Regular

•

.

_

•
._.

•

_
_
_
_

•

_
_
•

~~~nlnm:~3~y~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tuesday after 1st Monday_.
••
•
._.
Odd 2d Monday
._. __ •
••
_
Even 2d Monday
•
•
•
Odd 3d Wednesday.
•
_
Even 3d Wednesdar__ •
.
••
_
Monday after Jan.
•
_
Wednesday after 1st Monday
_
Thursday after 1st Monday
•
• _
2d Monday
.
•
•
•
Odd 2d Tuesday •__ . _.
• _.
•
Even 2d Tuesday . _.
.
• __ • __
Tuesday after 1st Monday
• __
Even 2d Monday.
•
_

I~~fjf~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~

Tuesday after 1st Monday
•
•
_
___ .do
••
•
.
.. _.
•
_
Wednesday after Jan. L
._.
. _
1st Monday
•
.
• __ •
• _.
1st Tuesday
. _. _••
•• _. _••
..
•
3d Monday
•
.
._ •••• _.. __ .. _••. _._ ....

~N~~~~:~~~~~:::::::::~:::::::::~:~:::::~:::~~:
~~:n3~d

Tf:::3:i__~.·_ ~

~:~:~~~:::::::~::::~::::~:

Wednesday after 1st Monday

._. _.

.... _. __

36 L
•
None
• _
63 C , __ ._. _
60 C
•
120 C ,
_
30 C
•
160 C,
• _
150 C "__ •
_
90 L
_
30 L
.
60 C 1
•
45 C n
._
40 C_. __ ._. __•
60 C "
_
30C 11
_
60 C'_.
. _
None"
._
61 C
_
None.
_
90 L'
. _
30 C
• _
60 L
._
60 C
• _

30 C
_
None
_
70C
._
None
_
___ .do
••
120 L
.. _._
None
• __ •
195 C "
._ ••
60 C
"••••
None
• __ •
60 C '
._
July 13__._._._
None
• _
60 C_.
._._.
30 C •__ •__•
None
_

Special
36 L
30 C
20 C 1
15 C,
None

.

Leglslatu re may
determine subject

Legislature may call
._
_ No
•
• __ Yes
_
% members___
No
_ Petition
_
_ No

Fione:::::::::
None
301

Special sessions

.____

No-_~::::::::::::::::

Yes
No

% vote those present.
Yes I.
Yes'.

(').

No.

No.
Yes.
Yes.

•

iii'c io::::::::
(toe:::::::::::::::
•
._ Petition 'i members u•

Yes 10.
Yes'.

3ijc-';::::~~~~ (io

(U).

(12)

5:: ::~::~~:~~ ~~~~~

iii-C::::::::
No-_:::::::::::::::::
••
_
None
_ No •
40 C
None.
30 LI

._ No.
•
_ No
_ No.__•

Niin-e::::::::~

•

•

•

No.
_ No.
yes.
_
1I
_ Yes.
Yes.

No-

:~::::~~~::~:::: No.
30 C__________ Petition 2/3 elected
No. u
members each house.

N-one::::::~::
30
C
_
None
_
None
_
None
_
None
: _
60 C.
.
_
60 C._.
, __
None
_
20 C 1
•
_
15 LI
._. __
None
_
30 C 20 •
_

No:::::::::::::::::
No
._.

Yes
•
_
No
·__ c
_
No.
•
No
•__
No
._ • __
No ,_ •
co. _
Petition
~ members__
No
'
_
Yes._.
•
_

~~~-14:: :::::::::::::
Niin-e-::::::::: No-'-::::::::::::::::

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
No.

Yes.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes."
No.
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LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS-Continued
IL-Legislative days; C-Calendar daysl
Sessions convene

State or other
jurisdiction

Years in
which
sessions
are held

North Carolina_______
North Dakota
Ohio________________
Oklahoma
Oregon______________
Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

Odd________
Odd
Odd
Odd
Odd
Annual.
do
do
Annual'

Tennessee
Texas __ "
Utah
Vermont.
Virginia.
Washington
West Virginia

Odd
Odd
Odd
Odd
Even
Odd
Annual·

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Odd
Odd
AnnuaL

_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

•

Wisconsin
Wyoming_ ___ __ ___
Puerto Rico

Day

Month
February
JanuarY
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
____do
_ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do
____ do

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Wednesday afler first Monday
Tuesday after lst Monday
lst Monday
Tuesday after 1st Monday
2d Monday
lst Tuesday
___ _do
2d Tuesday
Odd Tuesday after 3d Monday
Even Tuesday after lst Mo nday
1st Monday
2d Tuesday
2d Monday
Wednesday after 1st Monday
2d Wednesday
2d Monday
Odd 2d Wednesday
Even 2d Wednesday
2d Wednesday
2d Tuesday
2d Monday

I Legislature meets quadrennially on 2d Tuesday in JanuarY after election for purpose of
organizing.
, Unless Governor calls and limits.
a Indirect restriction on session length. Legislators' pay, per diem, or daily allowance ceases
but session may continue. In Colorado the 160-day limitation applies to the legislative biennium.
In New Hampshire travel allowance ceases after July I or90 legislative days, whichever occurs first.
• If legislature convenes itself.
• Governor may convene general assembly for specified purpose. After specific business is
transacted a % vote of members of both houses may extend sessions up to IS days.
• Budgei sessions held in even-numbered years, except in Louisiana.
7 Exclusive of Saturdays and Sundays.
a Approximate length of session. Connecticut session must adjourn by 1st Wednesday after
1st Monday in June, Missouri's by July IS, and Puerto Rico's by Apr. 30.
• Length of session may be extended by 30 days, but not beyond Sept. I, by % vote of both
houses.
\020 percent of the membership may petition the ~ecretary of Slate to pol! the legislature;
upon affirmative vote at % of both houses an extra seSSion, no more than 30 days In length, may be
called Extra sessions called by the Governor are limited to 20 days.
U Convenes for no longer than 12 days to organize. Recesses and then reconvenes 2d Monday in
FebruarY for not more than 33 calendar days. Budget presently considered in odd-year session

on:rlO. day session limit except lor impeachment proceedings if Governor calls session; 30-day
limit except for impeachment proceedings if Governor calls session at petition of legislature.
.. 3D-day limit except for impeachment proceedings.
THE LIBRARY OJ' CONGRESS,

Washington, D.O.
REGULARLY SCHEDULED SESSIONS OF STATE
LEGISLATURES IN 19S5

[state and convening date]
Alaska: Jan. 22.
Arizona: Jan. 8.
California: Jan. 1.
Colorado: Jan. 3.
Delaware: Jan. 2.
Georgia: Jan. 8.
Hawall: Feb. 21.
Kansas: Jan. 9.
Kentucky: Jan. 2.
Louisiana: May 12.
Maryland: Jan. 17.
Massachusetts: Jan. 3.
Michigan: Jan. 10.
Mississippi: Jan. 2.
New Jersey: Jan. 9.
New Mexico: Jan. 16.
New York: Jan. 3.
Pennsylvania: Jan. 2.
Rhode Island: Jan. 2.
South Carolina: Jan. 9.
South Dakota: Jan. 2.
Virginia: Jan. 10.
West Virginia: Jan. 10.
Adapted from table, "Legislative Sessions,"
pp. 46-17, "Book of the States, 1966-67,"

Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the
other night when I listened to President
Johnson's talk to the AFL-CIO convention in Miami, he recalled that when he
was a Member of the House of Representatives he had voted for a minimum
wage law of 25 cents an hour. That reminded me of the first time I participated
in a legislative body as a member of the
house of representatives in the Montana
Legislat'ue. In 1937, I voted for a mini-

Special sessions

Limitations on length of sessions
Regular
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

120 Ca
60 L
None
None
None
None
60 L •
None
·
45 L
30 L
75 C•
140 C
60 C
None
60C·"
60 C
60 C ,,
30C ,,
None
40 C
III C' "

Legislature may call

Special
25 C a
_
None
_
None
_
None
_
None
_
None
_
None
_
_
_
_ 40 L.
_
_ None
_
_
_
_ 30 C
_
_ 30 C
_ None
_
_ 30
_ None
_
_
_ ____ do
_
_ No-n·e_-~:~:=:=:
_ ____ do
_ 20

_
_
_
_
_
_

io-c':::::::::
C.,,

_

No
No
No
No ,
No
No
No
No.
No

_
_
_
_
_
• __
_
_
_

No
_
No
_
No
_
No
_
Petition
%
members__
No
_

Legislature may
determine subject
Yes.
Yes.
No.
No.
Yes.
No_
Na.
Yes.
Yes.

Pelition % members__

No_
Na.
No_
Yes_
Yes.
Yes.
No.

No-_-_-_-:~:::=::::::::
No
No

No.
Yes.
No.

U Governor may extend any session for not more than 30 days. Sundays and holidays shall bs
excluded in computing the number of days of any session.
" Legislature may convene in special session on 45th day after adjournment to act on bills
submitted to the Governor less than 10 days before adjournment if Governor notifies the legislalure he plans to return them with objections.
16 By custom legislature adjourns by July I, since all bills passed after that day are not effective
until July I of following year.
IT Iowa constitution requires the Governor to inform both houses of the general assembly the
purpose for which a special session has been convened.
" Unless legislature petitions lor special session. However, no speciat session may be called
during the 30 days before or the 30 days after the regular fiscal sessions in the odd years without
the consent of ~ of the elected members of each house of the legislature.
.. Petition by majority of members of each house to Governor who then "shall" call special
session.
" Limitation does not apply if impeachment trial is pending or in process_ Legislature may call
in 30-day "extraordinary' session if Governor refuses to call session when requested by % 01
legislature.
21 Governor may convene senate alone in special session_
22 M2Y be extended up to 30 days by % vote of each house, but without pay.
22 Must be extended by Governor until general appropriation passed; may be extended by
,~ vote of legislature.
,. Session may be extended by adoption of joint resolution.

Source: "The Book of the States, 1966-67," vol. XVI, the Council of State Governments, Chicago III•

mum wage law of 30 cents an hour. At
that time, I served on the Social Security
Committee of the House of Representatives of the Legislature of Montana. That
was the year when the various legislatures throughout the country adopted
amendments to their laws to take care
of the amendments President Roosevelt
and the New Deal Congress had put
through Congress in the preceding year.
That was the year when we changed
our concepts of how to take care of those
who were poor, underprivileged, and unemployed, take them from the county
poor farm and the county workhouse,
and put them through a welfare program. That was the year we in the State
of Montana passed the first State appropriation for social security and for
public welfare.
In those days public welfare ran considerably ahead of social security in
many cases, especially in benefits to the
aged. Old-age assistance is declining
these days, and social security benefits
are increasing; and that is as it should
be, because social security benefits are
accruing to more and more people, and
more and more people are beginning to
enjoy the privilege of being off the relief
rolls.
So, in those days, in all the State legislatures, as in Montana, we passed legislation that provided that State appropriations would take care of both welfare and social security provisions and
unemployment compensation, which was
a problem at that time.

In many of the States, as in Montana,
those appropriations are made for 2
years.
We took it out of the hands of the
county commissioners and boards of supervisors of the cities and various other
agencies, and put it in the hands of
State public welfare agencies. I think the
thing we did in those days was a great
exercise of federalism-to close debtors'
prisons, poor farms, workhouses, and begin payments to people and try to let the
poor and impoverished exist with some
dignity.
We have continued that kind of concept over all the years that have ensued
since, until this bill was passed and this
provision for aid to families with dependent children was adopted. I refer to
the so-called freeze. That is described on
page 60 of the conference report, under
the subheading, "Limitation on Number
of Children With Respect to Whom Federal Payments May Be Made." That is a
part of the material that was put in the
RECORD, so far as the conference report
is concerned. It can be found at the place
where the Senator from Louisiana. inserted it in the RECORD under this heading.
I read from the conference report relating to amendment No. 214, section
208:
Amendment No. 214: Sectlon 208 of the
House bUl amended section 403 of the Social
Security Act to proVide tl1at the number of
children receiving AFDC with Federal financial partIcipation in any State for any quarter after 1967 because of the absence of a
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parent from the home may not represent a
proportion of the total under-21 population
of the State at the beginning of the year involved which Is larger than the corresponding
proportion for the first quarter of 1967.
The Senate amendment removed this limitation from the bill.
The conference agreement Includes the
House provision, but bases the limitation on
the number of children under IS receiving
aid as compared to the total under-IS population of the State instead of taking into
account children up to 21, uses the first
quarter of 1968 Instead of the first quarter
of 1967 as the base quarter for purposes of
the comparison, and makes the limitation
effective after June 30, 1968, instead of after
December 31, 1967.

This very bad concept was not attacked
by the Senate conferees. Rather, they
boasted that they had made some corrections in the House bill by moving the
effective date of the so-called freeze from
January 1967 to January 1968, and
changing from 21 to 18 the proportion
granted. That is a very minor and very
small change. It does not in any way
affect the principle of the freeze and does
not in any waY affect the concept that
we shall shut the children of these
mothers off on July I, 1968. on the basiS
of the proportion that they were to the
population as of January I, 1968.
Mr. President, the Senator from New
York [Mr. KENNEDY] and other Senators
suggested that we cannot control the
birth rate and say that no children shall
be born after January I, after New Year's
Day, 1968. He suggested that we cannot
control the rate of migration of rural
families from the farms to the cities. Of
course we cannot.
We cannot even control the migration
rate of Stokely Carmichael when he
wants to travel outside the United
States, to say nothing of migration back
and forth from the rural areas to the
urban areas.
Yet we are saying to the States that
after June 30, they will not receive any
Federal assistance for any children born
after the 1st of January 1968, or any
children whose families moved into the
area after that date unless there is a
comparable outflow of children. That is
what I am talking about. That is what
many of us feel is going to cause distress, disaster, hunger, and further
poverty in this country. this summer,
and until it is repealed.
During the course of the debate yesterday. the Senator from Louisiana said.
"Well. we left it up to those who know,
those experts who know more about
welfare."
I challenge that statement. More than
150 people who are true experts, who
do know about welfare and about the
impact of such a provision as we made,
and such a provision as the House agreed
to-the impact on the poverty stricken
and the welfare recipients of the Nation-testifled before the committee.
The other day I put into the RECORD a
list of people who opposed this so-called
freeze before the Senate committee.
Mr. President, the only persons who
came in to testify before the Finance
Committee in support of the House provision were the representative of a
Councll of State Chambers of Commerce, and the Puerto Rico Medical As-
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sociation. More than 150 experts-true
experts-fonnally opposed this provision, including the Governors of 13
States, a statement from the National
Council of Governors, members of public welfare commissions from many
States, and members of such organizations as the National Council of Negro
Women, the National Council of Senior
Citizens, and others.
Yesterday the Senator from Oklahoma read into the RECORD a telegram
from the National Councll of Senior
Citizens in which the members of that
council, through its executive board,
suggested that the National Council of
Senior Citizens did not want to have an
increase of 13 percent in benefits, or a
minimum of $11 per month, at the expense of the mothers and children of
poverty stricken America.
That was not a new concept or a new
idea as far as the National Council of
Senior Citizens was concerned after the
bill passed, because, in the course of the
hearings, at page 1075 of the hearing
record, the representative of the National Council of Senior Citizens, John·
W. Edelman, president of that council,
said:
Most shocking of all the provisions of the
House-passed social security blll are Its savage restrictions on Federal aid for relief of
the poor.
Under this blll, relief to poor famllles
could be shut off entirely or a poor family
could have rel1ef payments reduced by arbitrarily cutting off adults from relief and
children could be removed by court order
and placed With strangers for care.
So great Is the concern of Na.tlonal Council
members over this threat to children of the
poor that I have received many letters from
members Who, despite their own need for a
meaningful social security Increa.se, offer to
forgo an Increase If this wlll protect poor
children from the pl1ght that awaits them
If the House-passed social security blll
should-God forbid-become law.
Our members, Who have raised families,
know the Importance of family life to children and can understand the hurt Infilcted
on them when they are arbitrarily deprived
of famlly life.
Mr. Chairman a.nd other distinguished
committee members, the welfare restrictions
of the House-pa.ssed social security bill deliberately dlscr1m1nate against cities like
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Newark, and other communities with large
ghetto area.s teeming With the outcasts of
our changing agricultural system.
The blll does nothing to prevent the migration of agriculture's human rejects to
city ghettos. This migration wlll continue.
Restrictive welfare measures proposed In the
House-pa.ssed bl1l are not Ilkely to change
this historic movement from the farms to
the cities.
I a.ppeal to the committee and the Senate
to show compa.sslon for these victims of a
changing technology in agriculture. I plead
With you to lighten, ra.ther than add to the
heavy burden the unfortunate poor In city
slums must bear.

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, for nearly a
full year the Congress has been debating
the social security bill. It is most unfortunate, therefore, that at this
eleventh hour in the session the Senate
is faced, virtually on a take-it-or-Ieaveit basis, with a conference report contailling public welfare provisions opposed
by nearly every group and individual appearing before the Finance Committee
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during hearings on the social security
bill and by the majority of the Senate as
evidenced by the votes taken on the bill
3 weeks ago.
I, of course, am disappointed with the
social security beneflt leve1s in the bill.
Certainly a 15-percent increase in benefits, with a minimum of $70 per month,
is not too much to ask in view of today's
cost of living. As most social security
beneficiaries know from experience,
anyone living on a fixed income has been
fighting a losing battle in this inflationary period.
At this point, however, I would like to
call particular attention to my deep concern with the provisions of title II, the
public welfare amendments. Just 6
months ago the deep social unrest in our
urban areas exploded in the violence of
Newark, Detroit, and some 50 other
cities around the Nation. Evidence of the
problems in our core cities continues to
mount almost daily. Thus it is particularly distressing to find that we are presented with a bill which is retrogressive
in nature and which represents a signiflcant departure from what has been a
humanitarian approach to the problems
of the poor in our cities.
If anything has been learned in the
past several months from the Newarks,
the Plainflelds, and the Detroits, it is
that, as a Nation, we can no longer ignore
the deep and bitter feelings of frustration and despair of those trapped in the
poverty cycle. Yet the punitive provisions
of the welfare amendments can only exacerbate the tensions in the ghettos.
The bill before us would use compulsion to put parents receiving aid to families for dependent children-AFDCinto work training programs. Contrary to
the philosophy of the Senate-approved
bill, it assumes that mothers of young
children should work rather than take
care of their children. It also rejects the
Senate provision that families of unemployed fathers should be eligible for
AFDC payments.
The provisions intended to encourage
welfare recipients to find jobs can hardly
be called incentives. The job-training allowance we approved three weeks ago has
been cut from $20 a week to $30 a month.
This comes to approximately $7 a week
or just about enough for bus fare. The
amount of outside earnings a recipient is
permitted to keep over and above his welfare payment has also been substantially
reduced.
By placing a freeZe on the number of
AFDC children for whom States can receive matching Federal funds, the conference committee report ignores population migration patterns which are caused
by forces of national scope, such as unemployment, automation, and the decline of rural wages and jobs.
Many large cities have become in-migration areas. Because the migrants generally come from deprived areas, are
functionally illiterate, untrained, and
lacking in employable skills, many of
them become almost immediately, welfare cases. My own State of New Jersey
has the third highest rate of in-migration in the Nation, with the heaviest flow
moving into the older cities.
In protesting the conference commit-

tee bill, officials of Essex County, N.J.,
where Newark is located, informed me
only today that while the total population of Newark has declined in recent
years, the welfare case load has increased sharply. Since 1960 the number
of Essex County AFDC cases, 87 percent
of which are in the city of Newark, has
quadrupled and the costs have increased
by 463 percent. During this same period
of time, the Federal contribution to the
Essex County AFDC load has declined
from 42 to 33 percent.
Mr. President, at this point I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD three telegrams, all directed
tome.
The first Is from Philip K. Lazaro, director of the Essex County Welfare
Board.
The second is from Lloyd W. McCorkle, commissioner of the Department
of Institutions and Agencies of the State
of New Jersey.
The third telegram is from Walter C.
Blaisi, Essex County supervisor, C. Stewart Hausmann, Essex County freeholder,
Thomas R. Farley, Essex County freeholder, and Hymen B. Mintz, Essex
County freehOlder.
There being no objection, the telegrams were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
NEWARK, N.J.,

December 13, 1967.

Hon. CLIFFORD W. CASE,
Senate Of!lce Building,
Washington, D.C:

We strongly object to the provisIon in H.R.
12080 relating to the arbItrary freezIng of

Federal partIcipatIon in payments to needy
fam1l1es at the January 1968 level for the
following reasons: 1. With the national mIgration of needy people from rural to urban
areas, caseloads In urban areas contInue to
grow rapIdly. The freeze would therefore
penallze every urban area by requirIng them
to bear a larger share of the cost. In Essex
County for Instance, whlle the total populatIon hall remaIned relatively statIc, the
demographIc makeup has changed as
mIddle-class fammes have moved out and
the underprIvlleged have moved In. As a result costs in Essex for the ADC program
alone have risen from $8,000,000 in 1960 to
a projected $45,000,000 in 1968. 2. ThIs freeze
further intensifies the local financIal problem in that the Federal Government in these
yearll has contributed at fiat $22 per person
in ADC despIte mandated rIses in assIstance
grants, thus forcIng local government to
carry an IncreasIng percentage of cost. In
Essex, for Instance, the Federal share in 1960
amounted to 42 percent of the total. In 1968
It is projected at 33 percent. Rather than
freeze present Federal aId we strongly urge
an increase in the per capIta payment as
well as ellmination of the freeze provIsIon.
We respectfully urge you to take whatever
affirmative actIon you can wIth respect to
the poInts raIsed herewIth.
PHILIP K. LAZARO,
Director, Essex County Welfare Board.
TRENTON,

N.J.,

December 12,1967.

Han. CLIFFORD P. CASE,
Senate Office Building,
WaShington, D.C.:

New social

s~lIrity
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legislatIon, HR 12080

as reported out of Senate-House conference
contaIns provisIon freezing Federal partIcIpation In aid-to-familles-of-dependent-chlldren program. It adopted this can be catastrophIc for New Jersey, partIcularly our urban centers. New Jersey will suffer because
I-It is natIonally recognized that the num-

ber of welfare recipIents has been maIntained
at a low level in New Jersey and 2-New Jersey has the third hIghest rate of In-mIgratIon
in the Nation. Freeze on Federal participatIon would place the entire cost of increased
loads on State, county, and municIpal governments.
LLOYD W. MCCORKLE,
Commissioner, Department Of Institutions, and Agencies, State Of New Jersey.

NEWARK, N.J.,
December 11,1967.

Hon. CLIFFORD P. CASE.
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Immigration escalating welfare cost creating crIsIs in Essex County. Urge you oppose
restrictIons on and fight for lIberalizatIon
of welfare provIsIons of Social SecurIty Act.
WALTER C. BLASI.
Essex County Supervisor.

C. STEWART HAUSMANN,
Essex County Freeholder.

THOMAS R. FARLEY,
Essex County Freeholder.

HYMEN B.

MINTZ,

Essex County Freeholder.

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, is less Federal support to our metropolitan areas to
be our answer to the urban problem? Are
we to express our commitment to the
most serious problem in our Nation by
accepting a bill which punishes rather
than helps those who need help the most?
This kind of response is not just shortsighted. For the disadvantaged and the
poverty stricken, it contains the seeds of
deeper disillusionment and bitterness.
Forcing those on welfare to bear the
burden of our national confusion and
frustrations will not halt the changes occurring in our society, nor does it represent a responsible answer to the Nation's
problems of race and poverty. I, therefore, urge the Senate to reject the conference repOrt and to insist on the public
welfare provisions of the Senate bill.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I, too, as
did my colleague, the Senator from New
Jersey [Mr. CASE] rise to protest the
deeply unjust provisions contained in the
conference repOrt.
Nobody knows better than I the charm
and blandishment of voting "aye" on a
conference report of this character on
the ground that it does nice things for a
lot of wonderful people.
Mr. President, these very same people,
however, do not in their own names wish
to see harm and injustice done to a lot
of other dear people who deserve to receive the help of our Government.
They know and I know that, even if
this conference report were rejected it
would only take another 24 hours for the
conferees to be back with another report
which would correct the rather barbarous
inequities contained in this report.
I think that is very important, because
due to events over which. let us assume,
nobodY had a control, to be as kind as
possible to our colleague, our efforts to
put over consideration of this report
were aborted.
We are now face to face with the adjournment rush and the voting deadline,
and no opportunity whatever is afforded
to alert the people of the country as to
what is at stake here and why.
Mr. President, I have received telegrams sent by the Governor of the State
of New York and by the mayor of the

city of New York, expressing in eloquent
terms their opposition to what is here
contrived, and their reasons.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a telegram addressed to me by
a distinguished labor leader, Walter
Reuther, president of the Industrial Union Department of the AFL-CIO, be
printed at this point in the RECORD. In
this telegram he speaks of the conference
report as being "repugnant to human
needs and dignity."
There being no objection, the telegram
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WASHINGTON, D.C.,

December 11,1967.

Senator JACOB K. JAVITS.
Washington, D.O.:

The conference report on the social securIty bll1 is repugnant to human needs and
dIgnIty. SocIal security benefit levels are
totally Inadequate, and the work-traInIng requIrements Imposed on mothers by the conference report are unconscIonable. The welfare benefit freeze will impose heavy tax
burdens on local communities and adjustments in old-age assIstance and welfare
standards may deprIve the poorest of our
retired cItizens of any income increase at
all. On behalf of more than sIx mlllion members of the IndustrIal UnIon Department,
AFL-CIO, I urge you to vote agaInst the
social securIty conference report and subsequently to instruct conferees to insIst on
the provIsIons of the Senate bill.
WALTER P. REUTHER,
President, Industrial Union Department,
AFL-CIO.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I think
that the Senator from Montana [Mr.
METCALF], the Senator from Oklahoma
[Mr. HARRIS], and the junior Senator
from New York [Mr. KENNEDY] who
were all fighting so forcefully should receive the thanks of the country for the
burden they have had to carry on this
matter.
It seems to me that what has to be
made clear is that the social security increase, inadequate as it is, would not go
down the drain if we postponed action
on this report. There is no jeopardy about
that. Nobody will even know what went
on, as far as that is concerned. No one
would receive increased checks until
March in any case. Therefore, the idea of
slowing down a bit and rousing the welfare organizations and decent citizens
and marshaling the Governors was
sound. And they should be roused. But
we have now found ourselves in this
trap.-compelled to consent to a vote tomorrow. However, that is by no means
the end of the matter.
If this measure is as wrong as I thinkand it is-then there will be a chance to
right it in the new Congress.
All of us have ultimately to face the
people, and we will have to face them
in 1968.
There will be plenty of time to make
this case and make it effectively. Congress has a way of reacting to the sentiments of the country, I say to my colleague, the Senator from Montana [Mr.
METCALF], who was kind enough to yield
to me. If the sentiments are expressed
well enough and strongly enough, the
people will get action next year in the
Senate and in the House of Representatives.
That is why I felt that the feelings
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expressed so strongly by the Governor
and the mayor of New York are very
useful. They represent 18 million people,
almost 10 percent of the Nation. It is a
very progressive State.
I am sure that many other individuals
and ofiicials in other States will feel the
same way and express their feelings and
make their weight felt in Congress.
I hope that my colleagues will not feel
that the ball game is over just because
the situation we face-which, as I say, is
just one of those acts of God-has made
it impossible to marshal public sentiment right now.
All that was desired was that the matter gO over until 2 days after we return
on January 15.
I repeat, no one would have been in
the least discommoded. The social security recipients would not even have
known it happened, because they would
not receive their first checks until March
of 1968, anyway, and we have every assurance that their checks would have
been sent out just the same if this report
were dealt with in January instead of
now. But it suits those who do not take
our point of view to press the matter
now. They have prevailed in terms of the
parliamentary situation we face and in
which our effort was aborted by the
highly controversial events of this
morning.
What we must do now, in my judgment,
is to make strongly apparent how serious
is the case in order to arouse sentiment
to support that case. I have never seen
Congress fail to respond when there was
sufiicient outCry, and especially when it
was based on just cause.
The single most unjust aspect of this
bill is the freeze placed on Federal payments under the AFDC program. This is
really like plowing under little pigs or
holding back little children or reserving
the cure for cancer because it is good
for us to suffer.
Mr. President, the proponents of the
bill say that it will help to reduce Federal welfare expenditures. Certainly, it
will. But it will not help to reduce welfare
expenditures borne by decent people livtng in communities where the size of the
welfare rolls will depend upon the weltare requirements, not upon the words of
the Federal law. They will have to carry
the full cost, without any Federal help.
It is particularly burdensome upon those
very areas of the country which, because
of their superior opportunities and their
superior performance, are attracting
migration of people of low economic income and low training-people who come
from Puerto Rico and from the Deep
South and other areas of the country to
find exactly what these States, which
have enlightened policies, give them.
The welfare rolls of these areas will
inevitably increase. Indeed, the mayor
of New York says that the New York City
burden will rise by $50 to $70 within 18
months. That is what is at stake here.
New York-and I am sure it is true
of Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston, and
cities in the States of almost every
Member of the Senate-will not allow
children to go uncared for when they
urgently need welfare.
The result of this unjust amendment
will be to force up real estate taxes in
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those very municipalities where they are
trying to cope with their responsibilities.
Mind you, this is a national problem,
because we have no control over the
movement of population in this country.
I believe it is estimated that not less than
5 million Negroes have moved up from
the South within the last decade. A tremendous migration to New York, for
example, has taken place in the last 20
years, from Puerto Rico, giving us desirable citizens. They will be wonderful
citizens in a very short period of years.
In the meantime, they represent a national movement of POPUlation for whose
responsibility the Nation, in this iniquitous amendment, washes its hands.
Mr. President, for myself-and I feel
very deeply that it should be the rule
for the others who are engaged in this
effort-the elimination of this freeze
should be one of the major tasks during
the next session of Congress.
Another key provision of the conference report which is most objectionable
deals with the new so-called work incentive program. This is a euphemism designed to sugar over what is really compulsory work for mothers, something
which you would hardly dream of in the
Congress of the United States.
We had on the Senate fioor-and, indeed, the Senate committee had done it
itself-succeeded in ameliorating the
original work provisions of the House
bill. We had exempted mothers with
preschool children from mandatory
work, and had also barred compulsory
work during nonschool hours for mothers who actually cared for schoolchildren
16 or under. These salutary exemptions
were struck out in conference.
Even the provision specifically allowing the States to create categories of
exemption was dropped, purportedly for
the reason that it was redundant. It was
not redundant, for the bill, as it left the
Senate. specifically allowed the secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare to
issue criteria under which States could
exempt persons from the compulsory
work program. That important Federal
power to establish guidelines is now out
of the bill, lUld the matter is left in State
control--exactly what has caused the
trouble before this.
Also extremely distasteful to me is the
fact that welfare payments for families
in which a parent refuses to work without good cause are henceforth to be made
in the form of protective or vendor payments. Mr. President, nothing is more
calculated to break down morale and
family life than these protective and vendor payments. The words "protective
payments" are also a euphemism, because they interpose a third party into
the family as the provider and purchaser
of elementary goods and services, and
this seriously undermines family integrity and stability. It would be difiicult to
think of a better mechanism to lead to
more broken homes and more disrupted
family life than we have here. And we
further complicated the matter by allowing the use of vendor payments-that is,
payments directly to those who supply
services-an untried and long discredited
system of providing the essentials of life
through government arrangements with
merchants.
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Of course, our conferees also gave in
on the enlightened fioor amendment,
which I had long championed, to make
the welfare program applicable on a nationwide basis even where there is a man
in the house, and to take Jtway the discretion to deprive such families of welfare payments.
Mr. President, the conference report
deserves much greater detailed and
critical consideration than it will receive
today and tomorrow. We should have had
I',n opportunity to vote it down and to in8truct our conferees to return to the conference table to eliminate some of its
worst prOVisions. Instead, we will be
forced to vote on it on a take-it-or-leaveit basis-a vote that makes a rejection of
the conference report much more difficult. But these issues must be faced. That
it what we are here for.
Mr. President, I join with my colleagues, for that reason, in rising to protest against the injustice and against
the situation which has brought us to it.
Mr. METCALF. I am grateful to the
Senator. In the course of my comments
I shall elaborate on the imp,ortant work
that the Senator is doing in the conference on education, in an effort to solve
the problem of poverty in America, and
the problem of the welfare of people who
are unemployed. The Senator from New
York, 'the Senator from Pennsylvania,
and others are working on the problem of
education for our people and are not
attempting to cut them off the welfare
rolls.
Mr. JAVITS. I thank the Senator.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the
Senator from New York mentioned the
fact that there was no question that this
13-percent increase in social security
benefits and the $55 minimum would be
promptly passed and that there is no
question in anybody's mind, too, that
the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare would go forward and prepare
himself to issue the checks under the
present legislation and under any other
legislation Which would be adopted in
changing these other matters that would
not go into effect until the 1st of March,
and that those checks would be forthcoming at that time.
That was the matter I was just preparing to go into when I yielded to the
Senator from New York, because I had
suggested that back at the time we held
hearings in the Senate Finance Committee on this bill the president of the National Council of Senior Citizens, the
group that is most affected by this legislation providing a 13-percent increase
and a $55 minimum, said they did not
want to have that increase if it meant
they would have to accept the Housepassed social security bill with the socalled freeze.
The House wanted it. We wanted it.
The administration wanted it. We
wanted the increase. Some of us wanted
more than 15 percent. Some of us felt
the minimum should be more than $55.
It would not have been a matter of
24 hours from the time this body had
rejected the conference report before
they would have been back with some
provision to take care of those people.
Even if the matter had gone over until
2 days after this Congress reconvened
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in the second session, as has been suggested, there would still have been time
for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to issue the checks
provided.
During the course of his discussion,
the Senator from New York said that
one of the reasons why he was not on the
fioor this morning was that he was participating as the ranking minority member in the conference on the education
bill. At that time I mentioned, and I
want to reiterate, that the way to take
care of this situation with respect to
people on public welfare, people who are
unemployed and unable to earn enough
money to take care of dependent children, is not to kick them off welfare, not
to return them to the debtors' prisons or
poor farms or workhouses, but to let
them compete in a modern society.
Many people have said that we now
have a third generation drawing welfare.
That is not the failure of the program.
That is our failure. That is the failure of
the Congress of the United States and
the Republican and Democratic administrations over the years. That is the
failure of the legislatures and the Governors of the various States of the Union
in not providing the kind of work-training programs and vocational education
and educational opportunities so people
can get themselves out of the morass of
welfare year. in and year out and have
the opportunity to take a useful place in
society and earn the kind of wages and
salaries they are capable of earning if
they have the right opportunity.
The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare appeared and testified before the committee. I regret very much
that, apparently, the administration has
accepted this freeze or the very limited
change that came out of the conference
report at this time. But the administration had not accepted it when the Secretary came before the Senate Finance
Committee. He said, with respect to
working mothers and what is going to
happen to the children, that what really
matters is what happens to individual
members of the families.
Let me read from what he said:
What really matters Is what happens to
each family. A mother might appear to be a
good candidate for work and training on
several grounds, yet special circumstances
might make It desirable for her to delay entrance Into the program. If determinations
are made according to rigid formulas Infiexlbly applied, if lack of imagination and
foresight characterize action at the decision
level. then the result can only be grief for the
individuals and famllles Involved and defeat
of the purposes of the program, which are
to strengthen the family and move It toward
independence.
All things considered, we believe that the
establishment of training programs shoUld
be mandatory upon the States, but voluntary
as far as the AFDC mothers are concerned.
We believe that, with the universal exlstence
of work training programs and day care arrangements so wisely provided in the House
bill, plus the $20 Incentive payments provided
In the administration proposals plus the
prospect of reasonable Income exemptions,
a very high percentage of mothers wlll want
to be trained and will want to go to work.
The work-training projects offer great opportunities but, Ilke all opportunities, they
must be exploited with wisdom as well as
energy. We must be sure that we are not pre-

paring candidates for nonexistent jobs. But
I would hope that we could go beyond merely
giving vocational training for already existing or conventional, partiCUlarly dead end,
jobs-that at least some of the projects
would be consciously aimed at creating new
careers in new kinds of jobs for the participants.

The people who know, to use the phrase
used by the Senator from Louisiana,
unanimously testified against the House
bill and against the freeze and against
making mothers work. Yet that is provided in this bill. An assistant professor
at the University of Utah, who was a
member of the graduate school of social
work in that institution, suggested that
while the provisions for additional day
care service and foster care are much
needed, unless we are willing to encourage stronger family life by providing
more adequate support for the child in
his home, there is a danger of disrupting
families unnecessarily.
I ask unanimous consent that excerpts
from her testimony be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the excerpts
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
EXCERPTS FROM TESTIMONY OF MISS ZELLA D.
ALLRED, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Re H.R. 12080.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoNG: I am very much concerned over some of the proposed amendments to the public assistance provisions of
the Social Security Act. May I take this means
of drawing to the committee's attention those
provisions which I think wlll tend to defeat
a major purpose of the program to strengthen
family life.

•

•

The proposed amendment to Section 402A,
which would withhold assistance from a relative or dependent child who refused to participate In a work training program Is unnecessarily punitive and again falls to recognize the complicated factors that go Into
such dependency.
There are two points In Section 201a of
H.R. 12080, Sub-Sections 15 and 16, which
may be detrimental to the overall objective
of strengthening family Ufe. Emphasis on
"assuring to the maximum extent possible
that such relative, child, and individual wlll
enter the labor force and accept employment
so that they wlll become self-sutficlent" may
not be In the best Interest of the child or in
long-range planning for family stabll1ty. Although this Is qualified by reference to "appropriate cases" this qualification is frequently overlooked In employment planning.
I have seen a number of instances In which
mothers have been encouraged to go to work
to the detriment of our future generation.

•

The provisions for additional day care servIces and foster care are again very much
needed, but unless we are willing to encourage stronger family life by providing more
adequate support for the child in his own
home there is again danger of disrupting
families unnecessarily.
I sincerely trust that your committee wll!
give careful consideration to these particular points.
Respectfully yours,
Miss ZELLA D. ALLRED, ACSW,
Assistant Professor.

Mr. METCALF. Mr. Lawrence Speiser,
of the American Civil Liberties Union,
testified very eloquently about this com-
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pulsory work training program. I ask
unanimous consent that excerpts from
his testimony be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the excerpts
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIRECTOR,
WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
B. COMPULSORY WORK-TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR
AFDC ADULTS AND OUT-OF-SCHOOL CHILDREN
OVER IS
Section 204 of H.R. 12080 requires the states
to set up work-training programs for the
"appropriate" adults and children over 16
who are not In school. In the words of the
Committee report. "If, without good cause,
any appropriate child or relative refuses to
accept a work or training assignment, or refuses to accept employment or training
olfered through the stRte employment service
(or that Is otherWise oJIered by an employer)
he will have his assistance discontinued upon
verification that of this refusal and specific
evidence that the offer of training oremployment Is a bona fide one,"
We feel, fundamentally, that the very
power to arbitrarily compel a person to accept employment, is Inimical to a free society
and in confiict with the Thirteenth Amendment prohibItion against involuntary servitude and a denial of the equal protection of
the laws.
Mothers, In a program so heavily involved
with fatherless homes, are heaVily affected by
Section 204. We Insist It is a denial of equal
protection and due process either to withhold
aid from a needy family Where the mother
refuses to leave her young children to work
or to compel her to work in order to receive
ald. The condition of poverty is not a reasonable basis to deprive a mother of the right
to remain with her children If she feels they
need her and we must recognize that the
right of a mother to rear her children is a
right.
Nor can we appropriately empower the
state to make the decision Whether a particular mother's determination not to leave
her children is "good cause" for refusing employment. Section 204 lends Itself to the same
implementation as state "employable mother"
rules such as the Georgia act now being
challenged on equal protection and due process grounds In Anderson v. Schejer, Civil No.
10443, N.D. Ga., Sept. 20, 1966.
The complaint alleged that "In practice,
the poUcy has the Intended effect of depriving large number of Negro families of
AFDC benefits and of maintaining an available supply of Negro laborers for agricultural employment In Georgia. County
boards In rural areas terminate AFDC eUglbll1ty for Negro mothers as of a certain
date each year regardless of Whether employment Is actually available. White
mothers are usually exempted from the work
obligation because farm labor traditionally
is not 'sultable' for them."
The hearing of the Mississippi Advisory
Co·mmittee to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights held early this )'ear In Jackson
further illustrated the dangers of this section. The hearings delved Into the operation of Mississippi's public assistance, food
stamp, commodity distribution and work
experience programs. In general. the hearings supported the conclusion that the administration of such programs were discrimina tory and arbi trary.
As far as the Work Experience Program
under Title V of the Economic Opportunity
Act, a parallel program to the one put forth
under Bectlon 204, the hearings showed that
"it falled to provide on the job training
and experience to the poor. Instead of Increasing jobs for poor people, Work Experience was used to provide employment to
workers from the Department of Public
:Welfare and to SUbsidize public agencies by
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offering a supply of free labor. The few
private employers who participated used the
program to increase janitorial and maid
service, including work done in their own
homes, Without incurring any expense. Complaints were voiced by many Negroes that
they were not receiving training in the jobs
which they sought, such as nurses aides or
dieticians, but were placed in menial positions. Moreover, when the program ended,
most trainees were not employed, and those
who were suffered a large wage decrease."

Mr. METCALF. I have a statement of
Jo Eleanor Eillott, president of the
American Nurses Association; a statement of Norman V. Lourie, first vice
president of the American Public Welfare AssOciation-again an expert, one
of those men who knows about the, impact of this amendment; one of those
people who knows, that it was suggested
that we should look to by the Senator
from Louisiana--{)ne from Mr. Charles
B. Harding, president of the Arthritis
Foundation, saying:
We are concerned about compulsory employment and tra1nlng programs for children over the age of 16, unemployed fathers,
and mothers with dependent children. The
drastic switch of emphasis makes social
~ecur1ty legislation and job training a recruitment program rather than a means of
strengthening family life. We are certain it
wlll allow coercive measures, will not rectlty
the consequences of generations of poverty
and disease.

The Association of state Maternal
and Child Health Directors, and Directors of Crippled Children's Programs,
Dr. R. F. Rice, M.D., president, said:
Section 201 of the same title
place the States In a position
mothers on AFDC to go to work.
adversely affect the health and
their cWldren.

appears to
of forcing
This couid
welfare of

A representative of the Board of
Directors of the Health and Welfare
Council of Metropolitan st. Louis
testified.
A former colleague of mine in the
House of Representatives, who was then
a delegate from the territory of Hawaii,
and is now Governor of Hawaii, stated
that this requirement would be detri:rnental to the AFDC mothers in his
State.
Mr. President, I shall not take up the
time of the Senate in reading all of these
matters, but in order to make the record
complete, and to demonstrate that this
controversy is not at an end today, or
will not end with the vote taken tomorrow, or by the agreement and approval
of the conference report, but will go on
as long as there is need for the mothers
and children of America, I ask unanimous consent that excerpts from all of
these statements and others on this subject be incorporated in the RECORD at
this point.
There being no objection, the excerpts
were ordered to be printed in the Record
as follows:
STATEMENT OF Jo ELEANOR ELLIOTT, PRESWENT,
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
We support In principle and regard as commendable the provision that States set up
work training programs to help welfare recipients become employable and self-supporting. However, we bel1eve that where AFDC
mothers are involved, their participation in
job training and employment shOUld be on a
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voluntary basis, premised on counsel1ng and
evaluation of what is in the best interest of
the cWld or chlldren.
The provision for establishing day care
centers and the work incentive features of
earnings exemptions w1ll encourage mothers
with an employment potential who can safely
leave their cWldren, to voluntarily take training and employment.
STATEMENT OF NORMAN V. LoURIE, FIRST VICE
PKESWENT, AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE
ASSOCIATION
Our second major objection is with ref·
erence to the element of compulsion for
participation in job training "nd to accept
employment. Every employable father who
is receiving assistance shOUld be required
to participate in job training if avallable or
to accept an offer Of SUitable employment.
The situation with respect to the mothers,
however, is quite different. We know that
there are many working mothers who would
be el1gible to receive AF'DC if they were not
working. We know, too, that xnany mothers
now receiving AFDC would go to work If they
could find a job, and if arrangements could
be made for the care of their children. In
fact, there is a constant in-and-out of employment among AFDC mothers who take
jobs when they can find them. In households
headed by women, more than 12 percent of
the AFDC case closings are because of employment or increased earnings. In addition,
there is a significant number of mothers receiving AFDC assistance who are working
part-time or full-time. Current figures apparently are not avallable, but in a special
study conducted in 1961 HEW found that
4.6 percent of the AFDC mothers had fulltime Jobs, but with earnings too low to meet
the AFDC famlly bUdget. Another 8.3 percent of the workers were holding part-time
jobs. There were Wide variations among the
states, with one state reporting that onefourth of all AFDC mothers were working
at full-time jobs. Some of these mothers
have to pay for the care of their children
at their own expense, which does not leave
much net income from their meager earnings.
It Is obvious that many more mothers
would take employment if they had marketable skills, or if jobs were available, or if
arrangements could be made for the care of
their cWldren.
The proposed requirement that the weltare
agency develop a program for each adult in
an AFDC faInily would serve to identify the
potentlalltles of each indiVidual, as well
as the services and faclllties that must be
brought into play to make the individual's
program effective. We are confident that a
significant number of persons would voluntarily participate in a training program,
and would be enabled to find and keep a
job, If the services and faclllties were made
available to them as proposed in tWs legislation. We acknowledge that we do not know
how large this number would be. Neither
do we know in any exact sense how many
"hard core" faInilies there are, in which the
mother would refuse to take employment
even though it were considered appropriate,
and if all necessary supportive services were
brought into play. We do not know, because
the welfare agencies have not so far had
these resources and services to offer on a
scale large enough to make them available
to all who might benefit by them. But we
regard provision for compUlsory work or
training for mothers as impractical and we
have serious doubts that it would make any
significant difference in the number of fammes who were enabled to become selt-supporting.
It is our recommendation that the welfare
agencies be given a chance to try out these
new tools, with the recipient participating
on a voluntary basis. If the resuits turn out
to be unsatisfactory, the matter can be reviewed and reconsidered.

It the head of a family refuses to accept
employment when, according to all reasonable tests, it is considered appropriate, the
problem does not go away any quicker by
cutting off assistance. If a father's share of
assistance is cut out of the budget, he will
probably continue to eat at tlhe same table
with the rest of the family; with everyone
just getting a little less. Or he couid desert
the family, in which case they could continue receiving assistance. Or the chlldren
could be removed, if the court so ordered,
at a greater cost than supporting them at
home. The only chance for a constructive
solution in a situation of this kind is through
patient and perhaps tlme-consuIning effort,
to encourage and support and enable, and to
inst1ll some motivation.
Under the tenns of the b1l1, if an assistance
recipient is deemed by the weltare agency
to be "appropriate" for training or employment, and refuses to participate in training
or to accept a bona fide offer of employment,
his assistance would be terminated. Apparently a good deal Of latitude for subjective
judgment would be permitted in making a
determination that employment is appropriate for an Individual with the potential consequence of termination of assistance. This
is in contrast with the other eligib1l1ty provisions for public assistance, which set forth
the objective conditions in some detail. We
are fearfUl that this provision couid be subject to wide variations in interpretation that
could be In confiict with the stated purpose of
maintaining and strengthening famlly life.
In the event that Congress should decide to
enact this provision we recommend that the
Secretary of HEW be directed to formulate
guldel1nes for its interpretation and appUcation. Such guideUnes should be designed
to protect the rights and best interests of
fammes and chlldren. They shouid spell out
what constitutes refusal of employment for
good cause and what measures should be
taken to safeguard the children in such
situations.

CHARLES B. HARDING, PRESIDENT, ARTHRrrIs
FOUNDATION, NEW YORK CHAPTER
We are further concerned about compUlsory employment and training programs for
chUdrenover age 16, unemployed fathers,
and mothers With dependent chlldren. The
drastic switch of emphasis ofH.R. 12080
makes the SOCial security legislation a compulsory job training and employment recruitment program rather than a means of
strengthening faInily Ufe. We are certain that
you are aware that coercive measures will
not rectlty the consequences of generations
of injustice, poverty and disease.
R. G. RICE, M.D., PREsIDENT, ASSOCIATION
OF STATE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND
CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S DIRECTORS
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
DEPARTMENT OF PuBLIC HJ!:ALTH,
Lansing, Mich., September 8, 1967.

Mr. TOM VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Fina.nce,
U.S. Senate, New Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.:
Section 201 of the same title Rppears to

place the states in a position of forcing
mothers on AFDC to go to work. This could
Rdversely affect the health and welfare of
their children.
STATEMENT OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS, HEALTH &
WELFARE COUNCIL OF METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS
HEALTH & WELFARE COUNCIL
OF METRoPoLrrAN ST. LOUIS, INC.,
St. Louis, Mo., September 26, 1967.

Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoNG: The enclosed statement on H.R. 12080 was unanimously approved by the Board of Directors of the
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Health and Welfare COuncil of Metropolitan
St. Louis. The Health and Welfare Council is
a voluntary organization of 200 health, welfare and recreation agencies in the St. Louis
area.
We respectfully request that you and your
committee take Into consideration the views
expressed In the enclosed statement.
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD S. JONES,
STATEMENT ON H.R.

President.

12080

There are however other provisions In this
blll which give us deep concern and we are
opposed to their Inclusion In the b1ll In their
present form. These are:

The compulsory nature ot the community work and training program requiring that an AFDO mother or other adult
or child over 16 years ot age must engage in
worle and training (unless specifically exempted) as a condition ot receiving assist-

ance.-Employment and trainIng programs
are Important resources for public assistance
reCipients. Their value Is however d1m1nished
when they are made a condition of assistance. This provision wlll be expensive to administer and will further drain otr already
scarce social work personnel into inappropriate roles.
REPLY FROM Gov. JOHN A. BURNS, HAWAIISPECIAL NOTICE FROM NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
CONFERENCE REGARDING SOCIAL SECURITY
AMENDMENTS OJ' 1967 (HB. 12080)

4. Should the requirement for work trainIng programs for mothers receiving AFDC
payments include only mothers requesting
the training, mothers of children over 6 years
of age, or all AFDC mothers as the blll
proposes?
The requirement for work training programs should not be Imposed on all AFDC
mothers. Participation In such programs
should be determined by the individual home
situation and the needs of the faIn1ly. Arbitrary criteria such as "only mothers requesting the training" or "mothers of children over
6 years of age" are not practical. A mother
with a handicapped cbild over 6 or a large
family may be vItally needed in the bome to
provide adequate care and supervision for
her children.
LETTER SUBMITTED BY SENATOR HICKENLOOPEK
FROM CENTRAL IOWA CHAPTER, NATIONAL
AssOCIATION OJ' SOCIAL WORKERS
NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF SOCIAL
WORKERS, INc., CENTRAL IOWA

CHAPTER,
Des Moines,Iowa, September 6, 1967.

Hon. BoURKE

HICKENLOOPEK,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.
2. Participation in work training and day
center use.

a. Botb work training and use of day centers to care for ADC chIldren are generally
constructive programs for both ADO beneficIaries and society, bowever, such benefits
would arise only from proper application to
individual faInilies and not from mass application to all beneficiaries. In many Instances tbe best Interests of chIldren and
society depend on the motber remaIning
at bome caring for the chIldren. It should
be clearly stated In the law that In such Instances refusal to accept training or employment should constitute "good cause" to refuse sucb training or work.
b. Tbe legislatIon passed by the House
would Incorporate adm1n1strative responsibUlty in the raw and thus impair our tripartite goverdment as well as the programs
legislated.
Mrs. ELEANoa W. CARRIS, ACSW,
Ohairman.
ALICE WHIPPLE, ACSW.

RUDOLPH P. BEERMAN, ACSW.

STATEMENT OF HON.
PRESIDENT,
CHILD
AMERICA

SENATE

ELMER L. ANDERSON,
WELFARE
LEAGUE OF

We wish to address ourselves to the chlld
welfare and public assistance amendments
of title II of H.R. 12080 as they would affect
the lives of untold numbers of chlldren in
this country. We do not believe that these
provisions are in the true tradition of the
U.S. Congress which has, over the past decades, expressed its concern for the health and
welfare of all the Nation's children.
Although title II of H.R. 12080 presents the
1llusion of helping children, upon close analysis, it is In fact coercive, punitive, and creates dlscriIninatory conditions hostile to the
welfare of children and the promotion of
sound family life. Even the positIve features
of the b1ll when viewed within the total context of the prograxns proposed, become negatIve and hostlle to the well-being of chlldren. A b1ll such as this could only have
come from the House of Representatives because those esteemed Members did not fully
understand the regressive proposals in this
legislation and how they would Ultimately
harm the Ilves of mil110ns of our chlldren.
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AMENDMENTS, PART 1, TITLE
11, H.R. 120S0

Our first objection to Title II of HB. 12080
is that, in part, it relles on compulsion and
coercion to achieve its end. It is excellent to
provide job training and Increased employment opportunities Which the b1ll seeks. But
we deplore the etrort to force people to accept job training or employment With the
threat of cutting off food for their chlldren
if they refUse. Such etrorts are self-defeating.
ThIs Is particularly true in Ilght of the fact
that H.R. 12080 greatly enlarges the areas
where the subjective judgments of welfare
workers would deterInine Whether a famlly
receives assistance, for it will be the indIvidual welfare workers who w1ll determine
whether a mother has a "good cause" In
preferring to stay at home to care for ber
chlldren, or whether employment is "suitable." We belleve that it is a critIcal
error to Increase the areas where the subjective judgment of welfare workers is substituted for objective eligibll1ty criteria. We
assume that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare w1ll write sound guides as
to what constitutes "good cause" for refusing
to accept training or employment, or for defining what constitutes "appropriate" trainIng and employment. However, we know from
past experience that well-meanIng regulations emanating from WashIngton frequently
provide lIttle real protection for the individual. The SUbjectIve judgment of thousands of 1nd1vIdual welfare workers Influenced by local attitudes and prejudices, frequently results in arbitrary unjust decisions
from whicb appeal Is long and costly and
often Impossible. Such circumstances severely endanger the rights of people, destroy their dignity, and make the Individual
subject to critical abuses of authorIty and
discretion that, before they are corrected, can
result in severe privation for children.
Emphasis upon investigations, searches,
and referrals to courts produce a climate in
which constitutional rights are endangered
and welfare workers are alienated from people they are supposed to serve. It Is extremely
difficult, if not impossIble, to otrer rehab1l1tative servIce to help the fam1l1es Who must
constantly be in fear of the worker Who Is
serving them.
The Ways and Means COmmittee Report
states that children wlll not be punished for
the fallure of a mother to work although
she may be cut off assistance. This too is an
1l1usion. If a mother, for example, Is cut off
relief because she sincerely believes she
should care for her chIldren and "protective
payments" are then made only to meet the
children's needs, that mother wlll either
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share the chlldren's portion of potatoes or
will starve. Either of these alternstives
would, in fact, punish the child, despite tbe
Committee's good intentions.
STATEMENT BY DR. TRUDE W. LASH, EXECUTIVE
DmECToR, CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK
COMMUNITY WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAMS
(SECTION 204)

We have long urged that AFDC mothers
be given the choice of carIng for their chllctren thexnselves or working either part-time
or full-tIme whlle being provided with group
day care, famlly day care, or homemaker
services. It is also appropriate that AFDC
mothers be allowed financial incentIve to
work through earning exemptions untll they
become self-supporting (Sect. 202), though
we support the Administration proposals for
higher exemptions. But to compel mothers to
work is the surest way of destroying Whatever
famlly tIes may exist. It would break up the
home of young children-as a matter of pUblic policy.
The most destructive aspect of this worktraining proposal, however, is the fact that it
would drive women into the work force While
the men remain untrained and unemployed.
Unwilling to face the huIniliation of not beIng the "provider" and thereby the acknowledged head of the household, they leave
home, particularly in those states where their
presence might threaten AFDC payments for
their children. Doing further damage to the
status of the male w1ll not strengthen family
life.
It would be a safe guess that the majority
of fathers have not worked 6 out of the last
13 quarters, that few have more than a casual
relationship to work and are therefore excluded from the AFDC program. ChIef among
the reasons for thIs situation is lack of education and training-due to lack of opportunity. The job market for untrained worker
is tight. The urban ghettos are full of healthy,
untrained and unemployed males who want
to work. Thousands Ilne up every time a cIty
job-opening is announced.
When the summer Neighborhood Youth
Corps in New York ended this program recently, over 23,000 out-of-school youths were
thrown on the streets, and many in these
groups are the absent fathers of AFDC
children.
"Increased etrorts to enforce the laws
against desertion and non-support," w1ll not
only be costly but wUl result In drivIng unemployed fathers further underground and
further away from sources of training and
work.
Only a major new training and job program that give absolute prIority to the unemployed male can prOTide a solution.
Such a community work and training program should not be forced upon the states
as a welfare measure. If we equate trainees
with welfare reCipients we isolate them further from their fellow-citizens. Work and
training prograxns must be comprehensive
and unstlgmatized.
It wlll be some time before a trUly etrective training and job program can be developed-and the jobs must be found first. The
MDTA program, the OED manpower program, the Nelson-Scheuer programs are st11l
in the trial and error stage--all of them
struggling to define training programs for
jobs that have a way of elUding their graduates. The new proposals would mandate
another layer and simply add to the confusion and duplication.
The Administration recommended, quite
appropriately, that community work and
training be transferred to the Department of
Labor so that resources can be coordinated
and traInIng and jobs prOVided speedily and
etrectively.
It should be added here that even if jobs
were available for all those mothers Who
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want to work, they would not now be able
to find the day care or family day care services they would need for their children in
order to be able to go to work. The cost of
these programs is only one factor; the shortage of trained staff 18 another; but the lack
of space in crowded ghetto areas may be the
biggest obstacle of all. In New York City
after 20 years of elfort, only 7,000 children
can be accommodated in our Day Care Centers and the same number of children are
usually to be found on waiting l18ts.
With adequate financing and mobiliZation
of all the creative genius and innovation at
our command, it may be possible to develop
an effective day care program, but not tomorrow or next year.
LETTER TO LONG FROM IRVING KANE, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC WELFARE COMMITTEE, WELFARE
FEDERATION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
'
THE WELFARE FEDERATION,
Oleveland, Ohio, August 31, 1967.
Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Ohairman, Oommittee on Finance,
U,S. Senate, Washington, D,C.:

Our Cleveland experience with work-training under Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act has confirmed these points.
We support the general principle in the
bill that women who are physically able
should have the opportunity to work, and
believe it is unwise to encourage these women to stay home. At the same time safeguards
must be provided other than the existing appeal procedure to prevent compulsion on
tho.se mothers who choose to remain at home
because they regard the rearing of their
children under close parental gUidance and
supervision as their primary responsibility.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF COUNCIL FOR CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION, UNITED CHURCH OF
CHRIST
We are, howelJer, prOfoundly disturbed by
some Of the provisions in the public assistance sections Of the proposed bill, Title II of

H.B. 12080, as passed by the House.

For example, the requirement that the
states set up work training programs for unemployed parents and for children over 16

Who get welfare assistance may be unexceptionable in itself. However, if participation
in such programs is to be made mandatory
on the part of all fammes receiving Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, the way
would be open to grave injustices.
We-and, we trust, your Committee-will
also insist on satisfactory answers to a host
of questions that must trouble anyone who
reads this bill.
Are all children over 16 who get welfare
assistance going to be required to engage In
work training? Who is going to set up the
standards and oversee the work? Is the work
going to be of the kind and quality that contribute to the child's future usefulness? Are
considerations of health, progress in school,
and the total home situation to be disregarded? Who will determine exceptions, on
what basis, and what appeal is there from an
adverse decision?
Are all mothers to be required to participate in such programs, regardless of the
needs and demands of their own children?
What assurance is there that day care programs will be available? What standards
governing day care centers for children In
such families will be established, lind by
whom? Are we really prepared to force the
poor mother to leave her children in another's care, regardless of her preferencesWhen society heretofore criticized the woman who left her children to take a job?
PREPARED STATEMENT OF l\;IYRON L. :MAYER ON
BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF JEWISH FEDERATIONS AND WELFARE FuNDS, FEDERATION
OF JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES OF NEW YORK
All too often there Is an assumption that
most people who require public assistance

should, and can, be removed from its rolls,
and the corollary, that being in need of such
aid Is Itself a sign of individual failure. The
fact is that the vast majority of those who
are In need of aid are too young, too sick or
too old to work. And these conditions require aid-aid administered With dignity
and a full understanding of the conditions
of the individual.
Such people require skilled social services
to achieve their maximum potentialities for
usefUl lives-as do those others-a small
mInority-Who are employable but who need
aid in qualifying for, finding, and holding
jobs.
We welcome the increased Federal matchIng of 75-percent with the States' 25-percent
for services to children on the Aid to FamIlies with Dependent Children program. We
feel that such Federal assistance should be
available for comprehensive child welfare
programs, so that services may be available
for all children who need them, including
those not on AFDC.
But, we are very concerned because H.R.
12080 requires that all adults on the rolls,
Including mothers and youths over 16 who
are out of school, work or engage In a work
training
program
(unless
specifically
exempted) as a condition of receiving assistance. We believe that skilled counseling servIces-as currently prOVided In the Act, and
now expanded by increased Federal financial
assistance-are reqUired to enable those
parents to work Who can do so-and whose
best interests, and those of their families
would be served by working-if they can find
Jobs.
Many mothers Will provide greater benefits to their children by acting as fUll-time
mothers rather than being pushed into involuntary employment.
LETTER TO SECRETARY JOHN W. GARDNER FROM
HON. KENNETH M. CURTIS, GOVERNOR OF
MAINE
STATE OF MAINE,
Augusta, Maine, September 20, 1967.

Hon. JOHN W. GARnNER,
Secretary, Health, Education and WeI/are,
Washington, D.C.:

It Is the view of Maine officials that the
provisions contained in Section 201 of H.R.
12080 are both unduly proscriptive and would
force unproductive and meaningless procedures. The element of compulsion puts government in the very delicate position Of deciding which mothers will work and which
ones will not, That this provision is SUbject
to great abuse should be obvious. More importantly, perhaps, In Malne a substantial
percentage of the AFDC recipient group are
on the program for relatively short periods
and except for brief Intervals are basically
self-supporting families. Forcmg us to spend
time doing things for these people which
they are perfectly capable of doing for themselves is an inefficient allocation of money
and energy, I give my whole-hearted support
to Increased Incentive to work with those
welfare recipients Who do need training and
guidance to assist them to become self-supporting; however, to make this mandatory
may well be self-defeating.
LETTER TO SECRETARY GARDNER FROM HON.
ROBERT DoCKING, GOVERNOR OF KANSAS
4, Question: Should the requirement for
work training programs for mothers receiving AFDC payments inclUde only mothers
requesting the training, mothers of children
over 6 years of age, or all AFDC mothers as
the bill proposes?
Answer: Mothers on AFDC should have
the same freedom of choice that other mothers have. If an AFDC mother w18hes to be
in a training program then she should have
that opportunity. It should not be forced
upon her. Some mothers should stay home
and take care of Children, other mothers
should work. The difference between the two
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will have. to be decided on an individUal
basis.
The training programs will serve a useful
function in direct relation to the interest
and motivation they stimulate in the mother
on AFDC.
J

DR. MARTHA M. ELIOT, CHAIRMAN, MASSACHUSETTS CoMMITTEE ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH
Dr. ELIOT. In respect to the provision of
getting more of the mothers of AFDC children to work, I would say that the way In
which these provisions are administered Is
most important. To me, many of these mothers should not go to work. It would be better if they stayed at home and looked after
their families. Some mothers may wish to go
to work, especially when their children are
older, and the situation in the home makes It
possible for her to go to work and add to the
family income.
To include provisions that would essentially expect the States to force many mothers to go to work seems III adVised. I do not
believe that all these mothers should go to
work. But many, I think, could, provided the
conditions in the home are shown to be
satisfactory.
If adequate social services are prOVided to
these families on AFDC, and if these social
workers take into consideration all the problems of the children in the families before
the mother is urged to go to work, I believe
some of the mothers could satisfactorily do
it. Actually, I doubt whether there 18 a very
large proportion of the mothers under AFDe
who would be-for whom it would be appropriate that they should go to work.
EPISCOPAL ACTION GROUP ON POVERTY
(Submitted by Inabel Lindsay, Ch., Social
Goals Subcommittee)
The amendments to Title II of the Social
.Securlty Act pertaining to Public Assistance
programs as proposed in H.R. 12080 are particularly harsh, punitive and coercive. The
concerns of the House that earlier identified
goals have not been achieved are justified.
The pUblic assistance programs were designed
to provide basic financial support for the
needy coupled With services to encourage
self-support and self-dependence to the extent possible. Failure to achieve these objectives has not been the fault of operating
personnel but rather has been due to grants
too low to support even II minimum of health
and decency; the methods of delivering services have increased feelings of worthlessness
and despair and, if anything, have intensified
dependency; and the complex administrative
structure in most programs has prevented
the investment of the time and skill essential to the provision of constructive help. NotWithstanding these deficiencies, the proposed
amendments will do nothing to remedy the
situation. On the contrary, these amendments will undoubtedly Increase the problems, frustrations and unmet needs of those
eligible for public assistance.
The most drastic and punitive changes
proposed are those affecting children dependent upon or eligible for Aid to Families
with Dependent Children. In the attempt to
legislate morality, H.R. 12080 Imposes a work
or work training requirement upon all adults
on the assistance rOlls,lncludlng mothers and
youth over 16, not In school as a condition
for the receipt of assistance, unless specifically exempted. (No definition of conditions
of exemption is provided) .
STATEMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICES OF
WASHINGTON, D.C., SUBMITTED BY MRs. DEFOREST VANSLYCK, PRESIDENT
Family and Child Services, on the basis of
Its 85 years experience as the largest voluntary family counseling and child welfare
agency in Washington, D,C., is deeply concerned with what It believes to be several
regressive, unsound, and harmful provisions
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of the proposed amendments to the Social
We hope that you are supporting this bill
Security Act.
but we urge you to consider the changes we
We wish to submit for the record our gen- think are vital to the people of the State of
eral endorsement of the testimony of the Michigan.
Child Welfare League of America as preRespectfully yours,
sented by its President, Elmer Anderson, on
MURRAY M. EISEN, ACSW, President.
September 18, as well as the statement of
the Health and Welfare Councll of the National Capital Area. and urge the COlmn1ttee FLINT, MICH., CHAPTER OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORK POSITION STATEMENT
to consider very carefully the fUll implicaON H.R. 12080
tions in particular of Title II-The Child
Welfare and Public Assistance Amendments.
Translated Into action on the local level,
We are especially concerned with the two H.R. 12080 would, in effect, reverse the servmajor new restrictions affecting children de- . Ice emphasis of the 1962 Amendments. If. In
pendent upon or eligible for public assist- effect, the purpose of Its restrictive provisions
ance under the AFDC program. In our view Is to reduce the welfare burden, then It is a
these proposals constitute a fundamental self-defeating bill, with built-in provisions
reversal of accepted principles of public pol- for failure. Coercion through reduction of asicy.
sistance has been proven time and again
Famlly and Child Services shares the legit- to be Ineffective as a method of rehabllltatimate concern· of Congress With the disturb- Ing family strength. The sk1l1ed social worker
ing increases in numbers of fammes needing whose efforts must be devoted to pollclng
this type of assistance and also in numbers ellglb111ty requirements is rendered totally
of deserting parents and lllegitimate births; Ineffective as an agent of rehab11ltatlon.
On the other hand. the experience of our
The segment of popUlation most affected
agency persuades us that such arbitrary and by these punitive provisions, would be that
punitive restrictions as compUlsory work or portion of our society already suffering from
training requirements and a ceUing on the severe deprivation.
number of famUies eligible for ffi!deral assistThis Chapter does recognize the Imporance. irrespective of need, are not only in- tance of the expansion of the community
humane but self-defeating and would not work and training provisions of the b111 With
help to rehabUitate fammes and remove the Its many good features. We do urge, however,
causes of dependency.
that the proposal of the Administration,
The need for greatly expanded day care transferring this program to the Department
programs to permit parents. Where appro- of Labor, be supported to effect better oppriate, to seek employment is obvious. We erations and the development of publlc servhave long supported this. But to require that ice employment programs. We must, however,
all adults and older chlldren have jobs in urge that the basic right of a mother to stay
order to qualify for federal assistance ignores at home to rear her chlldren, be preserved.
In our experience the fundamental impor- The mental health of future generations of
tance of a mother's role. for example, in car- citizens dictates that children have basic
Ing for and training young children and in needs for care given by their natural parents
maintaining stable and independent famlly In their own homes. A mother of several
units.
children cannot provide a fun time motherWe urge the Committee to reject these two Ing after an eight hour day. Foster care and
provisions.
day care costs are so expensive as to effecreverse the economic gains of the emLETTER TO LoNG FROM WILLIAM R. COOPER n, tively
ployed mother.
PRESIDENT OF BOARD, FAMILY SERVICB OF
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA., SEPTEMBER 25,
GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCE1967
MENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, SUBOn the Amendment about work and trainCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY,
ing for all mothers and out of school youth
STATE OF MASSACHUSETrS
over 16, we feel it would be far more prac(By Robert M. Mulford, Chairman)
tical if job opportunities were offered, not
forced. Some mothers are not capable of
THE
COMMONWEALTH
OJ'
doing two things at once and would break
MASSACHUSETTS.
emotionally. It does not allow for individual
DEPARTMENT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL,
differences. An overall must Is dangerous, for
Boston, September 18. 1967.
example, if a child is disturbed and the Senator RUSSELL B. LoNG,
mother has to take him out of the home, Chairman. Senate Finance Oommittee, U.S.
this makes the problem worse and your
Senate. Senate Offl.ce Building, Washingfuture citizens misfits who cannot contribTON, D.C.:
ute constructively to society when they grow
There Is abundant eVidence that when
to adulthood.
chlldren are subjected to deprivation of maWILLIAM R. COOPER n,
ternal care, Impairments of character dePresident 01 the Board.
velopment often occur.
Extensive provision should be made, In our
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL
opinion, for day care services for pre-school
WORKERS. INC.,
children and after-school care for school-age
Flint. Mich., September 20, 1967.
chlldren of mothers Who work and for whom
Hon. Senator RUSSELL B. LoNG.
this seems to be the best plan and for
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
mothers who are seeking work or Who for
u.s. Senate,
other reasons require day-time care for
Washington. D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LoNG: The Flint Chapter of their chlldren. However, safeguards should
the National Association of Social Workers be provided so that no pressure Is put upon
representing more than 80 workers of Gene- mothers to leave their chlldren In order to
see, Lapeer and Shiawassee counties wishes go to work.
to engage your support and concern in the
revision of the coercive and restrictive pro- SUBMITTED BY HmAM L. FONG, U.s. SENATORvisions of H.R. 12080 a.s it wa.s recently passed
HAWAII'S COMMENTS ON H.R. 1208G-FROM
in the House and now stands before the
JOHN A. BURNS
Senate Finance Committee.
We recommend that the requirement that
In support of ,needed revisions, we enclose
a brief position statement thereon, as pre- all AFDC mothers participate In work and
pared by our Committee on Social Policy and training prograIns be eliminated. ParticipaAction. This represents our analysis of the tion In such programs should be determined
bill and its implications, a.s it now stands by the individual home situation and the
for Public Welfare in our three counties.
need of the family.
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HEALTH AND WELFARE COUNCIL OF NASSAU
COUNTY. INC., GARDEN CITY, N.Y.
(Submitted by Board of Directors, John A.
Gambling, President)
Undesirable provisions In Title II Include:
1. Freezing at the January 1967 level the
number of chlldren In each state ellglble for
AFDC funds regardless of the number of
chlldren requiring such funds;
2. Forcing mothers of AFDC fam11les to
accept training or employment away from
home even when they are the only adult
famlly member, by threatening them with
such penalties as removal from AFDC rolls
and the posslb1l1ty of court ordered removal
of their children from their homes.
STATEMENT OF GLENN E. WATTS, PRESIDENT OF
HEALTH AND WELFARE COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA
B. FAMILY EMPLOYMENT
Three negative and restrictive provisions
of the House blll give us the deepest concern, and we urge most strenuously that the
Senate reject these provisions.
We belleve that there needs to be considerable strengthening of programs Which can
help to rehab111tate famllles, so that fewer
persons need public assistance payments, and
those who require aid wlll need It for a
shorter time. More day care Is needed, and
the House blll would further such programs.
We are In agreement with the goals of family
Independence and self-support expressed in
the report of the Ways and Means Committee. We do not belleve, however, that the
goal of reduced publlc assistance payments
can be achieved by restrictive programs Without serious SUffering Inl1lcted on IndiViduals,
and Ultimately the community wlll pay In
some other form.
The House blll would require that each
appropriate AFDC adult and older chlld not
attending school be equipped for work and
placed In jobs. We oppose this requirement
because It Is based upon an unsound phllosophy. With respect to children. we believe
that maximum effort should be made to assist older youths to complete their education.
There are Federal programs Which lead to
this aim. The requirement that they work is
contradictory to what we believe Is sound
publlc pollcy.
With respect to mothers of chlldren on
AFDC, some may wish to work, and can do
so With no damage to the family when adequate chlld care plans can be made. It Is not
BOund, however. to make work a requlrement
for mothers In order to receive assistance for
their chlldren.
LETTER FROM GOVERNOR HUGHES TO SENATOR
LoNG, SEPTEMBER 20. 1967
I also strongly oppose, as unsound economy, the provisions of the b111 relating to
required work tralnlng programs for mothers receiving AFDC payments. The original
philosophy behind the blll was that society
and children would benefit from maintainIng the fainily unit. This basic phllosophy is
stlll valid. The savings that can be made
now through these provisions w111 prove extremely costly as these children grow into
adulthood without the additional parental
guidance which the nonworking mother
could provide.
There should, in my opinion, be no blanket
requirement that all AFDC mothers undergo
work training, nor should mothers be arbitrarily required to go to work. The policy
adopted should be based on the approach
that a mother would be requlred to accept
training and employment only when It is
established that1. The age of the children, the circumstances of the famlly, or other factors do not
require her continued presence In the home.
2. She Is mentally and educationally capable of ass1mllating the training.
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3. A job of the type for which she has
been trained Is reasonably available In the
community or nearby.
4. The mother's acceptance of work training will serve to promote the family unit and
Increase the value of the over-all home
experience.

must be at the heart of any effort to cut
down on the size of the welfare rolls.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB
SENATOR

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,

JEWISH FEDERATION OF ME'rROPOLTrAN
CHICAGO, A. D. DAVIS, PRESIDENT
JEWISH FEDERATION OF METROPOLITAN CHICAGO,

Chicago,
K. JAVITS, U.S.

First, I must strongly oppose the compulsory work and training aspects of the bill.
We have the virtually unanimous testimony
of the experts that such coercion has not
worked In the past. We have our own commonsense to tell us that forced work cannot
Instill motivation, but Instead Is likely to
increase hostlllty and resentment. People will
learn and earn successfully only 1! they have
some desire to do so, and where they do not
have that desire the result will be sporadic
attendance and poor performance. Moreover,
this coercive work and training approach Is
based on a false assumption about the characteristics of those who are receiving welfare.
In fact, only 1 percent of those on the welfare
rolls are potentially employable men,
although In some places that figure Is
slightly higher; for example, in New York
City It Is 4 percent.
It Is tI;ue that the public assistance rolls
also include many potentially employable
mothers who are now engaged in taking care
of their chlldren. I am not one of those who
thinks that these mothers must invariably
be left at home with the famlly; rather, these
mothers on welfare shOUld be given the same
opportunity enjoyed by middle- and upperIncome mothers to accept employments. But
the choice should be voluntary-It should be
theirs to make and should not be vested in
some supposedly omniscient state or local
bureaucracy. I have Introduced legislation
Which seeks to give theSe welfare mothers
such a free choice by prOViding Federal
assistance for day-care facll1tles, and I hope
that the committee will take the structure
and philosophy of my bill (~. 1948) Into consideration in designing any day-care program
under this act.
I fear that the compulsory work and training provisions also dangerously misread the
climate in the ghettos and the depressed
rural areas of this country. We are in the
midst of a "revolution" In which the poor of
the Nation, so long denied equal opportunity,
are awakening to their rights and powers and
are gaining In new self-confidence of selfassertion. The philosophy of the House bill
runs exactly counter to that development and
can only serve to exacerbate tensions and to
further convince slumdwellers that the "power structure" will never respond to their legitimate needs.
And certainly this bill does not recognize
the simple fact that many of the poor do
wish to work and need no external coercion:
a Department of Labor survey taken In the
slums of New York shows that over 75 percent of the unemployed would be wllllng to
take training to get a job, that over 55 percent would return to school if necessary, and
that 25 percent would be willlng to move to
another area to get work. Rather than compelllng welfare recipients to enter work or
training, the better course would seem to be
to greatly expand the opportunities for work
and training and the knowledge about such
opportunities. We can hardly be justified in
moving toward a compulsory system when
we have not given voluntarism a chance.
In this connection I would like to commend to the attention of the members of
the committee the Emergency Employment
Act of 1967, Which has been approved by the
Committee on Labor and PubUc Welfare and
which will be called up on the Senate fioor
within a very few days. This bill would make
some 200,000 job opportunities available for
the poor. Job creation actiVities such as these

m., September 11, 1967.

U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

The provisions pertaining to registration
for work and acceptance of employment by
relatives (Including mothers) of children receiving aid to needy families with dependent children are unnecessary and could lead
to the compulsory employment of many
mothers, under fear of denial of assistance,
and contrary to the welfare of their chlldren.
At the present time, mothers who are able
to work under arrangements not harmfUl to
their children are encouraged to do so, and
there is no need for compulsory legislation In
this regard.
STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD
U.S. SENATOR

M. KENNEDY.

Secondly, work training. I think it would
be truly an archaic law which reqUired all
mothers to accept work or training, as a
prerequisite to receiving welfare benefits. I
think these should be an optional policy. It
could be some kind of fiexlble policy. I am
not prepared today to make detailed comments on how it should be established and
regUlated. I know you have Mr. Mitchell
Ginsberg here and others from other welfare
departments who will comment in detail,
and perhaps then we can work out some kind
of discretionary provision for welfare departments, so this Is not mandatory. I think
it would be helpfUl to have some kind of
discretion in the welfare department, so they
could take Into consideration extenuating
circumstances on these provisions.
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT
U.S. SENATOR

F.

KENNEDY,

About a year ago,the distinguIshed members of the President's Advisory Councll on
PubUc Welfare reported that welfare is "desperately handicapped" in both "legislative
mandate and • • • financial resources."
The Council prescribed "a major updating of
our welfare system."
The House b1ll Which Is before you today
not only falls to heed the Council's prescription, but is in my Judgment, a major step In
the other direction.
I can well understand What motivated the
other body In its action. It was concerned
that the welfare system as it eXists today has
failed to enable Its recipients to obtain jobs
and end their dependency. I share that concern. It was concerned at the recent rise
in the number of chlldren and mothers on
aid to dependent children. I share that concern. It, therefore, sought to create a system Which would train children and mothers
on welfare, provide day care, and establish
incentives to work. I, too, believe such a
system is needed.
Indeed, I believe that we will never succeed in restoring dignity and promise to the
lives of people whose frustration exploded
Into violence in the cities this summer until
we develop a system which provides jobsenough jobs and good jobs.
For the people of the Inner city live today with an unemployment rate far worse
than the rest of the Nation knew during the
depths of the great depression. In the typical
big city ghetto, only two out of five adult
men have jobs Which pay $60 a week or
more--enough for each member of a family
of four to eat 70 cents worth of food a day.
Only half the adult men have full-time jobs
at any rate of pay. Less than three out of fivehave any work at all.•
I have suggested that we need an Immedl-
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ate Impact project designed to put men to
work and to restore some sense of hope to the
young and the unemployed residents of the
city slum. We should begin immediate programs of needed public tasks and worksprOViding jobs to build schools and roads, to
restore parks and erect clinics, and to staff
the schools and clinics ancU neighborhood
centers when they are built. OUr communities
need these jobs done and the men of the
ghetto need jobs. By matching the two we
can return hope while meeting the most
urgent needs of the Nation.
We must, then, work out a system to provide jobs. But, I do not believe that the
approach adopted In the House bill will
provide these jobs. The fact Is, as the alarmIng unemployment and underemployment
figures I have mentioned indicate, that there
are not enough jobs available at the moment. We must find them, but In the meantime, it will not do to force people into
training programs for jobs that are slmply
not there. That will only Increase the pentup frustration which has already exploded
too often In the past. In the meantime, also.
we must not continue to place a premium
on broken homes as the condition for obtaining public assistance. And, we must
not end up by venting our own frustration
In a measure punishing the poor because
they are there and we have not been able
to do anything about them. They will st1ll
be there when we are done. It Is not as though
people choose to be poor, to need welfare
assistance.
Consider, for example, that we have a
school system in our slums which Is plainly
unsatisfactory. Of a quarter of a million
Puerto Rican schoolchildren in New York
City, only 37 went on to college last year.
If young men are unskilled and unprepared
for employment, then the schools Which left
them so heavy a burden bear a heavy share
of the responsib11lty.
Nor, of course, Is the problem merely In
the schools. For the rest af ghetto Ufe also
there are statistics: 43 percent of the housIng substandard and overcrowded; 14,000 people treated for rat bites every year; infant
mortality at twice the normal rate; and.
because of inadequate diets and medical care.
mental retardation at seven times the community level.
These are matters we must look to. For
these problems welfare is neither the cause
nor the remedy. But, welfare has its jobhelping those ip. need-and the b1ll before
you will hinder it In doing that job. Indeed, instead of helping at all, It almost
appears intended to punish the poor. And
punish It will, partiCUlarly in areas of the
country Where welfare authorities have done
their best to demean and degrade the recipient of welfare even under existing law.
Second, the coercive provisions on community work and training fit into this pattern.
The objective of enabling welfare recipients
to obtain productive employment Is, of
course, laudable; indeed, as I have Indicated,
I believe it is the only hope we have for
avoiding the deep division In our society
which is the creation of a permanent class of
welfare poor. But, attempting to bring about
employment by compulsion Is not the way to
do this. There are many mothers who should
not work. Some, particularly in progressive
States and cities, wlll be excused from working. But, In other States with less enlightened
welfare programs, many w1ll either be driven
off the welfare rolls or will be discouraged
from applying, and they will stlll_ be poorMr. Chairman, a little more invisible, for the
time being, than they are now, but no less
poor, and no less miserable.
There is more than one State in this country which, even under existing law, has had
What has come to be known as the "employable mother" rule. Under this rule, if the welfare otl1cials judge the mother to be employable, she Is stricken from the rolls. Coinci-
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dentally, these rulings tend to be made at the
time of the year when people are needed to
pick crops at $3 a day. This rule Is being challenged in litigation, but the provisions of the
House blll on compulsive work and training
imply that from now on the "employable
mother" rule would be sanctioned by a national polley.
We in the Senate must go on record as opposing this almshouse approach. We must go
also on record, it seems to me, as forcefully as
we can that this is not the direction Which
we want welfare to take. We must not allow
this backward step. What I would recommend, therefore, Is that the Senate use H.R.
5710, President Johnson's original set of welfare recommendations, as its working bill.
That bill's recommendations were limited, to
be sure, but they were at least not regressive.
The expanded training and day care provisIons which the House adopted can then be
included but without the meat-ax compUlsions which the House blll attached to them.
STATEMENT oJ' HON. JOHN V. LINDSAY, MAYOR
oJ' NEW YORK

We are doing everything possible to find
the absent fathers of lllegitimate children
and require them to contribute to the youngsters' support.
We have begun an experiment With an economic incentive to allow welfare recipients to
keep the first $85 a month they earn, plus
30 percent of any additional income. This
form of economic incentive may be the most
effective way to reduce welfare expenditure
and encourage independence.
We are provIding supplemental assistance
to families In whIch the breadwinner Is fully
employed but does not earn enough to support hIs family. WIth no Federal assistance,
the city and the state together are supplementing the income of 13,000 heads-of-famll1es, who in turn support 65,000 individuals.
We make up the difference between what the
breadwinner eams and what the minimum
welfare allowance would be for such a family
If the adult were unemployed. It costs us $90
milllon a year.
But if these programs are to work-any of
them-they cannot be forced upon the
clients. We can provIde day care facllltlea-but we cannot force a mother to tum her
children over to them. We can develop employment opportunities-but we cannot
force a person to take the job and expect a
satisfactory employee; in all likelihood an
unwllling worker will be fired. We can offer
family planning advice--but we cannot-and
should not-force a woman to accept it.
Although the bellef is common that the
welfare rolls are burgeoned with the lazy, the
shiftless, able-bodied men and women who
should be working rather than loafing along
on rellef checks, the facts do not substantiate
the stereotype:
In a spot review of the 600,000 persons who
were receiving public assistance in New York
City at the end of last year, we found:
Seventy-nine percent were children and
adults caring for chIldren. The approximate
breakdown was 98,500 mothers and 300,000
chIldren.
Fifteen percent were aged, sick or disabled
and wholly unable to support themselves.
Two percent conalsted of familles with an
employed male with an earned income so
low that he could not support his family at
8 subsistence level.
Four percent were potentially employable
persons unable to obtain a job because of
inadequate skills or training.
Of thIs last four percent, or 24,000 men
Who are technically considered employable,
only 2,600 have enough occupational ablUty
to move Into employment without considerable trainIng and rehablUtation.
About 43 percent of the 24,000 technically
employable men are considered ready for
tralnlng or remedial education and are elther
involved in or are awaiting assignment to

such programs. The remaining 44 percent of
that small percent who are technically employable are so disabled as to require massive counsellng, rehabUltatlon, health services, close guidance and long-term followthrough.
I might note that this basic and enormously difficUlt task-finding jobs for those
who cannot now qualify for jobs-Is the
principal aim of the National Urban Coalltlon I and other mayors are organIzing. It
has become frustratingly clear to me as
mayor that the publlc sector cannot marshal
the resources-in money and in brains-to
move against the problem. But the private
sector, which has given a nation the world's
highest llving standard and yet has not been
brought into the fight agaInst poverty, can
get results far exceeding governmental
ablllties.
If the commercial and industrial giants of
this country wlll undertake a total effort to
provide training and employment for the
poor, I think we can make our present efforts
look almost puny. The institution of that
commitment is underway, and we in the
cities have high hopes that it can succeed
where we have so consistently faUed.
The concern for the nation's pUblic assistance program that Is expressed In H.R. 12080
is a concern we all share. The Congress, the
taxpayers, the social work profession and the
poor themselves have witnessed the weaknesses of the program over the past 30 years.
The public assistance program was designed to provide basic financial support for
the destitute, as well as services to encourage self-support where possible. On both
counts, it has clearly not succeeded:
Support payments in most states are too
low to sustain even a minimal, decent stand·
ard of living.
The method by Which these payments are
dellvered encourages feelings of worthlessness that lock recipients into dependency.
And the complex administrative structure
prevents an investment in the time and sk1ll
required to offer constructive help.
It has been demonstrated amply over the
years, we think, that more investigations of
ellgiblllty are not the answer, that forced
work is not the answer, that removing chUdren from their homes is not the answer,
that denying Federal assistance to intact
families Is not the answer, that arbitrary
caseload celllngs are not the answer, that increasing the stigma of welfare is not the answer, that welding services and income maintenance is not the answer.
The nation has 30 years of experience with
these devices and the results are plain. They
have not succeeded in controlling the caseload and they have not helped people. I submit that it is equally evident that some of
the provisions in HB. 1208o--adhering as
they do to the famlllar route of control and
threat-wIll faU. Aside from the morality of
penaUzlng chUdren with the proposed celllng
on the aid to dependent children caseload,
removing children from parents who decUne
to work and forcing mothers into work and
training that may not be appropriate-there
are also questions of practicality and effect.
Our judgment is that the principal amendments in HB. 12080 wIll not reduce the number of Americans in need of publlc assistance.
On the contrary, we believe the enactment of
provlsions for an AFDC celllng, mandatory
work and training and restrictions in the
AFDC-UP program will increase the number
of hearings and court challenges ...
Aggravate tension in ghetto areas with a
high proportIon of welfare recipients . . .
Further cripple the administration of pub11c assistance by multiplying recipients ..•
Penalize the children who are already
penallzed by their famllles' reduced circum-

stances ...
And place intolerable financial burdens on
states and localities that try to maintain
their programs.

LAs ANIMAS COUNTY DEPARTMENT OJ' PUBLIO
WELFARE. COLORADO

(The following letter was submitted to the
committee by Hon. Frank E. Evans, a U.s.
Representative In Congress from the State of
Colorado:)
SEPTEMBER 11, 1967.
Hon. FRANK E. EVANS.
Member of Congress.
House Office Build.ing,
Washington, D.C.
Community work and. training programs

I would endorse thIs provision 100 percent,
as you know we have had such a program in
Las Animas County under Title V, and we
feel it has been very successful.
LAS ANIMAS COUNTY DEPARTMENT
PuBLIC WELFARE.
CLAIR O. ROBERTS, Director.

OF

STAFF OF LUTHERAN FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S
SERVICES OF ST. LOUIS, Mo.
LUTHERAN FAMILY AND
CHILDREN'S SERVICES,

st. Louis. Mo .• September 6. 1967.

Senator RUSSELL B. LoNG.
U.S. senate,
Washington. D.C.:

Although we agree with the principle that
it is good for people to work when possible
we don't feel that a mandatory law is the
way to accomplish thIs goal. To assume that
forcing an ADC mother to work is the best
way to break the cycle of famlly dependency
for economic support raises the question of
a mother's role in chlld rearing. Does a
mother best meet her children's needs by
working, especially if she has young chUdren?
Does her working provide the best chance
for her children to grow up and llve independent of assistance? Thus work for some
adults may be an excellent opportunity-but
in the long run It seems that focusing on the
adults, on the present at all costs, means that
we haven't dealt With the chronic nature of
dependency-Hfrom generation to generation".
RespectfUlly yours,
Constance Hartner, Rodney R. Johnson,
LeRoy D. Zimmerman, Jean J. Pfeifer,
Douglas Zopatoiny, Sally Phend, Helen
C. Conunos, Arnold H. Bringewatt, Pat
Annis, Martha Bringewatt, Carolyn J.
Riske, Douglas Zopatoiny.
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND WELFARE--LETTER FROM STEPHEN P. SIMONDS,
DIRECTOR. BUREAU OF SOCIAL WELFARE
DEPARTMENT OJ' HEALTH AND
WELFARE, STATE HOUSE,

Augusta, Maine, August 28, 1967.

To: Dean Fisher, M.D., Commissioner.
From: Stephen P. Simonds, Director, Bureau
of Social Welfare.
Subject: Social security Amendments of
1967-Natlonal Governors Conference
Query.
4. The requirement for work training program' for mothers receiving AFDC payments
should apply only to mothers requesting the
training instead of all AFDC mothers, as the
bUl proposes. It is both undesirable from the
standpoint of public polley and totally unnecessary for practical reasons.
The effect of the blU's proposal is to put
government In the position of deciding whIch
mothers will work and which ones will not;
which child wUl have the benefits of his own
mother's care; Which chUd wlll be cared for
by parent SUbstitutes. For very sound reasons, government has not taken upon itself
the power to dictate such decisions. Furthermore, this element of compUlsIon is not
needed, and Is irrelevant. The fact is that
the combined resources of our Work Experience and Training program, anti-poverty
agencies, and other manpower training programs are unable now to provide all the necessary educational, traInIng and work experience resources requested by AFDC mothers.
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We cannot take care of all those who want
to work. The proposed Amendments wouId
requIre us to set up elaborate administrative
machinery, assure weekly registration with
employment services. pollee "bona fide" job
offers; costly procedures which serve only to
divert our attention and resources from the
work training programs we are now just getting underway. Moreover, a substantial percentage of the AFDC recipient groups are on
the program relatively short periods of time
and except for brief intervals are basically
self-supporting. Their major need Is money
to get them through a crisis period and they
qUickly return to former or new jobs, when
this Is passed. In our present program, these
famUles are Identified and we do not spend
time doing things for them which they are
perfectly capable of doing for themselves.
H.R. 12080 would force us to adopt unproductive and meaningless procedures for this
group.
STATEMENT OF THE MEDICAL COMMITI'EE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS. CHICAGO. ILL.. SUBMITl'ED
BY QUENTIN YOUNG. M.D., NATIONAL CHAmMAN

The Medical Committee for Human Rights
believes that Section 201, requiring mothers
receiving AFDC to work, Is thoroughly unsound. In our society, a child's mother has
long been considered the best caretaker.
When both parents In an affiuent family
work It Is difficult enough to find a good caretaker. The surrogate parents available to
families of low Income are most often aged
or sick relatives or older siblings who are
themselves unsuperviSed. Under the best of
circumstances the prolonged absence of a
mother can be devastating to a child. Psychiatrists and psychiatric social workers recognize that often It Is most Important for the
health of a child for a mother not to work
In order to care for a child even If it means
she must go on welfare. Furthermore, the
law wlll effectively prevent the mother from
choosing the person to Whom she w1ll entrust
her child. The proposed and as yet non-eXistent day care centers, considering the already
low funding for poverty programs, are likely
to become the grim, Dickensian Institutions
which promote mental retardation and emotional disorganization rather than wholesome
development.
STATEMENT PRESENTED BY MSGR. LAWRENCE J.
CORCORAN,
SECRETARY,
NATIONAL
CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC CHARITIES

The objectives of the changes proposed by
H.R _ 12080 are commendable; assuring that
recipients who are able enter the labor force.
redUCing illegitimacy and strengthening famIly life. The emphasis on work and training
programs may well augment the present program of the Welfare Administration, funded
by the Office of Economic Opportunity. It
responds to the desire of many AFDC recipients to obtain employment and not receive the assistance grants. This Committee
already has been furnished the Information
that 34% of the closing of AFDC cases resulted from employment or increased earnIng of family members.
Granting all this, however, one still must
question the basic method proposed In HB.
12080 to accomplish Its obJectives, namely,
coercion. It Is highly doubtfUl that any person forced to work or take work training wlll
perform an adequate job or develop work
sk1lls. This Committee would be well adVised
to remove the coercive aspects of the work
and training program.
Children 16 years of age and older, who
have dropped out of school, also are to be
forced to work or to take work training. The
first effort shOUld aim to return these chlIdren to school, yet no mention Is made of
this In the House bill. Only after these efforts have failed should the youth be pressed
Into the labor force.

Perhaps the most unfortunate focus of
the coercion In HB. 12080 Is upon mothers of
children. Perhaps some can and should be
urged to work, or take work training. Others,
however, should remain In the home because
of the needs of their children. The determination of this demands a carefUl and skillful soclal diagnosis. Yet the staff to perform this skillful task Is not available. Only
one per cent of the caseworkers and 13 per
cent of the supervisors In Public Assistance
programs have completed their graduate
training in social work. This Is a barometer
of the readiness of the staff of public assistance agencies to execute the task being assigned to it. Such a job assignment seems
Impossible of fUlfillment under present clrcumstances.
NATIONAL CONSUMERS LEAGUE

(Submitted by Mrs. Sarah H. Newman, General Secretary)
The National Consumers League Is greatly trOUbled by the concept of public welfare
expressed In H.R. 12080, which would force
mothers Into training programs and to accept jobs deemed "appropriate". Worse, yet,
Is the freeze on welfare payments to dependent children which would punish the unborn
by eliminating Federal aid for any additional
children. Instead, we endorse Improved pUb11c assistance payments and more day-care
facilities for children, thereby freeing mothers for training programs.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST
IN THE U.S.A.-8TATEMENT BY WILLIAM H.
ROBINSON

The provisions of the pubIlc assistance
amendments outrage our sense of American
standards of decency for a number of reasons.
1. They remove from the mother of AFDC
families the right to decide Whether her
chlldren's growth and development can best
be nurtured by her going to work or by her
staying In the home to prOVide them with
the tender loving care every child needs for
healthy growth. Some mothers may choose
to go to work, directly or by way of a training
program, and to leave their children with a
day care center. Others may sincerely belleve
that they can make their best contribution
to their children and to society by staying at
home to care for them. This Is not a choice
that any agency of government should dictate. It Is a thoroughly unjustified Intrusion
of government Into the private declslonmakIng responslbl11tles of a. substantial number of
American mothers. These provisions undermine the human dignity and sense of worth
of AFDC recipients in a shamefully unAmerican and unethical way.
2. It Is a bad social polley to pursue a
goal of regularly removing mothers from
their normal duties of caring for their young
children In their own homes Where fathers
are absent. Counseling services should be
made avallable to such mothers so that when
they want help to decide whether to go to
work or stay at home to take care of their
chlldren such help is available. Acceptance
of such counseling services should be a condition of financial ald. For those mothers
wishing to engage In work and/or training
programs, day care services of high educational qua11ty should be provided to their
children. These day care centers shOUld be
staffed with people able to provide a mother-substitute to children whlle under their
care. Our society will certainly not benefit
from haVing over 3 million chlldren In the
coIning generation deprived of a mother's
care during many hours of the day. Children
growing up under such conditions will certainly prOVide a disproportionate share of
the delinquents, the mentally Ill, and the
socially and economically unproductive citizens of the next generation. Our society cannot afford such a dreadful waste of human
resources.
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STATEMENT OF MRs. HENRY STEEGEIl, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ILLEGITIMACY

4. The proposal to force mothers and outof-school youngsters over 16 Into the labor
market as a condition of receiving assistance.
This provision does not allow for Individualization, and does not take Intp account the
social value of a mother's wark In the rearing of her chlldren and caring for their home.
Also youngsters, rather than be urged to
enter the labor market prematurely, Into posSibly dead end Jobs, should be urged to complete schooling so that their long-range earnIng power Is enhanced. Continued schooling
should be available for pregnant girls and
young mothers.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN, INC•• NEW YORK.
N.Y., SUBMITI'ED BY MRs. LEONARD T. WEINER, NATIONAL PRESIDENT

The National Council of Jewish Women,
estab11shed In 1893, with a membership of
over 100,000 members In local units throughout the United States, has pioneered In servIces to chlldren and senior citizens, and has
always strongly supported programs for such
services.
When H.R. 5710 was before the House Ways
aud Means Committee, the National Councll
of Jewish Women supported the proviSions of
the legislation In the belief that it would provide much needed Improvements In the various programs under our Social Security System. We are, therefore, deeply concerned and
disturbed by some of the provisions of the
measure reported by the Committee and subsequently adopted by the House of Representatives. Instead of ImprOVing the lot of
those who are recipients of, In some Instances,
pitifully inadequate assistance. the measure,
if It should become law, may rob them of
this assistance altogether.
The drastic changes proposed under the
Pub11c Assistance title are contrary to a longstanding POSition of the National Council of
Jewish Women of supporting "procedures
Which uphold the rights and dignity of recipients of welfare serVices." There is a serious question In our mind Whether the dignity of an Individual Is upheld If he or she
Is forced to accept or keep a Job as a condition of assistance, or the rights of a mother
are upheld ,when she Is forced to abandon
her freedom of choice of caring for her children, or In some Instances deprived of their
custody.
STATEMENT OF RUTH ATKINS, ON BEHALF OJ'
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OJ' NEGRO WOMEN,
INC.

The intent of the work program provision
Is to Increase the Individual's job potential.
Accepted as such, there can be no quarrel
with the approach. There are. however, serious questions about the eifect of the specific
provisions written Into H.R. 12080.
Although there Is no disagreement With
the philosophy that people should be helped
to become self-supporting, we. do not feel
that the best interests of children or of all
mothers Is served by the simplified solution
of forcing welfare recipients, Including some
16- and 17-year-olds, Into the labor market
at any cost. Labor Secretary Wirtz has already testified to the diffiCUlty of finding
jobs for persons with limited education and
the problems likely to be caused by "Instant
training" programs too hastily established.
Setting up compUlsory work programs for
mothers of young children Introduces an
element of coercion which Is not likely to
produce a sound learning climate. Nor is It
consistent With the "freedom to choose your
own lifework" ethic on which our tree enterprise economy prides Itself.
There Is no question that the arbitrary
removal of mothers of young children from
the home will have serious effects on wages,'
working conditions, and faInily life. The solo
parent who has managed to maintain a home
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for her children and provide some measure
of family stablllty and parental love in the
face of overwhelming economic odds is to be
admired and respected. Under the provisions
of section 201 of this bUl. she now can be
arbitrarily ordered by iocal or State welfare
agents to abandon her young children to a
hastily established day-care center while she
worries her way through a day of "work
training." If she refuses to abandon her maternal role. "the authorities" may question
her "fitness" to remain a mother to her children. I am certain that the gentiemen of
this committee share with me a belief in a
strong and loving family as the keystone to
our American way of life. We had far better
concentrate on building family strength and
reslllency rather than on destroying the
family as this legislation threatens to do.
TESTIMONY OF NATIONAL FARMERS UNION,
PRESENTED BY TONY T. DECHANT, PRESIDENT. AND BLUE A. CARSTENSON. AssISTANT
LEGISLATIVE DmECToR

The House passed Social Security Amendment (H.R. 12080) contains two controversial amendments. The first one calls for
worker-training programs, but requires every
adult member and child under the age of 16
who is not in school for whom work or
training is appropriate to participate or face
loss of public assistance. The Committee
said that only a few state weifare departments have established work training programs at this time, and only In limited
areas despite congressional encouragement.
We urge that there be an Incentive rather
than a compulsion so that those on welfare
Who work or go into training would receive
at least the minimum state welfare payment set by the state. Peopie should be able
to earn their way out of poverty.
STATEMENT OF MARTIN MORGANSTERN NATIONAL COORDINATOR, NATIONAL FEDERATION
OF SOCIAL SERVICE EMPLOYEES
MANDATORY COMMUNITY WORK AND TRAINING
PROGRAM

H.R. 12080 requires that every state establish community work and training programs
for AFDC parents and that "Every adult
member and child over 16 not attending
school for who it was determined that work
and training is appropriate would be reqUired to participate or face the loss of allslstance." (Summary of Provisions, p. 11.)
H.R. 12080 (p. 132) provides that if anyone
"refuses without good cause to participate
in a work and training program" that that
person would be ineligible for pUblic assistance. Chairman Mllls asb, "Is that not the
way we lead people from a .condition that I
am sure they do not want to be in-of
need-into a position of independence and
seif-support?" (P. 23053 Congressional Record 8/17/67.) The answer I am afraid is a
most resounding "No."
Certainly we are in favor of work and
training for any recipients in any category
Where the individual is capable of benefiting
thereby. We recognize, as does Chairman
MillS that the best way to help the welfare
recipient is to end his dependency. We agree
With Mr. MUls when he says that the people
involved themselves do not want to remain
in a condition of need. The question Is how
do we alleviate need and end dependency?
It is our feeling that the mandatory program outlined in this law will do much more
harm and little, if any. good.
There are several factors that convince us
that this ill the case. The states are required
to establish Co~unity Work and Training
programs in qrder to obtain federal reimbursement! We have found that nothing so
motivates state otncials as the desire to obtain reimbursement. In order to demonstrate
how much motives can operate to the defeat
of the intent of the law. let me digress a
moment and d1Ilcuss implementation of the
1962 publlc welfare amendments. In 1965 I

was a case worker In the New York City Department of Welfare. At that time HEW insisted on implementation of the services reqUirements if fUll reimbursement was to be
continued. In my welfare center I attended
three meetings, which involved taking onehaif of a work day for all workers. and called
in order to discuss "the giVing of services."
In each of those meetings we discussed the
compietion of certain forms that HEW reqUired for reimbursement. We were carefully
briefed on the proper care and maintenance
of these forms and repeatedly admonished
concerning their Importance. These forms
"reported" the time and nomenciature of
services being given to our clients. Not one
word was ever said concerning the quality or
nature of such servlecs, or about why and
when they should be offered. Nothing was
said about the importance of actually giVing
services; the oniy thing of importance, the
only thing discussed, was the record keeping
which guaranteed reimbursement.
If we insist that the states create Community Work Training programs for all
clients or face loss of reimbursement, the
resuits wlll be worse than they were with
the services amendments. There is a great
deal of planning, Intelligence, time, and efficiency necessary to build such a program.
The states that have been working on them
for years have encountered less than universal success. Everyone in the poverty program has seen trnlnlng programs that
don't train and work programs that
don't work. Many programs have trained
people for jobs that didn't eXist, or for which
the trainees could never be hired for reasons other than their own shortcomings. No
training program is worth the money invested in It unless it guarantees a man a job
at his successful conclusion of the course
and unless the trainee really desires such a
job. Work prospects as those Which many
states and counties have instituted where
rellefers are used to cut grass, shovel snow,
or work for below union scale in dead-end
jobs wlll entice and motivate no one. They
wUl increase the recipient's conviction that
the cards are stacked against him and that
his only salvation lies In beating the system.
Work and training programs that are little
more than a return to "work relief" are
doomed to waste the taxpayer's money and
the welfare worker's time.
There are other drawbacks to this program. The Ways and Means Committee acknOWledges that "A key element in any program for work and training for assistance
recipients Is an Incentive for people to take
employment" (Report of Ways and Means
Committee in H.R. 12080 p. 106). Yet the
Committee relies primarily upon coercive
techniques rather than Incentives. One of
the problems with our current Public Welfare program is that it has Inherited the
coerciveness of the Engllsh poor laws. The
examples from which we shOUld learn are
many. In 1349 the Statute of Laborers in
England demanded that anyone under 60
who was unemployed must take any job
available. That didn't work and in 1531 we
got new leglsiation from Henry VIII who
said, "Many and sundry good laws, strict
statutes and ordinances have been enacted
yet notwithstanding the number 0/ poor has
not in any part diminished but increased in
numbers." His highness then decree another

"good statute" prescribing whipping, loss of
an ear and finally death for unemployed
beggars. But that didn't work so 16 years
later in 1547 Edward VI tried branding and
permanent slavery. This faUed. Every 30 or
40 years thereafter English monarchs tried
new variations on the punitive theme and
poverty continued. The Committee's "new
approach" is really old hat.
When the Ways and Means Blll does try incentiVes it does so half-heartedly and thus
ineffectually. The first Incentive they recommend is to be provided by the caseworker
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who Will help the client prepare for training
by using the social services already authorized under the 1962 legislation (report of
the Ways and Means Committee P. 48) to
upgrade the client and prepare him or her
to benefit from training. Here Is the height
of irony, for these proposais destroy any hope
we may have held for ever properiy Implementing the services promised in the 1962
amendments. By giving the caseworker and
his superiors the absolute power to dictate to
a client how she must spend her income, by
giving him the right to order her to work, to
restrict her activities, and even to take away
her chiJdren, we have destroyed any chance
of creating the environment of trust and understanding that Is needed If services are to
be accepted by the client.
As for the cash incentives that would reward those who take jobs, they would be excellent If the dollar amounts were not set
so low. The Ways and Means Committee correctiy points out that the precedent for disregarding some earning of welfare recipients
was set in Title VII of the Economic Opportunities Act and Section 109 of the Elementary and Secondary School Act of 1965
and points out that this approach while good,
is merely piecemeai and discriminatory. The
Committee wisely sets out to correct this by
setting one standard that would apply to
all income, but It sets the amount of earnIngs that a client might keep at well below
those set in the earlier legislation. The new
levels will mean an actual r.ecrease in Incentive income for those already covered by
existing legislation and in any case is much
too low to be a meaningful Incentive.
It is our carefully considered opinion.
therefore, an opinion that results from long
and constant contact with welfare agencies,
that given a climate and circumstances where
they must, in a relatively short time, establish mandatory community work and training programs the state and iocal authorities
wlll fail miserably. In making this judgment
we take into consideration the fact that these
programs must accommodate excessive numbers of persons, many of whom are there involuntarily and resent it, that these programs
then have at once a captive aUdience but a
hostile one. We must remember that these
programs wlll not be able to limit or adjust
their scope to placements available nor have
the benefit of highly-motivated trainees (in
fact these trainees may not even be covered
by existing laws that protect other workers).
These programs wlll be under a double pressure, first to meet HEW standards as to both
Inclusiveness without violating "good cause"
regulations and second to show immediate effectiveness. The second wlll exist as public
welfare otncials will remember the Ways and
Means Committee's hasty judgment on the
1962 amendments and be anxious not to lose
another program. Further both our experience. as workers and poor law history indicate the futllity of a punitive "get tough"
approach to the poverty problem.
Yet we want to see extensive CWT programs and we believe that the states can
create such programs and that they Will
work. They wlll work If the states work hard
to build programs that provide gOOd jobs
and good training so that the recipient wlll
have a better life to look forward to off of
welfare. It wlll work if the cash Incentives
are set at a more realistic level, perhaps at
$85.00 or $100.00 monthly plus one half of
the rest. And finally it wlll work if caseworkers are not overburdened With large
caseloads, punitive tasks and extensive
paperwork responslbllities and can Instead
spend their time preparing and motivating
clients for work and training projects. Two
final points on this topic.
First, If we are panicked into creating CWT
projects that are an anathema to welfare recipients they wlll spend most of their time
scheming to avoid work and training. And
they Will raise a new generation of indi-
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viduals to whom work and training are evils
to be avoided at all costs.
Second, we are alarmed at the possible
avoidance of the minimum wage laws under
the work and training program. We confess
to confusion over the Intent of the Committee at this point. In the B1ll Itself (Section
204 (a» It is abundantly clear that: "the
rates of pay w1ll not be less than the applicable minimum rate (if any) under Federal or State Law for the same type of work
and not less than the prevailing rate for
similar work In the community . . ." However, in the Report (p. 105) It states:
"The original provision," (as above) .. ,
"Is based on the view that the AFDC participant under the CWT program, including
arrangements for training with private employers, is not in an employment relationship, or otherwise SUbject, because Of this
activity, to the wage and hours laws (or the
internal revenue, social security, or workmen's compensation laws). For this reason,

the Committee urges that the Secretary of
Labor find It possible to classify the beneficiaries of this program as not being Included under the Federal minimum wage
law."
If this last paragraph means what It says,
it appears that the calumny Is complete. It
is quite obvious that someone who Is not
protected by the minimum wage, social security and workmen's compensation laws will
not be given the opportunity to participate
In the internal revenue system. This Is, of
course, together with the penalty provisions
of the Amendments, a fundamental thrust at
depressing the labor force. We urge careful
and detailed Inquiry into the Intent of the
Committee and the strictest conformity to
the mandates of the original Act.
LETTER FROM Mas. LUCILLE S. PUGH, PRESIDENT, OREGON SOCIAL WELFARE ASSOCIATION
OREGON SOCIAL WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Salem, Oreg., September 18, 1967.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S.
Senate, Washington, D.C.

Sm: The Membership of the Oregon Social
Welfare AssOCiation, Inc. through its Board
of Directors protests certain sections of HR
12080, Title II, as being punitive and not In
the best interest of the people of this country. We refer speclficially to those sections
of the b1ll which would
(1) require all adults on assistance,including mothers and out of school youth over
16 to engage in work and training as a condition of receiving public assistance. The
proposal apparently Includes exemption from
minimum wage requirements and further
prOVides such penalties as removal of the
adult from the assistance bUdget, discontinuing assistance, or even possible removal or
the children by court and placement of the
children In foster care.
STATEMENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE, SUBMrrTED BY
THOMAS W. GEORGES, JR., M.D.
SECTION 204. COMMUNITY WORK AND TRAINING
PROGRAMS
The provision for 75% matching (85%
until July I, 1969) for "training, supervision,
and material" is attractive. Pennsylvania
could use a variety or services In a sound
work and training program. However, the
mandatory requirement that a CWT program be established In all areas where there
is a "significant number" of AFDC recipients age 16 and over ignores the fact that the
CWT program by Itself, can be used to conduct work relief projects which have a dead
end. In effect, the person In a CWT program
would work only for his assistance grant.
We have real question as to whether such
programs are geared to providing stable, realistic jobs. They seem rather to satisfy the
belief that poor people should work for what

they get. It is not a respectable way of getting people to work. It does not get people
back Into the labor IIlArket as self-supportIng. It tends to continue dependency. It is
not a substitute for either public employment or private employment expansion
efforts.
We wonder, In these days of almost unlimited training programs With government
support, If there is any reason for pUblic
welfare to operate a work relief program?
Pennsylvania has had such a program for
Inany years. Our own experience Is that the
more recently created Work-Training programs (Title V. EOA, MDTA, Neighborhood
Youth Corps, New Careers Program, etc.),
with built-In Incentives are more productive.
We propose that there should be a Federally supported work and traIning program.
It should be equal in its Incentives and
benefits to the MDTA, Neighborhood Youth
Corps, New Careers, and Title V (Economic
Opportunity Act Program).
Our best experience convinces us that the
public assistance role is to prepare the hard
core of unemployed to enter the labor market. Our greatest success has proven that
literacy training is fundamental to any
work and training program if it is to enhance
lasting upward mobl11ty. Therefore, the program shOUld be keyed to training rather
than a mandatory work tralning program
alone. For literacy and related training, the
incentives should be the same as for work
training.
STATEMENT OF PAUL H. TODD, JR., CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, PLANNED PARENTHOOD-WORLD POPULATION
Particularly In extending family planning
to those who depend on public assistance,
every effort must be made to avoid any actual
or Implied coercion. Not only does a coercive approach to family planning violate the
right or Individual privacy but it Is selfdefeating. We have seen In many communities how the punitive application of such
regulations as the "man-In-the-house" rule
results in frightening recipients away from
taking advantage of family planning services
which they want and need. We urge the committee to amend section 201B to require Federal, State, and local authorities to establish
clear and unambiguous safeguards against
coercion In carrying out the mandated family
planning program.
LETTER FROM RICHARD G. SHEPARD, SOCIAL
WORK SUPERVISOR, WHITEHALL, WIS. TO
HON. WILLIAM PRoxMmE
(SUbmitted by Senator PROXMIRE)
(The following letter was submitted to the
committee by Hon. W11llam Proxmlre, a U.S.
Senator from the State of Wisconsin:)
WHITEHALL, WIS., September 20, 1967.
Hon. WILLIAM PROXMmE,
Senate Office But/ding,
Washington, D.a.:

Second. The second potentially damaging
aspect of the proposed amendments Is in
Title II, Section 201, page 107FF, and Section
204. page 126FF. Specifically I refer to the
proposal which would require mothers on
the AFDC program to engage in work training and employment as a condition to receiving assistance.
It Is my feeling that this aspect of the proposed b1ll could be very damaging to the
little pre-school children who need the Identification with an adUlt. Generally AFDC is
granted to homes Where the father Is gone for
any number of reasons. Therefore, in AFDC
homes there Is only one parent for the child
to Identify With. If the mother is then forced
into work training or employment, there will
be no one to give the ch11d comfort, re-assurance or love. It would be very likely that
such a barren childhood would damage the
mental health of these children.
If this aspect of the b11l could be changed
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to exclude those mothers with pre-school
children and those adults not physically fit,
It would not be so objectionable.
RICHARD G SHEPARD.

Social WOrk Supervisor.

STATEMENT OF CARL RACHLIN, LEGAL DmECTOR, SCHOLARSHIP, EDUCATION, AND DEFENSE FuND FOR RACIAL EQUALITY, INC.,
NEW YORK, N.Y.
Now what this bill does, Senator, is further
carry the destruction of the Negro family one
step beyond what I have just said, because
now we are saying not only can the father
not be there, but that the mother, In order
to continue to receive any assistance at all,
must leave the house: That Is she has no
alternative as to whether she w11l or will not
work or will or will not remain and take care
of he!' children. She must accept whatever
employment or training w1ll be prOVided or
risk losing assistance for her children.
We say that with the mother out of the
house, haVing already forced the father out
of the house, what w11l be left of the family
stab1l1ty? We think mothers ought to be
given an opportunity to decide for themselves. Some may feel that It Is better If they
work, others may feel better if they stay In
their homes. This should be the mother's
decision. We think that that Is the significant thing that H.R. 12080 Is very weak on.
LETTER TO LONG FROM ROBERT D. MABBS,
PRESIDENT, SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS
SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER, NATIONAL
AsSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS,
September 8,1967.

Re H.R. 12080 Social Security Amendments
of 1967.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

We protest:
1. The assumption that Aid to Fam111es
With Dependent Children is primarlly a program for chlldren born out of wedlock. About
83 percent of the children In AFDC grants
are legltlmateo
2. The assumption that all adults In fam1l1es with dependent chlldren shoUld work.
a. Rearing children is an important function. Especially where one parent Is left with
the responslb1l1ty, this may take all the
time and energy she haa. Fam1l1es receiving an
AFDC grant tend to be larger than in the
total population.
b. Many adults In these faml11es have obstacles to employment in addition to their
need to care for their children, such as poor
health, lack of education or work experience,
physical handicaps, minority status, and
lack of sk1lls. Others live in small communities or on Indian reservations where jobs
simply do not eXist.
Sincerely,
RORERT D. MABBS,
President, South. Dakota Chapter, DIrector Undergraduate Social Work
Eucation, Augustana College, Sio'Ua:
Falls, S. Dak.

EDWARD V. SPARER, TEACHER OF LAw OF PUBLIC
AssISTANCE, YALE LAw SCHOOL
C. THE NEW "WORK TEST" FOR MOTHERS AND
THE CUlUlENT STATUS OF "WORK TESTS"
Work requirements as a condition of public assistance for able-bodied adults is not,
of course, newly introduced by H.R. 12080.
As a general rule, able-bodied men are required to work or to seek work and, so too,
are able-bodied women who do not have
young children to care for, Some welfare officials in their zealous pursuit of work requirements, have attempted to criminally
punish men who refused jobs, and some lower
courts have agreed with their theories only
to be rebUffed, properly, by appellate courts.
See, e.g., People v. La Fountain, 21 App. Dlv.
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2d 719 (3rd Dept., 1964) and people v. Pickett,
- - N.Y. 2d --,278 N.Y.S. 2d 802 (1967).
(As indicated by the N.Y. Court of Appeals
in Pickett, serious questions regarding the
ThIrteenth Amendment arise upon such
criminai punishment.) Nevertheless, it is
generally accepted as part of the structure of
our present federal and state welfare laws,
that the able-bodied are reqUired to accept
work.
A different situation exists with regard to
mothers of young children on AFDC. The
intent underlying our present Social Security Act is that the right to make the decision
as to Whether such mothers should work or
not should not be taken away from poor
mothers just as it has not been taken from
other mothers in our society. In its Handbook Qf Public Assistance Administration,

Pt. IV, sec. 3401, HEW has summarized the
legislative history and intent of the present
act:
"The aid to dependent children program
is designed to provide as adequateiy as possible, such assistance and service as are essential to the rearing of children in family
homes. To the extent that such help Is
availabie, a mother in and aid to dependent
children family is in a position to exercise
some degree of choice as to what course of
action she should follow with respect to
seeking or continuing employment and to
make a decision in consideration of her
special circumstances, especially the extent
to which the age or condition of her children
may make her continuous presence at home
desirable or necessary."
It was clearly indicated by statements
made in the reports of the Committee on
Economic Security. that the intent of the
aid to dependent children program was to enable mothers to remain in their homes, so
that their children would have the opportunity for 'parental care and the benefits
of growing up in a family setting.
"The enactment of laws for aid to dependent children was evidence of public recognition of the fact that long-time care must
be proVided for those chlldren whose fathers
are dead, are incapacitated, or have deserted
their families; that security at home is an
essential part of a program for such care;
and that this security can be provided for
this whole group oct chUdren oniy by public
provision for care in their own homes.
". • • Before the adoption of these laws
it frequently • • • happened • • • that she
(the mother) • • • was encouraged to make
the attempt to be both homemaker and wage
earner, with the result in such cases that the
home was broken up after she had failed in
her dual capacity and the chlldren had become dellnquent or seriously neglected."
The transfer of mothers of young chlldren
from their homes into the labor market may
increase the woman power in industry and
domestic service, but whether the employment of such women represents an economio
asset depends upon a number of faotors in
each case. }o'or example, when children become 111, they are. as a rule, oared for in their
own homes, and if the mother is employed
she must usually either stay away from her
job or neglect her sick child. The time avallable for domestlo responsibillt1es is limited
for an employed mother. She must either
neglect her home or make inroads on her
physioal resources. The resulting nerve
strain may affect her contribution to industry as well as to the well-being of her family.
Even if, on the other hand, SUbstitutes for
the mother's care are obtained, the children
WUI require a considerable portion of the
time of some other responsible adult.
The role of the pUbl1c asslstance agenoies
is, by assistance and other services, to help
the mother arrive at a dec1s1on that wUl best
• Special Security Board: Social Security In
America. 1937, pp. 233-234.

meet her own needs and those of her children.
Such help wlll involve consideration with
famllles of such factors as the welfare of
children during the mother's absence from
home and of the type of substitute child care
arrangements the mother can or wishes to
make 11 she takes full- or part-time work.
ConsUltation services should also be available
that will help the mother determine what increased costs wlll be involved in taking a job;
for Instance, clothes, lunches, transportation
costs and other necessary expenses involved
in the mother's absenting herself from home.
In some instances, a pa.rt of the potential
wages wlll be required to provide supervision
for the children in their home or in a daycare faclllty. The opportunity to discuss these
conditions will necessarily infiuence decisions
since it will often be apparent that anticipated earnings will not, in all cases, prOVide
the essentials for family llfe.
The Bureau of PUblic Assistance recommends against any polley of denying or withdrawing aid to dependent children as a
method of bringing pressure upon women
with young children to accept employment.
Public assistance recipients should not be
subjected to undue pressure and receive different treatment from that accorded other
persons in the community simply by reason
of the fact that they are in receipt of pUbllc
assistance. In oases of fam1l1es receiving aid
to depend~nt children, children are already,
in most instances, deprived of the care of one
parent, and, therefore, need the protection
and personal supervision of the available
parent.
H.R. 12080 would reverse the purpose of
AFDC. It would require mothers of young
children to work as a condition of unrestricted AFDC aid whenever the welfare department decides she should work. If the
mother disagrees and insists that she care for
her own children, "the children involved
could be taken care of only through protective paymenta or vendor payments without
the need to make the usual determination
that the adult is not capable of handling the
funds." (P. 104, House Committee Report).
The House blll, however, would thus reverse
current policy only on the federal level and
in approximately one-half of the states. According to a survey conducted last year by
the Columbia Center on Social Welfare Polley
and Law, the other half of the states have
enacted AFDC regulations which require
mothers to work whenever the welfare department, under its rule, deems it appropriate.
Some of the state welfare regulations reach
incredible lengths. Thus the Georgia regulation, on the one hand requires mothers
to obtain fuIl-time work Whenever the welfare dept. deems it appropriate; on the other
hand, the welfare department must, under
the ~orgia "employable mother" regulation,
discontinue aid whenever the mother obtains a full-time job, no matter how little
she earns. Thus, the lead plaintlfl' in a current federal coUl't suit challenging the constitutional1ty of this particular rule, earns
$24. (twenty-four dollars) for a forty-eighthour work week and was deemed not eligible
for AFDC supplementation. She has seven
children to support. Another plaintiff earns
$15. (fifteen dollars) for a fifty-hour work
week. She too was denied supplementation,
though she has eleven children to support.
The Washington, D.C., rule, as I understand it. goes even further. Under the D.C.
rule a mother who is deemed able-bodied
and available for work is subject to AFDC
termination even though she has not obtained a jobl Nevertheless, the more typical
rule does not requlre termination (so long
as the mother seeks work when the welfare
department so decides) and WUI provide for
supplementation of salaries in the single
parent famlly up to AFDC "need" levels. I
cite some of the experiences under such
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rules, therefore, as an indication of the range
of use and abuse that might develop under
H.R. 12080 on a national basis.
New York.-New York State has a regulation Which empowers the local welfare department to require an AFDC mother to
work when the department deems it in the
"best interest". The conclusion Of the New
York City welfare department, however, is
that such requirements are unrealistic, damaging to the mother and inconsistent with
the self-respect and independence that is
the goal of the Social Security Act.
AriZ'ona.-A not untyplcal case of the
"employable mother" sort that I have come
across involved a mother of nine children
who was cut off welfare (and thereby forced
to take a full-time job at strenuous work for
llttle pay). Her young children were left virtually uncared for. She appealed her earllel'
welfare cutoff and was restored to welfare,
only to be cut off again on the claim that her
work experience during her earlier cutoff
proved that she was "an employable mother."
A protracted appeal and hearing finally restored her to AFDC once again, but not until
she and her children had endured considerably more suffering.
Mississippi.-How the "employable mother" rule works in Mississippi is best told in
the words of a former AFDC recipient who
was cut off because of it. Mrs. Ora D. Wilson testified at the welfare hearings in Jackson, conducted by the Mississippi State Advisory Board of the Civll Rights Commission.
Mrs. Wilson stated:
In the year 1965, I was receiving a welfare
check. On the first day of June, I came to
Jackson on a demonstration. I got locked in
jail and stayed locked In jall for eleven days,
and when I returned home, the welfare lady
who has brought a check-brought my welfare check to my home-she had been mallIng It every month, but this time she had
brought it a day before I returned home, and
she left this check with my children, with the
two children. She told the two chlldren, when
I oame home, to come to the office to see her.
When I came home, I did go to the office. The
welfare lady asked me where had I been. She
came to my home, and where was I? I told
her I was in Jackson at that time. And she
asked me wasn't I in a demonstration? I told
her, "yes, I was." She said, "Didn't you know
that you didn't have any business to leave
home, to leave your children?" She said,
"Where did you leave your children?" I said,
"I left my chlldren. They were at home and
they was in good care." She said, "You didn't
have any business to go off and leave your
children." And she said, "You should have
been here ohopping cotton for $3.00 a day
instead of going off on a demonstration:'
Then she said, "If you will agree to chop
cotton for $3.00 a day," she said, "you wlll get
your check back in August." She said, "You
will get your first check in August." This
was in June. At this time, I belonged to a
Freedom Labor Union in Indianola, Mississippi. This union was on strike. I refused
to go back into the fields. I told her that this
was a Freedom Labor Union, and this union
was on strike and I refused to return to go
back to the fields. She told me that 11 I refused to go back to the fields and chop cotton for $3.00 a day, then she would cut my
check off, and she did cut it off. I didn't go
back. She cut my check off.
The Mississippi hearings contained even
more horrifying examples of the use and
abuse of employable mother rules. In connection with Mrs. Wilson's testimony however,
it might be pointed out that federal law,
both under the current Act and as would be
amended under H.R. 12080, definition of
"good oause" for refusing work is left to
the states. Mississippi has not ohosen to define "good cause" as inoluding the existence
of a labor dispute and strike at the site of
the offered employment. At the least, a fed-
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era1 definition of "good cause," including
labor disputes, ought to be promulgated
under new legislation.
One might comment on the examples of
wrongful decision-making under current
"employable mother" rules by urging that
the right to have a "fair hearing," guaranteed in the Social Security Act, is an adequate remedy for abuse. Unfortunately,
the "fair hearing" is a most Inadequate
remedy. As demonstrated by the Arizona
case cited above, the "falr hearing" Is not
held and decided untll long after the damage
Is done.
Moreover, a decision as to when it Is "appropriate" for a mother to be required to
work and when It is not, is a decision made
with regard to vague standards necessarily
involving large amounts of discretion. The
moment that discretion is placed in the hands
of someone (the welfare worker) other than
the mother, it becomes extraordinarly dUllcult for the mother to challenge it. This is
especially true when the mother is an isolated
welfare cIlent, ignorant of the rules and her
legal rights, and afraid to endanger the grant
upon which she depends for the food and
shelter for her chlldren. These factors have
led one of the leading legal scholar-researchers In the welfare field to conclude that the
hearing system does not offer mothers protection against the employable mother rule.
See Handler, Controlling Official Behavior in
Welfare Administration (May, 1966, Calif.
Law Rev.).
On what ground should the intent of the
1935 Social Security Act-that of allowing
the AFDC mother to decide herself Whether
it is best for her to stay home and care for
the chlldren or leave them with others to
go to work-be changed. Protecting the right
of the mother to decide such a question ia
traditional within our society. When mothers,
both middle class and poor, choose to work
to advance a career for themselves and/or
add to the famtly income, something basically different has occurred than when an
impoverished mother, against her will is
required to leave her chlldren with other~ so
that she might work at exhausting. menial
activity for the purpose of continuing her
children's AFDC grant.
Of course, employment of mothers Who
have skllls which will bring them substantial
earnings is frequently socially desirable. However. social researchers have also found that
the employment of mothers With no such
skills. who want to remain in their homes
and care lor their children and who go to
work because oj financial necessity, puts

sharp strains on famny llfe and may cause
severe damage to the children. For an analysis
of such research, see Hoffman, Effects 0/
Maternal Employment on the Child, Child
Development (1961). For research demon-

strating the importance of home care of
young chlldren as compared to custodial care.
see Spitz. Rene, Hospitalism, an InqUiry into

the Genesis 0/ Psychiatric Conditions in
Early Childhood··· in Psychoanalytic

Study of the Chlld. For research indicating
the predictabil1ty of increased rates of juvenile delinquency by chlldren whose mothers
don't adequately supervise them. see Glueck,
Unravellng Juvenile Delinquency (Commonwealth Fund, 1950); Craig and Gllck, Ten
Years Experience With the Glueck Prediction
Tables, Crime and Dellnquency. (July 1963);
also Monahan, Family Status and the Delinquent Child, Social Forces. (March 1957).

Some final comments in connection with
the new "work test" for mothers:
Experience with the WE&T and CWT programs is mixed. The remark of the ex-miner
in Kentucky, cited earlier, that he was
"taught nothing" is not unusual. The Mississippi welfare hearings, Eoon to be the subject
of a published report, contain extensive firsthand reports of abuse in the program.
The House Committee Report (P. 105)
points out that under H.R. 12080 it is possible
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to pay workers in community. work and
training programs, including those "with private employers" less than Is required by the
minimum wage laws and the prevail1ng community rates on the ground that the workers
are "learners." This is a dangerous approach
which SUbjects the workers, the programs and
the community labor standards to great potential abuse. Again, the Mississippi hearings
offer striking examples of the reallty of this
danger. The "learner" exceptions ought to be
removed.
It is not work requirements for mother and
others on public assistance that is needed. It
is genuine work opportunities that would
radically alter the situation of the American
poor. The job opportunities are desperately
desired. So too is day care. Indeed, in New
York City last week, mothers demonstrated
because day care facllities are being closed
down. New York Times, Sept. 13. 1967, p. 41.
Nothing in H.R. 12080, however, creates real
job opportunities. The notion is to test the
recipient-to see If she is "deserving" of our
magnanimity and charity. It is a vile and degrading approach. The Elizabethans spent all
their "poor law" energies developing one
humlliatlng "work test" after another. In
the middle of the American urban crisis. a
crisis quite related to such degrading approaches it is time to be done with them
and create a serious job opportunity program.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TRAVELERS AID
SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON, D.C., BY THE SERVICE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
MRS. POTTER STEWART, CHAmMAN

Travelers Aid stands for a strong and effective pUblic welfare program which is directed to meeting basic human needs, and
alms at the social and economic rehabilltatlon of all of our citizens. Several of the other
provisions in HR 12080 seem to us to move in
the opposite direction. For example the compulsion that all adults and youth over 16
years of age not in school must accept work
or work training, waiving minimum wage
requirements, seems to us to be a most serious step backward. Adults should be given
opportunity and encouragement toward work
but must have the right to decide that other
famlly considerations, notably the welfare of
chlldren, should talce precedence. We see the
requirement of work for youth as contributing to non-pursuit of education and working
against recently developing efforts to have
school dropout youth resume their education.
II. A number of other aspects of H.R. 12080
suffer from even more serious shortcomings
than those I have discussed regarding famlly
planning, notwithstanding the admirable
aims of those provisions. The provision regarding mandatory placement of chlldren
in day-care centers whlle their mothers work
or obtain job training would be admirable if
It were done on a voluntary basis. But as
a mandatory program, it is both unnecessarily punitive and Wholly impractical.
The provision is impractical because we
cannot wave a magic wand and produce the
quantity of bulldlngs or equipment or trained personnel to establish acceptable daycare centers to handle anywhere near all of
the children now receiving welfare payments.
The provision is unwise and unnecessarily
punitive because, by requiring states to establlsh day-care centers for all welfare children we wlll almost inevitably prompt creation of places where chlldren are stored
rather than cared for. We wlll punish the
parent by depriving the children of adequate
care, and in the end all society will be the
losers.
According to statistics compiled by the National COmmittee for Day Care of Chlldren,
there are presently accommodations for
about 400,000 children in day-care centers
throughout the United States. (This figure
refers only to facllities licensed by states generally certifying conformance with minimum
health standards, and does not necessarily
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mean that the staff of such centers is trained
to handle children or that the center has
adequate facUities for play or training.)
There are presently more than 1~4 mlllion
chlldren under school attendance age now
receiving pUblic welfare. Th~ Simply to accommodate these children, p;lstlng day-care
facilities must be increased three-fold.
I belleve that an increase in the number of
and improvement in the quallty of day-care
fac1l1ties in this country is long overdue. But
we must not fool ourselves into belleving
that establishment of adequate centers Is an
inexpensive propositlon-a cheap way to save
welfare funds. The National Committee for
Day Care of Chlldren--experts In this matter--estlmate that minimum annual cost of
adequate day-care is $1200 to $1500 per child.
This is the range of annual cost per chlld in
the Children's Development Centers run by
the OEO Head Start program. Using the lowest figure, of $1200 per child, we are talking
about $1.5 blllion each year for the 1~ mlllion pre-school age cblldren now on welfare.
These cost estimates are not exaggerated
or extravagant. Children-particularly preschool chlldren-need considerable attention. gUidance and affectionate relations with
adults. This means that trained staff is
needed, not to mention fac1l1tles, equipment,
food for the chlldren and SO forth. We cannot take children from their mothers and
place them-with 30, 40 or 50 other chUdren-into bare .prison-like rooms where
they are warehoused. like so many cardboard
boxes, all day while their mothers work in
order to remain on the welfare rolls. If we do
this to chlldren in their crucial formative
years, we must expect them to grow with
serious and irreversible anti-social personality bllghts. We must expect the gravest kind
of social dellnquency to result as these chUdren grow to adults. This wllI happen if we
store children in "bargain basement" warehouses deceptively labelled as "day-care
centers."
H.R. 12080 offers no assurance tbat this
will not happen and. because this is a mandatory program, I think the bilI virtually
assures that in many states this wllI happen.
The bill sets no standards of care-no
teacher-chlld ratio, no minimum quallfications for those caring for; the children, no
minimum expenditures for play equipment
or teaching materials-which must be met
in these day-care centers. The bill simply
requires states to establish something called
"day-care centers." In fact, many states do
not now even require licensing and inspection of day-care centers, and many of those
which do prescribe only minimal sanitation
standards not care or staff quallftcation
standards. How many states will be wllling to
spend even the 15 to 25% matching funds
required for establishing anything but "bargain basements" to warehouse children while
their mothers work.
Imagine the cruel dilemma this situation
would create for a mother on welfare. Should
she abandon her children for 8 to 10 hours
each day to a cheerless child warehouse,
where incalculable harm will almost certainly . be done to their growth, or should
she give up the welfare payments Which are
essential for her to feed and clothe her children? We may save some welfare funds by
forcing a mother to leave her children in
a "warehouse" and work during the day. But
in a few short years, society will pay a vastly
greater price when the results of this deprlvation-inanti-socia1 and criminal conductcome home to roost.
I believe this dilemma can be avoided, and
our system of publlc welfare immeasurably
strengthened by changing this program from
mandatory to voluntary, 60 that mothers can
choose whether they will work outside their
homes during the day and leave their children at day-care centers. In adidtion. we
must specify minimum standards of faclIlty
quality and child care which state day-care
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centers must meet to be el1gible for federal by the State employment service or by any LETTER FROM UTAH CHAPTER, NATIONAL AssoCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS, JAMES P.
assistance. If we adopted this non-coercive employers, would have his assistance disconWHEELER, PRESIDENT
approach I think a surprisingly large number tinued. The Commission strongly opposes this
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
of mothers on welfare would voluntarily provision.
SOCIAL WORKERS, UTAH CHAPTER,
The Commission favors the establishment
participate. At present we have too few adeSalt Lake City, Utah, September 19, 1967.
quate day-care centers to test my supposi- and expansion of programs which will prOVide
tion. And. the present rule which deducts training, meaningfUl work experience and Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
remedial
education
designed
to
counteract
Chairman,
Senate Finance Committee,
100% of earnings from welfare payments ls
a strong incentive against work. But, with the adverse elIects of years of inadequate Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR LONG: I have been directed
great Wisdom, H.R. 12080 abandons this 100% education, employment and training discrimtax on earnings. And lf the bill would also ination, and related denials of opportunity to as President of the Utah Chapter of the Namake possible the funding of new child day which millions of Negroes and other minority tional Association of Social Workers, by the
care centers, for voluntary use, I bel1eve that group members have for so long been sub- Utah Chapter's membership as Its spokesa large number of women will go into gainful jected. We endorse measures Which will re- man, to protest certain provisions of the
employment, confident that their children place dependency with greater economic and pending Social Security Act amendments of
are being well cared for while they work. But social opportunity and which will enable dis- 1967 (H.R. 12080), now before the Senate
in many other cases, a mother's most im- advantaged people to attain their Individual Finance Committee. The Utah N.A.S.W.
Chapter Is made up of over 400 professionally
portant place is in the home attending to the potential.
We seriously question, however, Whether trained social workers, representing over 100
needs of her children. This too Is work which
these
desirable
objectives
can
be
achieved
Utah community service agencies. This is
is Vitally im1>Ortant to the health of our
society, and this basic fact is overlooked by within a framework of compulsion and under to say, that virtually all of the state's major
any mandatory requIrement that a mother the constant threat of denials of assistance. soclal welfare leaders and leadership are repWe support Section 204 to the extent that It resented through the activities and official
leave home and work during the day.
would require the States to offer programs of voice of the Association.
work and training. But we urge the CommitThe proposed amendments have been unUNITED AUTO WORKERS STATEMENT BY
tee to amend that Section to make It clear der study for several weeks by both the FamWALTER P. REUTHER
that the acceptance of the olIer of work or Ily and Children's Council of the Chapter, and
training Is voluntary.
the Division of Social Policy and Action.
IV. PUBLIC WELFARE AMENDMENTS
The Commission has found In the course of Josephine SCott Patterson, Director of L.D.S.
The UAW shares the feel1ng of concerned
its
Investigations
that
many
mothers
of
deRelief
Society Social Services and Chairman
cltizens that the public welfare system In the
United States is not performing In satis- pendent children are anxious to work and of the N.A.S.W. Family and Children's Counfactory fashion. It is degrading to those who actively seek opportunities for training and cil, had petitioned for a public N.A.S.W.
are dependent on it, often fails to meet employment. For these mothers the bill can stand against certain aspects of the Social
minimum subsistence needs and has not be of considerable help by prOViding for Security amendments on behalf of the Counachieved its objeotlve of helping the poor to meaningfUl work and training experience and cil. A meeting of the Chapter's general memby prOViding for adequate day care services. bership has vigorously supported the conclubecome independent and self-supporting.
We also have found, however, that many
of· the Council, the Division of Social
While HB. 12080 professes the desirable mothers of dependent children feel It is more sions
Polley and Action, the Chapter's Board of
objectives of seeking to rehab1lltate the poor important for them to stay at home and care Directors,
the release of this statement
and reducing the cost of publ1c welfare, It for their children. We believe It would be a to Utah's and
delegation and to
would attempt to accomplish them by means serious mistake for the bill, by permitting the the public congressional
news media.
that are repugnant and reflect a harsh and State to determine which mothers are "approYou have before you the statements of
punitive attitude toward the poor.
priate" for work, to deprive these mothers of the Honorable Dr. John W. Gardner, SecreWe In the UAW give our full support to the choice which rightfUlly should be theirs tary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and
the constructive provisions of HB. 12080, but to make.
Dr. Wilbur J. Cohen, Under-Secretary of
we believe the blll would be much improved
Moreover, experience has shown that the Health, Education, and Welfare, given before
if the Senate would:
coercive approach represented by this pro- the Senate Finance Committee on August 22,
1. Eliminate the requIrement that no state vision not only falls to produce the desired 1967. You also have the August 31, 1967 testimay have a higher precentage of children on result--economic Independence and self- mony of Mitchell I. Ginsberg, Commissioner
welfare (AFDC) than it had at the beginning sufficiency-but It invites abuse, discrimina- of the New York City Department of Social
of this year.
tory treatment, and threats of reprisal Services, who Is Chairman of the National
2. ReqUire all states to provide assistance against those who would assert their rights. Association of Social Worker's National Diviprograms for famlUes with dependent chil- The Commission's Mississippi State Advisory sion of Social Policy and Action, and Dr.
dren when the parents are unemployed with- Committee heard testimony concerning inci- Daniel Thursz, Dean of the University of
out the additional restrictions Included in dents in Which local welfare officials used Maryland SChool of Social Work.
H.R.12080.
their authority to remove needy families
We are famiUar with the statements of
3. Restore the Administration proposal to from the rolls as a means of preventing these persons, as well as With the official porequIre the states to meet their own current Negroes from exercising basic constitutional sition of the Child Welfare League of Ameridefinitions of need.
rights. Section 204 could provide such officials ca, and the Utah State Division of Welfare.
4. Protect the right of a mother to choolle, with even greater power over the lives of (Which you now have). All of these stateor refuse Without penalty, to participate In needy families.
ments, we have found, speak as one voice
the work and training programs.
We also recommend that Section 204 be with respect to both positive and negative
6. Remove the incentives that BB. 12080 amended to prOvide expressly that the train- features of the amendments from the prowould provide the states to remove a child ing olIered to any individual shall not be fessional social work point of view.
from the care of a parent and place the child below the skill level of his last regular occuThe membership of the Utah N.A.S.W.
in a foster home.
pation. A similar provision has been estab- Chapter has taken no exception to the points
6. Remove the use of the threat of the lished by the Secretary of Labor In connec- expre.ssed In these important materials.
device of protective and vendor payments to tion with the Manpower, Development and Where protests have been made, we protest;
force participation in the work and training Training programs. We recommend further where commendation has been given, we
program.
that adequate safeguards be provided to as- commend; where questions have been raised,
7. Retain the provision of H.R. 12080 for sure adherence to appropriate training stand- we question; and where alarm and concern
aid to the social work education program, but ards. The Commission's Mississippi State Ad- has been shown, we show alarm and concern.
In the interest of your valuable time and
Without the $6 mill10n ce1l1ng after the first visory Committee has learned of several Inyear.
stances of exploitation of trainees in the the needlessness of our written duplication
work ex;~rlence and training program olIered of what has been so expertly stated by the
foregOing persons and groul's, it Is our official
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. TAYLOR, STAFF under the auspices of that State's welfare de- position that we concur With these stateDIRECTOR OF THE U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL partment. In one Instance, a woman testified ments and recommend them to you as a repthat although she was supposedly being
RIGHTS
trained to learn the florist business she was resentative voice of those in Utah, Who have
SECTION 204-<:OMMUNlTY WORK AND TRAINING reqUired to spread gravel and later found over past years demonstrated a high degree
PROGRAMS
herself assigned to work as a domestic In her of professional competency in social welfare
The Bouse bill would make It mandatory employer's house. Another woman who leadership and administration.
We do desire, however, to speciflcally cite
for the States to provide for community work sought training as a dietician told the Adand training programs. Adults in AFDC fam- visory Committee that she was put to work two provisions of the Public Welfare provisions (Title IT) of the amendments as cremes and children over 16 and under 21 who
are not in schodl would be considered with washing dishes and mopping floors In the ating coercive, punitive, and discriminatory
local
school.
These
incidents
strongly
suggest
conditions, hostile to the welfare of Utah's
respect to their appropriateness for participation in such programs. If they cannot show the dangers of exploitation and the possl- needy chlldren, and the promotion of sound
billty
of
Inadequate
training
and
meanlngfamily Ufe. They are:
"good cause," any appropriate chlld or rela1. The provision requIring all mothers
tive who refused to accept a work or training less work experiences unless appropriate
(with limited exception) on state welfare
assignment, or refused to accept employment standards are provided.
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programs to seek employment or job traIning as a condition for receiving public assistance.
2. The provision which would l1m1t the
number of one-parent fam11les on welfare
to their proportion ot a state's child population in January 1967.
These provisions appear to be excessively
harsh and punitive towards children. Children living in poverty conditions, who have
no fathers in the home need the constant presence, love and attention of their
mothers. To deprive this underprivileged and
especially vulnerable group ot children of the
care of their mothers, is to unjustly punish
them for circumstances beyond their control.
Furthermore, to say to a destitute child that
funds and services are not available tor meeting his needs solely on the basis of his case
haVing fallen into the wrong "percentage"
ot destitute children is to blame and punish
a child for the circumstances of his birth or
the desertion, death or dlsab1l1ty of, his
father.
The attitude towards poverty, 1llegitimacy
and desertion as expressed in these two provisions ot H.R. 12080 militates heavily against
the positive aspects of the bill. They shoUld
be amended out.
We teel so strongly concerning the erroneousness of this attitude that we would like
to deal With it at length.
Probably the most often repeated story
about publlc welfare's Aid to Fam1l1es With
Dependent Children Program is that it encourages illegitimacy. Welfare caseworkers
hear the accusation made time and time
again, and the story has gained stature by
being propounded in reputable pUblications,
often by reputable personalltles.
"There are a lot of women who feel the
world owes them a llVing, and they find AFDC
just the ticket," say some critics. Others believe that many women actually go into the
"business" of having illegitimate children as
a. profitable means ot increasing their welfare
allotments.
Many can't think of publlc welfare programs without feellng most of them should
be abolished. One indignant writer to the
editor ot a Salt Lake City newspaper pleads,
"Why should decent, hard-working people be
taxed to keep such trash? It is fam1l1es of
this type (unwed mothers with 1llegitimate
children) Who are now receiVing government
help to the third and tourth generation and
will continue to do so for generations to
come. The government should get busy and
pass legislation that would prohibit such
women trom receiving any welfare benefiits
after their second illegitimate child,"
State welfare authorities are also alarmed
over the rising rate of 111egitimacy-3 % of
all live births in Utah during 1966--but are
quick to refute the statement that publlc
welfare programs are an encouragement of
111egltimacy.
In associating welfare with 111egitimacy the
pUbllc's Indignant bellet far exceeds its actual knowledge. Recent surveys at the state's
AFDC caseload point out that 87% at all
children on welfare were born legitimately.
Of the 13% born 111egitimately, the large
majority or up to 90% of these children were
born before appllcation for publlc assistance
was made. A large portion of the remaining
10% of the illegitimate births were conceived
before appllcation for public assistance. Actually, the Welfare Division only paid medical costs for about 90 lllegitimate births during all of 1966.
This is an insignificant number when compared to the 5,600 famllles on the AFDC
Welfare Program and over 23,000 total llve
births In Utah during 1966.
It would be impossible to prove that the
possiblllty of future financial aid Influences
the unwed mother at the time of her child's
conception.
There are, of course, some exceptions. It's
the few cases of this type which bring criticism on the entire AFDC Program.
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Most welfare caseworkers who deal with
unwed mothers on public assistance regard
the "business" of illegltima.te chlldren for
more welfare money a myth that makes little
sense---i!Specially to the mother on welfare.
In Utah, a recipient mother with two children receives a total assistance payment at
$5.43 a day. ($163.00 per month)
Based upon consumer price index studies,
and studies conducted by the U.s. Department of AgricUlture this amount talls far
below the level of income considered necessary for a minimum standard of living tor
three persons. The $5.43 must purchase rent
($41.00 per month) food, ($57.00 per month),
clothing, personal, care, ut1l!tles and household supplles, school needs, turniture, recreation, and all other necessities of llfe.
For an additional child the mother receives
$.70 per day and Will receive less than this
for a fourth, fifth, or sixth child.
Obviously, the increase in assistance
money is not the motive behind having 111egltimate children. Emotional insecurity and
Instab1l1ty plus inadequate home training
and poor personal judgment lie at the root
of the groWing rate of illegitimacy. Out-ofwedlock births are no respector of any economic or social levels, it's a problem experienced by all Income and cultural groups in
our society. Welfare authorities point out
that the State Welfare Program ultima.tely
becomes involved With only a small percentage-one out of every eight--<lf the state's
illegitimate birth.
The problem Is one which belongs to the
whole community-to all individuals and
tammes,
all social agencies, schools,
churches, professions.
Most important, every legislator shoUld try
to understand the factors that can lead to
lllegitimacy. Nobody, of course, can put his
finger on one specific cause. But legislators
shOUld keep in mind certain points: Young
people are growing up in a cold-war world
that has little stab1llty. Their unease is a
refiectlon of worldWide unrest. Youth has
never found It harder to acquire a sense of
personal security. Both the home and the
community are los1ng the abll1ty to prOVIde
this sense of security.
AmerIcans are radically becoming a mobile
people, moving their familles from town to
town, from one end of the country to another. This cuts ties With rela.tIves who might
give moral and other supportive help as was
more common in past decades. And, again, it
tends to deprive a child of the security that
comes from steadiness.
Movies, television, and magazines that emphasize sex and aggression tend to stimulate
young people and place lowered moral codes
before them. They are not taught the importance of accepting frustrations, and the
long-term rewards of developing self-control.
One approach to the problem is in a
stronger parent-chlld relationship and in the
return to our old standards of family ties
and famlly feellngs.
In line with this, there is the problem of
reaching faml11es before trouble happens and
working with parents who are not able to
give their chlldren security and affectIon.
The proportion of this type of parent In ratio
to popUlation far exceeds the average person's estimate.
Extended parent counsellng services would
help, but would probably make only a small
dent In the problem. Inadequate parents are
difficult to reach; only a few w1ll go to agencies for counseling or accept another person's
guidance.
We have to start wIth the chlld. We should
be doing much more In the schools, in pubHc welfare programs, and in our church programs to detect maladjustment which Is the
danger signal of a potential lllegitimacy
problem. We must come to know the child
and his home situation on an intimate level.
Detection is needed to prevent social Ills, just
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as it is needed With physIcal ills, just as it is
needed With cancer.
N.A.S.W. theretore recommends more personal and family guidance resources in and
avallable through schoois, public welfare,
and churches-more trained persons who
could pick out potential unw~d mothers and
provide professional preventive and corrective casework services. Perhaps even before
this, is a more basic need-the need to discover all at the "Whys" at the problem. We
need far more answers than we now have.
Most unwed mothers do not need public
assistance and do not seek aid, either financial or professional counseling services. But
the minority Who do, the State Division at
Welfare has a serious responsib1l1ty. It the
responsiblllty is not met, the problem doesn't
disappear, it becomes greater.
An unwed mother is a lonely unhappy person. She usually is condemned by the community tor her pregnancy. Often she has no
one to turn to for help, although she greatly
needs help and comfort. The physical needs
of an unwed mother are the same as those of
the married mother---ilhe needs shelter, food.
clothing, medical care, and moral support.
The married woman receives these, but the
unmarried mother's needs are often met only
grudgingly and usually partially so.
The married mother looks forward to the
birth of her child joyously while the mother
With an 1llegltimately conceiVed child is
frightened and depressed. She may vac1llate
between the desire to keep her baby and the
thought that the baby would have a better
life If given away tor adoption. There is a
great deal of suffering for the mother Without
a husband. And there are those who believe
she shOUld suffer because she has done
wrong; she is "bad,"
No person, however harshly he might treat
unwed mothers, would believe their children
shOUld be pUnished for the circumstances of
their birth. They must be cared for on the
same basis as other needy children.
The Aid to Faml11es With Dependent Children Program Is one way citizens of the state
help an unwed mother and her Ulegitlmate
child. The program focuses on the welfare of
the child-to keep the child With the mother
on the theory that a mother's love is preterable to life In an institution or a SUbstitute
home. Only a,few children in the AFDC Program have been born illegitimately. (About
13 %.) County welfare offices are usually requested to help the expectant unwed mother
after the fact; they work With the mother's
immediate needs and do what they can to
prevent further pregnancies.
The purpose of the AFDC Program is to
help care for needy children in their own
homes who are deprived of the support ot
a parent because of death, divorce, desertion, separa.tion, or because the family breadWinner is unemployed, physically handicapped, or in an institution such as a hospital
or a prison.
It is of particular importance that a
mother provide a suitable and Wholesome
home for her children. Welfare caseworkers
feel strongly about this. They are aware of
the emotional damage that can result when
a child Is removed from his family, and a
caseworker will do everything possible to
help a mother correct a child neglect problem.
When a neglect situation demands it, a
family may be referred to the Juvenile Court
and there is the possib1llty that the court
will order a foster care pla{lement for the
children. It's In this category that the critics
of AFDC have a heyday. They will point to
one mother who entertains men and throws
booze parties when the AFDC check comes
In and condemn the entire program.
Welfare caseworkers are the first to admit
that faml11es of this nature are not unknown. But they fiatly deny that it Is a common practice. These few cases are those who
receive public attention, and this builds up a
false Image of all AFDC mothers. The presi-
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dent of a bank may abscond with all of the
bank's money, but it doesn't mean we should
think all bank presidents are crooks.
AFDC laws require caseworkers to make
regular home visits and make other contacts with famllles. They must determine
individual social problems and move professionally to correct them. Caseworkers contact schools to determine whether a child is
attending regularly and inquire about his
school performance. They :lI.nd out whether
he appears well fed and properly clothed.
A neglectful mother :lI.nds it dilllcult to
hide her neglect should she desire to do so.
Neighbors or relatives call the Welfare Office,
local officials hear about the problems; and
if they are true, neighbors, relatives, and
olficlals demand that some action be taken
to correct the conditions. These incidents,
however, are very rare In Utah.
In providing assistance for the unwed
mother, caseworkers stress concern for the
welfare of the chUd and respect for the dignity of the Individual. It Is by maintaining
a mother's dignity and feellng of worth as
a person that she can best be helped to help
herself. To force her Into the labor market
when she belleves a mother's place Is at
home by the side of her children is to destroy
the dignity of motherhood in our communities.
Financial assistance is provided so that
the mother and child can meet the necessary expense of llvlng. Medical costs are met,
and if the mother is In need of psychiatric
help, she Is referred to a cllnlc. Although
financial aid Is the most publlcized part of
the AFDC Program, casework and other social services is the cornerstone.
Some girls come to the Publlc Welfare
Program In a pretty desperate condition.
Their familles and friends often reject them,
and they don't have anywhere to turn but
the Welfare Division. For most it 1e a last
resource. since they have no other place to
go for help.
Some of the practical things done by welfare caseworkers With an 11legitimately pregnant girl are helping the parents and their
pregnant daughter accept the reallty of their
situation With as llttle Incrimination and
self-blame as possible, helping the mother
plan for the birth of her child, arranging for
medical care, etc.
The mother may want to go to a familycare type of home pending the chUd's birth.
She may wish to release her child for adoption, and the caseworker will help her to
reach a decision and follow the necessary
procedure. She may also need guidance on
how to :lI.le legal action against her child's
alleged father. H.R. 12080 would torpedo mUch
of this basic service to a mother If she
shOUld happen to fall in the wrong "percentage" grouping.
While we don't condone the act that
caused a girl's 1llegitimate pregnancy, we accept the unwed mother as a very hurt,
troubled, unhappy and anxious girl who
needs her family, her friends, and her community more than at any time in her past
llfe. The last thing she and her unborn chUd
needs at th1e point is to be personally judged
and condemned for the dlfflculty they find
themselves in. The proper development of the
child wlll depend in a large measure upon
the degree of its mother's stabll1ty as a human being. The punitive and coercive provisions of HR 12080 completely ignore this
principle.
The AFDC Program provides for counseling when a mother is faced with dally problems too big for her to cope with. With the
help of a skilled caseworker she may be saved
from going intq worse situations-and perhaps from bec~ming one of the "repeater"
unwed mothers.
Famllles don·t stay on the AFDC Program
long. The average family receives asslstancs
about 20 months. For the most part, welfare
farollles :lI.nd the means of self-support them-

selves and are glad to get 01I the welfare rolls.
Many AFDC mothers marry, or seek employment as a matter of personal choice and
desire.
Contrary to popular beUef, only about 4%
of all welfare cases in Utah represent second
or third generation welfare recipients, and
the percent of Utah's population on welfare
rolls is at one of its lowest points. In 1940
over 9% of the population was on welfare. In
1950 it had dropped to 4.2%, and in 1966 the
ratio stood at 3.6%.
During the 1965-66 :lI.scal year the Utah Division of Welfare opened 16,265 cases and
closed 19,035 cases. Its program is rehabllltatlon and service oriented. HR 12080 would
in its present form, throw the program into
chaos. Agencies that help the unwed mother
haven't caused the problem; they've inherited it. The Aid to Famllles With Dependent
Children Program doesn't increase lllegltlmacy, It tries to provide for the fatherless
chUdren and famll1es which are the result
of something wrong in society.
The Utah NASW Chapter membership
:lI.rmly believes that HR 12080 unless appropriately amended, is contrary to the best interests of the 18,000 Utah chUdren now in
AFDC recipient households. We understand
that our State Delegation to the House of
Representatives did not consult With Utah
Division of Welfare leaders before voting in
favor of HR 12080. We would hope that our
U.S. Senators wlll feel it appropriate to do so.
Sincerely yours,
JAMES P. WHEELER, President.

legislation, the need of children to be cared
for in their own homes and the necessity of
a mother's presence and love. It is contrary
to the best interests of everyone to force all
AFDC mothers to seek employment as a condition of eliglbll1ty for pUblic assistance. In
many families the mothers should remain at
home for the best interests of the children.
It 1e the exceptional woman, with many
personal strengths, who can prove adequate
to meet the basic emotional and Ufe-preparatory needs of her children while at the Baroe
time folloWing a full-time pursuit outside
the home. This reqUirement of the bUl would
serve only to discriminate further against
Utah's most vulnerable group of childrenthose who not only Uve in poverty but who
are also deprived of the care, guidance, and
emotional support of two parents.
Mrs. ALGIE E. BALLIF,
Director, Division

0/ WeI/are.

STATEMENT BY HON. JOHN A. VOLPE, GOVERNOR,
STATE OF MASSACHUSETrS
The original concept of AFDC was to keep
farollles together. sectlon 201, by requiring
that mothers enter the labor force, unless
they can show good cause for not doing so,
would negate this concept.
WhUe mothers of school-age chlldren
should be encouraged to :lI.nd employment,
this shOUld not be required of mothers of
pre-school-age children.
The recommended expansion of day care
services is an excellent provision. Many of the
AFDC mothers could be trained to provide
these services.
LETTER FROM UTAH DIVISION OF WELFARE
This appears to be the best plan for mothSTATE OF UTAH,
ers who are seeking work, or who require day
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE,
care for their children.
Salt Lake City, Utah, September 13,1967.
Safeguards should be provided so that no
Re Proposed Amendments to the Social Se- pressure is put upon mothers to leave their
curity Act (HE. 12080).
children in order to go to work. The wage inHon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
centive provisions of H.R. 12080 are excellent
U.S. Senate,
and should be most helpful in encouraging
Washington, D.C.
AFDC recipients to enter the labor force and
DEAR SENATOR LoNG: As Director of the Increase their jobs skllls, removing them from
Utah Div1elon of Welfare I wish to protest AFDC rolls at an early date.
certain provisions in the PubUc Welfare ProMr. METCALF. Mr. President. I also
vlsions (Title il) of the pending Social Security Act Amendments of 1967 (HE. 12080) ask unanimous consent to have printed
now before the Senate Finance Committee. In at this point in the RECORD a telegram
taking th1e action I represent not only myself addressed to me by G. E. Leighty, chairbut the olllclal position of the State Divlsion man of the Railway Labor Executives
of Welfare staff who have studied the new
legislation and who have over the past years Association, on yesterday.
There being no objection, the teledemonstrated a high degree or professional
competency in publlc welfare administration. gram was ordered to be printed in the
It ls our conviction that the present b11l, RECORD, as follows:
while making additional funds avallable for
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
prognuns such as day care, foster care, and
December 13, 1967.
social services for needy chlldren in their own Senator LEE METCALF,
homes, creates coercive, punitive, and dis- U.S. Senate,
criminatory conditions hostlle to the welfare Washington, D.C.:
of chlldren and the promotion of sound famThe RaUway Labor Executives' Association
ily me. More speci:ll.cally, we cite the follow- representing virtUally all of the rallroad
ing two provisions as an erroneous attempt workers in the United States concurs fully
to reduce the welfare burden and to force and with the position of the AFIr-CIO taken in
restrict the indigent into self-sulficlency.
their telegram of 12/11/67 on the pending
1. The requirement that all adults on as- social security legislation. We ask that the
sistance, including mothers and out-o/- social security legislation be returned to the
school youth over 16, engage in work and conference committee in an attempt to detraining (unless specifically exempted for exvelop a just solution to the problem of the
ceptional circumstances) as a condition of Natlon's retired and poverty stricken.
receiving assistance.
G. E. LEIGHTY,
Under this provlsion children would be
Ohairman, Railway Labor Executives
summarily punished because of the hesitancy
Association.
of their mother to leave them in the care
Mr. METCALF. Mr. President, the
of others. Refusal of a mother to enter or
prepare to enter the labor force of her com- Senator from Oklahoma, the Senator
munity could mean:
from New York, and others speaking
A. The famUy being dropped from assist- about various provisions of this bill, disance.
cussed some of the other amendments
B. The family's asslstance grant would be
severely reduced by eUminating the mother that should be considered more carefully
and more thoughtfully before the confrom calculation of the family bUdget.
C. The children could be removed from the ference report was adopted. I wish to
home by court order and placed In foster care. mention one especially. I have mentioned
The citizens of Utah have advocated and it before. That is the amendment on dissupported, through publlc welfare and oUier ability.
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The Senator from Louisiana himself
admits that this is an amendment which
is regressive in nature. I offered an
amendment in committee that would
have changed the definition of disability
to conform with definitions that are universally adopted in the various States by
workmen's compensation commissions
and by courts, in interpreting workmen's
compensation laws. That amendment
would have changed the definition so as
to liberalize it, in part.
When we came to the floor, in the
course of the debate on the bill, I offered
an amendment to reject the House language and go back to the existing language in the act we had adopted in 1965.
That amendment was agreed to by a
substantial vote of about 2 to 1 here on
the floor of the Senate.
The Senate conferees did not prevail
in that, and went back to the disability
program that is sought to be put into
effect under the House bill.
Now, in Montana, for example, we have
a provision for disability for those people
who suffer silicosis, who have acquired
silicosis as a result of working in the
mines, and are incapacitated and unable
to do any other excessive work. I know
silicotics who, in walking up and down
the streets of Butte and Anaconda,
Mont., have to stop and rest and catch
their breath at every other parking meter
on the block. Yet those people, under
State law and by definition of the workmen's compensation law, are unable to
receive their benefits if they are under
retirement age, or unable to retire with
total disability when they reach the permissive retirement age, because, under
the present definition, there is some work
in the national economy that they might
be able to do.
This was the same sort of thing that
was the subject of the case I previously
cited, the West Virginia decision which
is incorporated in the RECORD, where the
man who was a former coal miner had
suffered injury and disability in the
mines and was in constant pain, was unable to sit or stand or even lie down for
more than a few minutes, and was employed as a dishwasher; and, since he
was employed as a dishwasher, he could
not qualify for total disability.
That case, the case of Leftwich against
Gardiner, a Federal circuit court decision, was put in the RECORD, and was
cited in the hearings.
Every State, in its compensation program, has such definitions of total disability, which are rejected by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare under a definition of disability that
is completely unfair, does not relate at
all to the needs of the disabled person,
and has no analogies at any other place
in the law, or in the regulations of the
Veterans' Administration or other agencies of the Federal Government, or, as I
say, in agencies of the State governments where a definition of disability is
found.
When we tried to correct this situation
in 1965, we tried to take care of some
of th~ disabled people who would lose
benefits in the last years of their working lives as a result of the fact that they
were so permanently disabled that they

were unable to earn any social security
credits.
In the conference bill we take a long
step backward, a step back of 1965even a step behind the former law.
Again, if that were the only thing objectionable in this bill, I would suggest
that perhaps we could cure it by legislation the next time around.
I might mention that that Leftwich
case was not appealed by the Justice Department; instead of trying to obtain
correction in the courts of what they
considered an erroneous misinterpretation of the definition, they appeared at
the conference, and the Senate and
House conferees very meekly changed
the judicial decision.
Many of us offered amendments in
committee. Many of us offered amendments on the floor. Many of those amendments, as I have previously pointed out,
were adopted, sometimes by a vote of 2
to I, sometimes by a vote of 3 to I, and
sometimes unanimously. All of these
amendments which required an additional expenditure were rejected by the
conference committee.
We got one-half of 1 percent more
than the House provision for social security payments, and the conferees
raised the amount from $44 to $55 when
the administration was asking for a
minimum of $70.
Those are almost the only real benefits that have accrued as a result of the
passage of the pending conference report.
Mr. President, the bill is overfinanced.
Experience will show that the financing
and taxing aspects of the bill will bring
in more than $4 billion over what is being brought in at the present time. Experience in the future will show that the
amount of money that we are allowing
for social security beneficiaries will not
take care of the rising cost of living until the next social security bill is passed.
Experience will show, as we go to the
States, that many of the people who are
recipients of both welfare and social security will not get one dollar's worth of
additional benefits under the bill.
In the 16 States in which they received a $5 increase as a result of the last
social security increase, they can only
receive $2.50 of benefits under the Welfare Act.
So, those experiences can be corrected.
However, experience will show that beginning in July next year, hundreds of
thousands of children in America will be
hungry. The Senator from New York
suggested that the number will be between 300,000 and 500,000.
Thousands of women will be taken
away from their homes and required to
go to work.
Thousands of children will be in daycare centers, with more or less competent people in charge, but they will be
taken away from their homes and put
under the care of strangers.
It was decided in the committee after
considerable debate that mothers who
are in charge of children under the age
of 6 would not be required to take any
job in industry.
An amendment was offered by me on
the floor, and unanimously agreed to,
that other people acting in the place of
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mothers, older sisters or aWlts,would
have the same exemption.
The Senator from New York then suggested that perhaps we could be even
stronger, and he offered an amendment
to provide for other exemptions.
Experience will show that next year
these people will be hWlgiy. We will have
mothers who will be leaving their homes.
We will have fathers who will not be able
to draw benefits.
That is why I feel that if we could have
taken the bill to conference and explained the detrimental provisions of the
bill to the Members of the Senate and
had additional time to discuss the matter
further and read the various comments
of people who do know the impact of this
legislation, it might have made a difference in the vote.
I declare now that I am going to join
with the Senator from New York [Mr.
JAVITSl and others in the statement that
this is not the end of the ball game. It is
just the end of the first inning.
The Monday after next will be Christmas. Most of us will be digging out old
toyS and painting them and fixing them
or giving them to firemen to paint and
fix up for the children who will not have
much in their Christmas stockings. And
Santa Claus will visit them only temporarily.
A lot of us will be walking up and down
the street and dropping a couple of quarters or a dollar bill into the Salvation
Army pots and making other contributions for Christmas turkeys and dinners
for mothers and fathers and children
who are poverty stricken.
However, long after those toys are
broken, long after that paint has scaled
off, and long after the last Christmas
turkey sandwich is gone, there will be
boys and girls in America in the streets,
and mothers in the homes who will be
hungry and destitute and poverty
stricken because we have taken this action today that requires a vote in favor
of this bill tomorrow.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HART in the chair). Without objection, it
is so ordered.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I rise in support. of the conference report of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967. I wish to commend
the members of the conference committee for the effective work they did in
reaching agreement. The bill they have
given us may not be all that all Senators
might have wanted, but it is a good bill.
It is positive, progressive legislation. I
believe the Senate should approve it
promptly.
A minimum increase in the level of
social security payments of 13 percent is
provided. The basic payment of $44 will
be increased to $55, which is an increase
of 25 percent.
A person receiving today's maximum
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payment of $144 will get $160.50. A married couple now getting the average social security of $145 will see that figure
increased to $165.
These increases were overdue, and
while they still may not be as much as
we would like them to be, r believe they
will prove very helpful to the retired and
the elderly who depend upon them.
Since July 1965, when the last social
security increases were provided, the cost
of living has increased some 8 percent,
so that the increases we have the opportunity to provide here are actually greater than the higher cost of living.
There are approximately 24 million
older citizens, widows, orphans, and disabled persons who will benefit. They will
realize $3.6 billion a year in the aggregate. This will be new purchasing power
in the economy. But the greatest argument in favor of providing the increases
is simply that our elderly retired and
other recipients need the money.
Making these benefits available to
those who depend upon social security,
Mr. President, should be done as soon
as possible. The needed increases should
not be jeopardized by resistance to the
welfare aspects of the bill.
r do not believe, Mr. President, that
the opposition that has been expressed
to the provisions aimed at putting welfare recipients to work is soundly based.
On the contrary, I think the objective id
a highly desirable one.
r do not believe this body should be
intimidated by any suggestions or any
threats that if these welfare provisions
are adopted we will have more trouble,
more riots, in the cities next summer.
We simply cannot afford to gear the lawmaking process to any such considerations.
There is a real chance, on the other
hand I think, that persons on welfare
may be helped and may be encouraged
to help themselves. I think these provisions offer an opportunity for self-betterment. This is an incentive program,
not a program of oppression, as some
apparently believe.
May r point out that item 2 under the
public welfare and health amendments
section clearly states, on page 15 of the
summary of the Social security Amendments of 1967, that "any person with illness, incapacity, advanced age or remoteness from a project that precludes
effective participation in work or training" would not be included in the work
program; nor would-item 3-persons be
included "whose substantially continuous
presence in the home is required because
of the illness or incapacity of another
member of the household." There is no
intent here to work a hardship on anyone.
r may say that I am disappointed that
the conferees saw fit to drop my amendment which would have permitted voluntary retirement at age 60. I would have
liked to see that provision retained in the
bill.
But r make the obvious point that increasing thel benefits to keep social security payments more in line with the
actual costs of living is the overriding
consideration now. In the future I hope
that we can make other improvements.
This bill, Mr. President, as it relates to
CxnI--2318-Part 27
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The first legislative action taken was
in 1601, in England, with the passage of
the Poor Relief Act.
This legislation established the nature
and techniques of governmental responsibility for the care of the poor. The 1601
act acknowledged governmental responsibility for the care of the destitute, and
delegated the provisions of such aid to
the smallest unit of government.
The act also established other precedents, but negative ones. It refiected the
sentiment that poverty is a personal disgrace caused by individallaziness, moral
weakness, or individual or personal shortcomings. This attitude characterized welfare legislation and welfare programs in
the United States until the New Deal.
The great depression of the 1930's
marked a major watershed in the development of public welfare policies, as it
did for many other public policies. The
depression brought new types of public
welfare programs and the expansion of
State responsibility and participation.
Likewise, as a result of the depression,
the Federal Government initiated largescale participation in welfare policies, especially in financing programs, with the
adoption of the Social Security Act in
1936. For example, in 1930, 91.3 percent
of all public expenditures for assistance
and work programs were ..t the local
level; the rest was paid for by the States.
By 1932, the local percentage had dropped
to 60 percent while the state portion
had increased to 21.9 percent and the
Federal Government was now financing
17.5 percent.
In 1936, the year after the passage of
the Social Security Act, 77.4 percent of
all public expenditures were at the Federallevel, 13.4 percent at the State level,
and 9.2 percent at the local level.
This, of course, was one of the most
dramatic shifts from the Elizabethan
poor law philosophy. The local unit of
government, many times overburdened
by large numbers of poor people, would
no longer be the chief source of revenue for aiding the poor. Instead, Congress recognized that the problems of
the pOor were national in scope.
The depression also brought about a
change in attitude toward the welfare
recipient.
As we experienced a severe depression,
people realized that it was not laziness
or some inherent quality that caused a
person to be poor. Rather, in many instances, poverty was a result of economic
forces that individuals could not control. Programs were established to help
people who fell within certain defined
categories. Congress recognized that
there were people who, by the very nature of their classification in a certain
group, were more likely to require financial assistance in order to continue to be
able to provide for themselves.
Four major categories of citizens are
now recognized by Congress for receipt
of special assistance: the elderly--oldage assistance; the disabled-aid to the
permanently and totally disabled; the
blind-aid to the blind; and dependent
mSTORICAL BACKGROUND
children-aid to families with dependSociety since the Middle Ages has rec- ent children.
ognized a duty to assist the poor, the
Mr. President, the compromises repredestitute, and the indigent.
sented by the conference report would

the increased benefits under the Old-age,
survivors and disability insurance system, is actuarially and fiscally sound,
we are advised. It provides benefits for
additional categories of individuals. And
it improves the public assistance program and other related programs, as I
have already mentioned.
Mr. President, there are far too many
amendments for me to discuss separately, and I do not think that further discussion is necessary on my part, except
to reiterate that the benefits provided by
this bill have been kept wage related,
which is the best insurance for the social
security program for the future. As long
as the benefits are kept wage related, I
think the social security system can continue into the future as a financially responsible program as well as a humanitarian one.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I again
wish to express my profound disappointment with the conference report on H.R.
12080, the Social Security Amendments
for 1967.
The report is a sorry response to the
increasing needs of the elderly, the disabled, the blind, and the poor. Many of
its provisions are punitive and repressive. They show we have not learned
from past experience.
Mr. President, I am in favor of increased social security benefits at almost
any cost. Elderly people are not getting
enough money to keep up with rising
costs and with rising standards of living.
What does the bill do for them?
It increases their social security benefits, but only by a small amount. And
that is all it does for them.
What does the bill do to hurt them?
It provides a small raise in benefits
which only gives Congress an excuse for
not acting on social security again for
several years.
It gives local governments the continued opportunity to cancel out the effects of social security increases for recipients of old-age assistance by making
a corresponding cut in welfare benefits.
It gives the low-income wage earner
a disproportionate burden of the social
security costs because social security
taxes are not to be paid on the part of
an individual's income that exceeds
$7,800 a year.
This social security bill is an attempt
to win the votes of a large number of
Americans who will feel their representatives have done something for
them. But their representatives have
given them far less than they should
have.
Mr. President, a good many of the
Members of this body have risen to speak
about the urban crisis In the past few
months. We have talked at length about
what can be done to develop new programs aimed at alleviating the despair
and frustration rampant in our ghettos.
Most of us agree that new approaches
are necessary. Yet this bill takes us backward to the centuries of insensitivity to
the problems of the urban and rural
poor.
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reverse the trend away from Elizabethan
attitudes, and take us back to the 17th
century. Perhaps this bill is the precursor
of the reestablishment of poorhouses,
debtors farms, and prisons for the indigent.
Let me explain my disappointment by
discussing four aspects of the conference
bill: social security; AFDC payments; the
work training and unemployed fathers
provisions; and the title 19 program.
Y. SOCIAL SECURITY

At the outset, I want to make it clear
that I favor increased social security
benefits. But I do not favor this social
security bill. This b1ll is a tax increase
at the expense of the poor-a tax increase without hearings. I do not believe
we should be satisfied with this bill. I
believe we can do better. We must do
better.
I want more social security, because I
know what an increase can do for the
poor in our Nation. More than a third
of the poor people in this country are
over 65 years of age. The only possible
way of lifting this group above the poverty line is higher cash benefits from social security.
More than 23 million beneficiaries receive checks every month through social
security. Social security insurance benefits now assist 18 million older people, 3Y4,
million children-primarily OrPhans-a half mill10n widowed mothers of children or disabled or retired workers, 1Y2
million disabled workers and their wives,
and since 1966, people who are 72 or older
who otherwise are not eligible for insurance benefits.
More than 86 million workers currently are employed and paying contributions under social security. These contributions will buy them a retirement
program, protection against serious disability, and life insurance if the major
breadwinner in the family dies.
Mr. President, one in every nine Americans receives social security benefits in
some form. These people know how far
benefits have lagged behind the increases
in living costs. They also know these
benefits have lagged even farther behind
the better living standards most Americans enjoy.
Since 1940 social security beneficiaries
have been fig'hting a losing battle with
the cost of living. Social security benefits
have been increased five times during this
period. But living costs have increased
much faster. Neither the social security
benefit increase in 1959 nor the one in
1965 matched the increase in living costs
since the previous benefit increase. The
8.3-percent increase in the consumer
price index in 1966 was the greatest in 15
years. And 1967 has kept a similar pace.
An example will show what this means
for the average retired American. The
average monthly benefit today for a
worker who retired in 1954 is $76, but
for him to buy the same goods and services that his benefits would have purchased 13 years ago, he would now have
to be receiving $82. A 13-percent social
security increase as proposed in the conference report would allow him to buy
the same goods and services that he could
get in 1954. But this increase does not
allow him to keep up with today's stand-

ard of living. But to keep pace with
wages of employed workers, he would
have to receive $104, which is a 37-percent increase over the actual benefits of
today.
The problems of infiation aside, the
fact is that the average person on social
security can barely eke out a subpoverty
level of living. The poverty standard is
$1,170 for a single aged individual and
$1,850 for an elderly couple. The average
social security beneficiary is below even
the poverty subsistence level. Annually, a
single aged person now averages only
$1,008 and a couple $1,716.
The main retirement income protection for most elderly Americans comes
from social security. Less than 15 percent
of those 65 and over receive private pension payments, and those private pensions count for only 3 percent of total income for those people. Even 15 years
from now, social security will still be the
only pension income for 70 percent of the
people. The median income, inclUding all
income sources, was $1,130 in 1966 for
single persons over 65, and $2,875 for
couples. Thirty percent of the elderly
couples received less than $2,000 a year.
Furthermore, many people do not realize that when social security benefits go
up, welfare payments are likely to go
down. Many elderly people think they
will get the full benefits of 13-percent increase in social security or a minimum
of $55. But many of them will not get this
increase.
There is a provision in the bill that
the additional amount of money obtained as social security payments can
be taken away if one is on welfare. The
increase in social security benefits will
be matched by a decrease in welfare
benefits.
Many States have a practice of reducing welfare payments by the same
amount as any increase in social security. An example of this was given by the
distinguished Senator from Montana
[Mr. METCALF] the other day when he
told the story of an 84-year-old man who
has been retired for a number of years.
This 84-year-old man draws social security benefits of $62 a month and welfare
benefits in the amount of $48 per month,
a total of $110.
He writes:
In the past, each time social security pay-

ments have been increased, my welfare
check has been decreased in the Bame
amount, I do not have enough to properly
take care of myself at the present time.

This 84-year-old man, and others like
him throughout the country, may very
well find that their old-age assistance
checks will be reduced by an amount
equal to the increase under the conference bill.
Last month's Senate bill was intended
to counter this situation. The bill contained a mandatory increase of $7.50 a
month in welfare payments for the aged.
the blind, and the disabled. This provision was intended to guarantee that the
social security increase would not be
knocked out for thousands of old people
when local and State agencies reduced
old-age assistance checks by a corresponding amount. But the conference
bill does not contain that safeguard.
State and local governments retain the
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opportunity to continue as they always
have. to cancel out the effects of the
social security increase.
If present social security payments
allow a majority of single persons and
nearly 30 percent of all a&ed couples to
exist only under conditions of extreme
poverty, why am I opposed to this increase in social security?
I am opposed to this bill because I believe we must have a better one.
One that will provide substantial benefits in cash.
One that will eliminate the opportunity for States and 10ce.l1ties to cancel the
increase by reducing old-age assistance
payments.
One that is not coupled with welfare
restrictions that hamstring inadequate
programs.
We are fighting a war on poverty. The
elderly comprise one-third of the poverty group in America.. A bill that truly
helps them is a victory in the war. If we
settle for a lesser bill, if we compromise
our position, it will be a long while before the Senate again has a chance to
help the poor and the elderly.
There is another reason for my concern about the conference report. As the
conference bill stands, the Social Security.Act is overfinanced. The cost of the
benefits in the House version was $3.2
billion, while the cost in the Senate version was $5.8 billion. The conference bill
costs $3.6 billion.
The conference bill wlll produce a surplus of $1.850 billion in calendar year
1968. The Senate committee level of benefits would have produced a surplus of
$1.230 billion, and the version passed
on the Senate fioor would produce a far
smaller surplus.
The conference report cuts benefits
by $2.2 billion when there is no decrease in payroll taxes. This item is a
bill which is actually a back-door tax
measure.
The cost to the taxpayers is the same
in the conference bill as it was in the
early Senate bill, but the benefits are
far less. The Federal Government gets
to keep approximately $620 million
which it would not have had otherwise.
This definitely appears to be a method
to increase the tax burden of Americans
without commensurate benefits.
We may need a tax measure to dampen
inflationary pressures in our economy.
However, without hearings, and without
adequate benefits. I do not believe that
American wage earners should pay such
hidden tax.
But this is not all. The American taxpayer may also find himself faced with
an increase in local real estate or property taxes as a result of this bill. Such
a tax might very well be levied by local
governments to meet the increase in welfare expenses which they will f.ace, as a
result of decreased Federal participation
in financing of welfare programs under
this bill.
There is a further reason for my negative feelings about the bill-the wage
base provisions.
"The poor pay more." Usually this
phrase refers. to consumer practices.
Strangely. under the conference social
security bill, the poor pay more.
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This happens because the conference
report allowed a wage base of $7,800 to
replace a sliding scale the Senate had
proposed. Social security taxes are paid
on earnings up to the limit set in the
wage base. People who earn more money
than the wage base figure, do not pay
social security taxes on the excess salary
above, in this case, $7,800.
Consequently, those who earn under
$7,800 pay a larger share of their income
for social security benefits than those
who earn more than $7,800. The social
security taxes themselves have to be
higher when there is a lower wage base,
because the cost of the program remains
the same but the wages available for
taxing are limited.
The original social security wage base
in 1935 was $3,000. When the program
began, about 95 percent of the persons
in the program had their full earnings
covered. For the same percentage of
Americans today to have their full earningS covered, the wage base would have
to be increased to around $15,000.
Because of the failure to raise the taxable wage base to refiect increased
earnings of workers, there has been an
erosion in the adequacy of benefits in
relation to earnings. Large numbers of
workers are not receiving benefit protection related to their full earnings.
It is imperative that the program
cover the total earnings of the larger
majority of workers so that their retirement benefits, which are based on covered earnings only, will be related to
what they actually earned. If an unduly
low ceiling is placed on the benefits paid
to moderate- or high-wage workers, they
will be forced to suffer drastic reductions
in their living standards when they
retire.
The $7,800 base proposed by the confe.rence committee would increase to
about two-thirds the proPortion of workers whose full incomes are covered. But
this proportion is projected to fall to
about one-half again by 1974.
The administration and the Senate
proposed to finance social security by a
three-step increase in the taxable wage
base to $7,800 in 1968, $9,000 in 1971, and
$10,800 in 1974.
Such a higher wage base would improve the relation between a worker's
actual earnings and his eventual social
security benefit while providing additional income to improve the program
further. In past years, increased coverage partially made up for the decreasing
proportion of taxable payroll.
But social security is now virtually a
universal program, and the possibilities
of expanding coverage in the future are
few. The sliding Senate scale would have
kept about two-thirds of the payroll
covered by a wage base through 1974.
Additionally, a sUding wage scale
would allow a lesser increase in the
social security tax rate.
The administration proposed to finance the social security benefits in two
ways. There 'would be an increase in
the schedul;! contribution rates on each
party of 0.1 percent on January 1. 1969.
and an additional 0.05 percent on January 1. 1973. for a total increase of 0.15
percent. In addition. there would be the

three-step increase in the taxable wage
base.
The House improvements require a
higher tax rate because of the lower wage
base; the eventual social security contribution rate with a wage base of $7,800
will be about 0.25 percent unless the
number of benefits financed by the program are cut or steps are taken to
eliminate the present and projected surpluses in the fund.
If the wage base remains relatively
static while earnings rise, social security
contributions will be an ever-decreasing
proportion of the total national payroll.
Higher benefits will require a higher
tax on the decreasing portion of income.
Since the tax rate is uniform, low-wage
workers bear a greater cost burden when
the wage base is frozen.
If the Senate will reconsider the Social
Security Act, some revisions can be made
in these financing provisions.
Finally, I find the social security provisions unacceptable because of the
treatment given to Senate increases for
special groups.
The Senate introduced a series of
amendments or modified House provisions to allow an increase in benefits for
individuals aged 72 and over, for disabled
widows and widowers, for those who
chose reduced insurance benefits at age
60, and an increase in the amount an
individual can earn and still be eligible
for benefits.
None of these amendments were reported out of the conference.
The Senate increased the amount of
special payments to certain individuals
aged 72 and older who have no coverage
or whose coverage is insufficient to
qualify for regular benefits. The Senate
provided increases of $50 for single persons and $25 for a spouse in this category.
The conference bill gave $40 for a
single person and $20 for a spouse, an increase of $5 and $2.50 respectively from
the House measures.
The Senate wanted to provide benefits
for disabled widows and widowers at any
age at a benefit rate of 82 Y:z percent of
the spouse's primary insurance amount.
Again, the conference committee modified the Senate amendment to bring it in
line with the House bill. The House, and
conference version, provided benefits for
disabled widows and widowers age 50 or
over with benefits ranging from 50 to
82% percent of the spouse's primary insurance amount depending on the age at
which benefits begin.
The Senate's amendment to provide
for payment of reduced old-age, wife's,
husband's, widower's, nnd parents' insurance benefits beginmng at age 60 was
deleted by the conference.
Under the existing provisions of section 203 of the Social Security Act, if the
beneficiary earns $1,500 or less a year, no
benefits will be withheld; if he earns
more than $1,500 in a year, $1 in benefits
will be withheld for each $2 in earnings
between $1,500 to $2,700, and $1 in benefits will be withheld for each $1 of earningS above $2,700. The House b1ll increased the annual $1,500 and $2,700 cutoff points to $1,680 and $2,880, respectively. The Senate amendments increased

the cutoff points to $2,400 and $3,600
under the old social security law, no benefit is withheld for any month in which
the beneficiary earns $125 or less in wages
and does not engage in self-employment.
The House raised the monthly figure to
$140 and the Senate increased it to $200.
In conference, the Senate receded.
In dollars and cents the social security
benefits coming from the conference
compromise are an across-the-board increase of 13 percent. The House had
approved a general increase of 12.5 percent while the Senate raised the figure
to 15 percent.
The minimum monthly benefit coming
from the conference was $55. The current minimum monthly benefit is $44.
The House had approved a raise to $50.
while the Senate version approved a raise
to $70.
The numbers involved in these compromises clearly indicate that the conference committee leaned heavily toward
the more conservative House version on
the increase in social security benefits. In
fact, it is a little difficult to call the result
a compromise.
My record in the Senate is one of
favoring increased social security benefits.
I voted for the Senate bill which provided an across-the-board increase of 15
percent in social security benefits and
which would have raised the minimum
monthly benefit to $70.
I cosponsored an amendment which
would have raised the minimum monthly
benefit to $100.
I am in favor of social security, in
favor of increased benefits, in favor of
eliminating burdensome restrictions.
But, Mr. President, I am not in agreement with the regressive provisions of
this bill.
Let me read you a letter I received yesterday from Mr. C. J. Obert. of Minneapolis, Minn. It refiects the opinions of
the elderly of this Nation:
A funny thing happened to the new Social
Security blll from the Senate to the House.
T1'lis blll was not even recognizable after the
mutilating the House gave it.
I'm sure I'm speaking for all the Senior
CItizens in your home state When I ask you
for help in this very important bill to us.
II. AFDC PA.YMENTS

I have said the conference report takes
us back to the days of the "Poor Laws."
This is true especially of the "freeze"
on the number of eligible children for
Federal AFDC participation.
The conference bill places a limit on
the extent of Federal financial participation in the AFDC program. It states that
the Federal Government will set a maximum contribution which will be equal to
the proportion of all children in the State
under 18 who are receiving aid to families with dependent children as a result
of the continued absence of a parent as
of January 1. 1968.
I am opposed to this section of the bill
for five separate. but related reasons:
First. it is based on unproven assumptions.
second, it leaves unresolved problems.
Third, it transfers to the states responsibilities which should be shared by
the Federal Government.
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Fourth, it may be unconstitutional.
Fifth, the amendment clearly is punitive.
Unproven assumptions: Those supporting this measure assumed it would
reduce the growth of the AFDC program,
lllegitimacy and broken homes. There
is little likelihood the freeze wlll produce this result.
One cannot get something for nothing. We do not solve the problem of increased crime by limiting the number
of police a city can have. We do not
reduce fires by limiting the number of
fire engines. Similarly, we cannot diminish illegitimacy and broken homes
simply by reducing the financial assistance available to children of these
homes.
The assumption of this provision is
that AFDC children are receiving aid
because of their mothers' illicit behavior
with other men.
Evidence shows that curtailing AFDC
payments does not end 11legitimacy.
Many States have used the "suitable
home" policy to deny assistance to families where illegitimacy had occurred.
Edward B. Sparer, in his testimony
before the Senate Finance Committee
on H.R. 12080, discussed this point. He
reported that the State of Mississippi
conducted a study on the effect of AFDC
cutoff for the denial of eligib1l1ty on
the grounds that a "suitable home" was
lacking because of illegitimacy.
This stUdy shows a vast increase in
incidence of illegitimate births "following the families' exclusion from AFDC."
This quote would seem to counter the
arguments raised in the committee report.
The committee report implies that illegitimacy is a simple problem. We know
it is not.
Illegitimacy is caused by poverty, lack
of educational opportunities, lack of
training and job opportunities, poor
housing, and all those other factors that
produce the psychology and sociology of
the poor. To counter these conditions,
the family must have adequate financial
assistance.
If the committee had really been concerned with the problem of lllegitimacy
and family disintegration, it would have
provided for a large increase in welfare
benefits in order to give security to the
family.
It would have provided for a mandatory AFDC-UP program in every State
in the Nation to allow the unemployed
father's family to be eligible for financial
assistance.
It would have provided a dramatic
program of family planning counseling
and intensified counseling services to
discourage promiscuity and dissertion.
Unresolved problems: The concept of
a "freeze" does not take into consideration that there are factors other than illegitimacy and family breakup that contribute to the increase in the number of
AFDC recipients.
There are, in fact, three areas completely outside the control of the public
agency which may cause a dramatic increase in the number of AFDC recipients.
They are: First, increased awareness of
eligib1l1ty and changes in scope of pro-
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gram; second, migration and natural in- caused by economic and social forces
crease in population; and, third, changes which make one area of the country more
in the economy.
attractive than another.
It has implications, however. Clearly.
INCREASED AWARENESS 01' ELIGmILlTY AND
faster growing and industrial States will
CHANGES IN SCOPE 01' PROGRAM
In a recent article in the New Repub- bear the brunt of the 10j;S of support
11c, the then New York City Welfare funds in this legislation. Moreover, if the
Commissioner, Mitchell Ginsberg, is residency requirements are declared unquoted as stating that there are nearly constitutional, the impact will be even
as many eligible families off the welfare greater. CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY
rolls as there are on them.
The "freeze" in this report assumed
If New York is any indication of the
situation in the rest of the country, we we will have the same level of economic
could double the number of welfare re- prosperity that we are now experiencing,
cipients in each community if people But if we suffer a recession or a depression, our welfare system will not be able
were made aware of their e11glbillty.
Many private groups are now attempt- to respond.
The number of families eligible for
ing to inform the poor of their rights
under eligibility provisions for welfare. Federal aid has been set. Those added to
These same groups are also testing in the the need list would have to be treated in
courts some of the restrictions which a different manner, since there is no
have prevented many families from re- room for them under the proposed ceiling.
ceiving benefits.
In the past, the welfare program has
Residency requirements are being
challenged in California and other areas. been used to offset declines in disposable
If residency requirements are declared personal income. It will no longer be
unconstitutional, hundreds of thousands available for this function under the proof additional families will be e11gible for visions of the conference report.
Instead, we will be forced to enact
assistance. These families will be eligible
because of a change in the scope of the emergency changes in the legislation to
program, not because of an increase in lift the freeze and pump additional
money into the pocketbooks of our lowillegitimacy or in family breakup.
consumers.
Thus, by increased awareness of wel- income
Mr. President, I feel that the so-called
fare programs and changes in the defini- freeze
on AFDC children neglects some
tion of program eligibility, there is a po- important
economic considerations.
tential for relief rolls to swell.
The Finance Committee in the Senate
MIGRATION AND NATURAL INCREASE IN
gave consideration to these economic
POPULATION
considerations and we agreed on the fioor
Federal participation formulas are to the committee's recommendation.
based on the percentage of children on However, the House overlooked these
welfare contrasted with the number of recommendations and insisted that the
children in the State. There is no al- concept of a freeze be inclUded in the
lowance for States experiencing large conference bill.
amounts of in-migration of poor families.
Effect on the States: The system of
Thus, the State's hardest hit will be categorical aids established in the 1930's
those that attract the poor to their large marked the beginning of the fiow of Fedindustrial cities and ghettos. States least eral funds to the cumulative pot of
affected by the freeze will be those that moneys available to finance welfare proare losing their population of poor grams at the local level. Under this legisfamilies.
lation, the States run the program with
The impact may be seen by looking at grants from the Federal Government.
percentage increase in the number of reFor many States, Federal funds make
cipients for selected States from May of the difference between meeting stand1966 to May of 1967. While the national ards. of "need" as they define them, or
increase was 10.4 percent, the fast-grow- proViding no help at all. For all States,
ing States of the West and industrial Federal funds help redistribute economic
Northeast showed much higher percent- burdens so that more of those requiring
ages. In contrast, States in the Midwest financial aid may receive it.
showed increases less then the national
By limiting the extent of Government
average.
participation, the freeze leaves the States
Those States which suffered heaviest with these unpleasant alternatives:
impact: Wisconsin, 27 percent; WashFirst. They can deny new app11cants
ington, 14.3 percent; Virginia, 13.3 per- with the explanation that there is not
cent; Vermont, 18 percent; Rhode Is- enough money to cover the cost of assistland, 14.1 percent; Oregon, 17.6 percent; ance.
New York, 22.4 percent; Nevada, 26.8 perSecond. They can change the eligicent; Massachusetts, 15.8 percent; Cali- bility requirements, by excluding persons
fornia, 18.9 percent; Colorado, 13.2 per- according to new residency requirements
cent; Delaware, 16.4 percent; Florida, or new waiting periods for absent par17.4 percent.
ents.
Those States where the impact was
Third. They can assume the full
the least include: West Virginia, minus financial burden themselves for AFDC
6.5 percent; South Carolina, minus 7.3 children above the "freeze" ceiling.
percent; North Carolina, minus 1.2 perIt is clear that these options trap the
cent; Missouri, plus 1.5 percent; Ala- States. Few have the financial resources
bama, minus 0.4 percent; Iowa, plus 0.4 to support the public services they now
percent; Louisiana, plus 5.9 percent.
maintain, much less the addition of
Again this is a situation that is be- further welfare expenses. The property
yond the control of the locality. It is tax can be stretched only so far. Thus.
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states and localities will be left with
only three choices, each of which is
punitive, restrictive, and goes against
both the philosophy of welfare services,
and commonsense.
Possible unconstitutionality of the
law: The freeze provides Federal statutory authority for arbitrary exclusions
from welfare programs.
If a state attempts to act upon the
new Federal statute by denying aid to
el1g1ble. children in excess of the permitted number, is this a violation of the
equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment? Critics of the freeze claim
that it Is.
Lawrence Speiser, Director of the
Washington Office of the American Civil
Liberties Union, said in testimony before the senate Finance Committee:
We believe that the freeze In federal participation In aid to flLIIl1lies with dependent
children program is unconstitutional and
denies equal protection of the law.

If a State grants aid to some needy
citizens and not to others, such determination must be made on a more rea"'
sonable basis than "first come, first
served." Establishing an arbitrary limit
on the number of persons who may benefit from a. law is indefensible, irrational,
and inconsistent With Democratic principles and the Constitution. The 14th
amendment requires that there be reasonable and not arbitrary standards for
determining which individual falls within
each class. Brown v. The Board 0/ Education, 342 U.S. 483; Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 369; Colorado and
Santa Fe Ry. v. Ellis (Alice) ,165 U.S. 150,
155.
The distinction drawn between needy
children on the welfare rolls before the
freeze as contrasted with those who may
or may not be eligible after a certain
date seems irrational. How can a State
classify a child ineligible because of the
freeze, especially, when that child meets
every substantive test met by another
child who is granted aid?
There are any number of reasons why
the percentage of children in a jurisdiction receiving AFDC benefits may increase. A State is then faced with a choice
of excluding some by means of tightened
eligibility standards or denying aid arbitrarily to those who have applied after
the cutoff figure has been reached.
Many States will feel pressure to trim
their existing welfare rolls and follow a
rigid policy of allotting vacancies on the
roll. When assistance is arbitrarily denied
and the persons affected are as fully
qualified as other persons receiving assistance, the question of equal protection
of the laws can be raised.
The freeze provisions may also affect
the right to travel, which is a constitutional and protected right. If an indigent
person cannot move to another section of
the country because he then will not be
eligible to receive certain welfare rights,
his right to travel has been inhibited.
A legislative. provision that gives rise
to the constilutional question of equal
protection of the laws can in one sense
be said to be punltlve. The entire tenor
of the conference report's welfare provisions is one of punishment.
The l1m1tation of Federal participation

to children of deserting fathers is a punitive measure. It Is a measure which
blames children for the sins of their
parents.
This legislation represents the kind of
attitude which can incite riots. Thirty to
40 percent of the people in Watts and
Harlem are touched by existing welfare
programs at any given time. The national average length of stay on the welfare rolls Is less than 2 years-20 months
to be precise-so people on welfare comproInise a constantly changing group.
The potential number of those who may
be affected by changes in the welfare
system, therefore may far exceed 40 percent. Any tinkering with welfare strikes
at the heart of urban areas.
About all the residents of big city
ghettoes need is another indication of
congressional lack of concern for their
problems. I believe that if we pass the
social security bill with welfare provisions that have "punishment" written all
over them-a bill that excludes so many,
and destroys the hope of thousands
more-we will be showing that very lack
of concern.
We will be accomplices in the creation
of conditions that invite urban destruction.
III. WORK-TRAINING PROVISIONS

Two years ago, the President warned:
Unless we work to strengthen the family
and to create conditions under Which most
parents will stay together, all the rest-schools and playground, pUblic assistance.
and private concern wlll never be able to
cut completely the circlE of dispair and
deprivation.

The unemployed fathers and work and
training provisions show our inability to
comprehend the evidence, and act accordingly.
We know that welfare laws in many
cities require that unemployed fathers
in families otherwise entitled to AFDC
must leave their families if wives and
children are to receive public assistance.
And we know what this has meant--increases in the welfare caseloads, and the
breakdown of family structure.
Approximately 265,000 children were
on AFDC this past May, for example,
because of the unemployment of the
father. By far the largest part of the
AFDC growth over the past 15 years has
been because of the absence of the father
from the home.
Programs for unemployed fathers
could help alleviate these probleIns. Only
22 States have so far taken advantage
of the permissive legislative authorization; less than half of our States have
programs to permit the unemployed
father to stay at home with his family
while he is investigating opportunities
for work and training.
We listen to the evidence; we see the
necessity for united families. We then
refuse to act.
The conference repOrt deletes the Harris amendment, which would have made
mandatory an AFDC-UF program. Fathers in 28 States will still be required to
desert their families in order to assure
that their children have food and shelter
until they are able to find employment.
In fact, the conference report worsens
tIre situation for unemployed fathers.
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The reinstated House amendment excludes fathers who do not have six or
more quarters of work in any 13 calendar
quarter period within 1 year prior to applying for aid. This makes it impossible
for States to reach those fathers who
need help most--the hard-core, longterm unemployed.
Moreover, we force fathers who have
jobs and lose them to penalize their
children. The House amendment, retained in the conference bill would exclUde the children of fathers receivingor qualified to receive-unemployment
compensation, from eligibility for AFDC
payments.
We know the kinds of jobs ghetto fathers can get, janitors or bus-boys, with
no job security; "last-hired first fired"
assembly line work. Unemployment compensation payments are miniscule compared to the financial needs of fam1l1es.
If he loves his family, how can the unemployed father risk taking a job when
he knows that if he loses it, his children
may go hungry?
In fact, the conference report contradicts the blll's general emphasis on work
for the whole family, in another provision. Under the Senate amendments, the
first $50 of the total monthly earnings
plus one-half of the remainder for famllles receiving AFDC would have been exempted. The House amendment reduces
this to $30. If our intention throughout
the entire measure was to encourage fammes to take jobs that wlll help them get
off the welfare roles, why did we slash
this important work incentive?
As if this were not enough, however,
we also go on to punish mothers.
As Edward V. Sparer points out, a distinction has always been drawn in these
programs between able-bodied men and
mothers, with respect to work and training.
It is generally accepted as part of the
structure of present federal and state welfare laws that the able bodied are required
to accept work ... A different situation exists
With regard to mothers of young children on
AFDC. The intent underlying our present
Social Security Act Is that the right to make
the decision as to whether such mothers
should work or not should not be taken away
from poor mothers Just as it has not been
taken from other mothers in our society ...
H.R. 12080 would reverse the purpose of
AF'DC.

I do not believe there are valid generalizations in the field of welfare with regard to the merits or demerits of employment of mothers. Our experience is too
liInited; the results too contradictory.
For many, work and training may be the
answer. Experience with the OEO title V
prograIns has demonstrated that in some
cases work and training can lead to increased self-sufficiency. For others, however, leaving the home only increases
family problems.
There is even some evidence that it
may harm the children directly. Two
psychiatrists, Drs. Frederick Solomon and
Chester M. Pierce, assert that welfare
children whose mothers are forced to
work may reach adulthood mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed.
These psychiatrists are not quacks.
They are members of a committee established by Congress in 1965 to stUdy mi-
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nority group children as part of the country, because of the bill's language on
Joint Commission on Mental Health of the work-training program.
Children. These physicians hold that deThe Senate amendments would have
priving children of full-time attention made work-traiT'ing an effective concept
by their mothers and substituting "insti- by combining training incentives with
tutional" day-care centers for children voluntary participation. People who
under 3 years of age could do life- should know, inclUding Secretary Gardlong damage to their mental and emo- ner of the Department of Health, Educa·
tional health.
tion, and Welfare, agreed that this was
Dr. Solomon sent me a telegram I the way to create an effective program.
wish to quote:
It is true that the conference report
We beseech you to filibuster If necessary represents a considerable improvement
to defeat the welfare amendments to the So- over the original House program. The
cial Security bill. The mental growth of report calls for new work-incentive prothousands of Infants and children will be grams to be administered by the Departgravely affected by the absence of their
mothers In compulsory work or training. Day ment of Labor for AFDC recipients recare for children under age 13 Is highly ex- ferred by welfare agencies. Programs
perimental and llkely to be extremely dan- would include employment, training or
gerous If applied broadly. We feel the freeze subsidized special work projects.
on ADC payments Is also unspeakably cruel.
But the language of the conference
Your courage on this Issue now will be justly report still permits welfare officials to
rewarded by an easy conscience later.
force mothers to work. It specifically
Many factors affect a person's readi- deletes the Senate exemptions for
ness for work or training at any given mothers and other relatives who care
point in time. One Is the mental, physi- for preschool children or children under
cal, and psychological ability to perform 16 attending school, and takes from the
the expected work. Another is attitude. State the ability to set up other excluA third is family circumstances. A fourth sions.
This could be interpreted as a mandate
is ability to pay the incidental expenses
involved. Unless all four of these ele- to punish the poor.
We all have listened to the stories of
ments are in order, severe harm may
arbitrary behavior by social workers and
result.
An illustration may help: Mrs. X is the public welfare officials. Unfeeling, somemother of four children, aged 16, 12, 6, times punitive behavior is held to be an
and 2. She is receiving public assistance. all-too-frequent occurrence. Many hold
The one training course established in that the public welfare system as a whole
her area this month is a home health fosters dependency and denies basic
aide course. Mrs. X has not finished high human and constitutional rights.
Edward V. Sparer cites what he calls
school has no health training and can
the "incredible" lengths some State welbarely read and write.
She explains her anxieties to the so- fare regulations reach:
cial worker. She has not been in school
Georgia regUlations on the one hand refor a long time; she does not know any- quire mothers to obtain full-time work
thing about health; she lacks the money whenever the welfare department deems It
for transportation and is worried about appropriate; on the other hand, the welfare
must, under the Georgia "emthe children-the 2-year-old is often m, department
mother" regulation, discontinue aid
and the oldest son is having trouble in ployable
whenever the mother obtains a fUll-time job,
school.
no matter how little she earns..•. The Wash.
The social worker listens to a few sen- Ington, D.C. rule, as I understand It, goes
tences, and then cuts her off. "What does even further. Under the D.C. rule, a mother
this woman mean," she thinks. "Home who Is deemed able bodied and avallable for
health aide training is a snap. She's just work Is subject to AFDC termination even
though she has not obtained a job I
trying to get out of work."
Somehow Mrs. X manages to struggle
Secretary Gardner warned the Conthrough the class. She cannot find a job gress about the dangers of the House
immediately, but after 3 months is em- work-training provisions:
ployed. She finds to her dismay, howIf determinations are made according to
ever, that home health aides are em- rigid formulas inflexibly applied, If lack of
ployed only on a part-time basis.
Imagination and foresight characterize acEven working as many hours as the tion at the decision level, then the result
scheduler will give her, she st111 is netting can only be grief for the Individuals and
Involved. and defeat of the purposes
only about $50 per week. And then there famllles
are the weeks when the 2-year-old must of the program.
be taken to the clinic across town. That
There is much controversy about the
takes a full day each time.
nature and the extent of the abuses. One
There are conferences at her son's thing is clear, however. Whatever tenschool with teachers, trying to keep him dencies there are toward negative refrom becoming a dropout. The home SUlts, are escalated to near certainty by
health agency does not pay for cleaning the compromise bill.
her uniform, or for lunches. At the end
But there are other reasons for my
of 3 months Mrs. X sees that she cannot objections to the bill's treatment of work
possibly make ends meet. But there is and training.
nothing she can do to remedy the situaIf we had wanted an effective work
tion. Her social worker declares her and training program for welfare fam"able-bodied"; State regulations fail to ilies, we would not have reduced the
inclUde the family or financial consider- training incentives.
ations.
The Senate amendments would have
Mr. President, these stories and worse made it attractive to gain additional
are destined to be repeated across the skills and financially possible for welfare
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recipients to participate. A payment of
$20 per week would have given mothers,
fathers, and older children the funds to
pay for increased costs attendant to being away from home-lunches bought at
school rather than prepared at home,
dry-cleaning of uniforms required for
training, additional transportation costs.
The $30 per month of the compromise,
on the other hand, would be a training
disincentive in many instances. A payment of $7 per week cannot possibly
cover the combination of costs facing a
family member who must be away from
home during the day-transportation,
lunches bought at cafeterias, training
materials, and the like.
Equally onerous is the reduced Federal
participation in supporting work-training programs.
The compromise amendment would reduce the Federal share of program costs
from 90 percent to 80 percent.
The shift doubles the burden on the
States from 10 to 20 percent. What are
the States to do? The effect on administration may be disastrous. As we all know,
the conference bill says that mothers who
cannot or do not wish to work have a
grace period of 60 days, in which theY
can still get their AFDC checks, if they
receive counseling. But suppose there is
not enough money to hire additional
caseworkers and counselors needed to
handle the increase in work? Suppose the
mother cannot get an appointment to see
the counselor within. 60 days. The
mother's welfare check w111 be cut off.
She will be punished for something she
could do nothing about.
Many criticisms could be leveled even
against the original Senate bill. It does
not deal with the problem of creating
meaningful jobs and adequate income.
It does not create new careers for the
poor. And it does not even guarantee
placement.
All of these points are well taken. But
the fact remains that while the Senate
bill may not have been perfect, the House
provisions were a disgrace. The conference report is little better.
The poor have always gotten the short
end of the stick. Now they are to be
beaten with it.
IV. TITLE 19

Let me now turn to title 19, and what
the conference report and bill would do
to medical care for the needy.
Poverty and 111 health reinforce one
another. The poor cannot afford the kind
of health care they need to escape dependency, disease, and dispair. Illness
means they cannot take advantage of
opportunities for education, training,
and work. As one of the OEO health program administrators put it:
Without Intervention, the poor get sicker,
and the sick get poorer.

The title 19 program promised one
kind of needed intervention-money.
Under this legislation, those receiving
cash assistance were to be eligible for
help in meeting medical expenses. But
also, the medically indigent-those able
to pay for food, clothing, and shelter, but
unable to pay for medical care-were to
become eligible, if the State so desired.
So far, 29 States have established these
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programs. By January 1, 1970, 54 juris- go on unemployment insurance. When
dictions may have programs in opera- that ran out, welfare was the only answer.
tion.
The family dreaded illness requiring
I am proud to say that Minnesota has
an approved title 19 plan. The title 19 hospitalization, because it always caused
program in this year alone is expected to the same trauma to the family. The genbenefit nationally, 8 million Americans, eral hospital could only keep patients for
two-fifths of them 65 and over, and one- a certain length of time. Patients sent
half children and youth under the age of home required constant home care. Since
21. Yet, in this year, when so many are this family was not eligible for the health
gaining access to good health, House department's home-care program free,
surgeons cut the heart out of the title 19 someone had to stay home to care for
recuperating family members.
program.
Usually this was the mother. But if
The House bill limits Federal participation in title 19 programs to those mother was 111, or if she had to take one
whose income is less than 133 percent of of the children to the clinic to wait in
the highest amount ordinarily paid fam- line all day, one of the school-age chililies of similar size under the State aid- dren would have to stay home.
The oldest child had missed so much
to-dependent-children programs. Wilbur Cohen talked about the results in school because of this that he never had
the hearings on the House bill. He said: completed high school. As a dropout, he
The limitation will effect the programs in was destined to the same treadmill of low
operation in 14 States. and w1ll severely re- paying work that had trapped the
strict the future development of the pro- school-dropout father.
gram to meet the medical needs of persons
On and on the family saga went until
who lack sufficient resources to pay for them. last year. Almost 12 months ago, their
A table was introduced, showing the State put a title 19 program into operacut in Federal funds that would fiow to tion, which included this family among
the 14 States. We all know what drastic the medically indigent eligible for care.
Father now can get the medicine and
reductions in Federal funds will mean.
Recent statements by Mayor Lindsay, of stay on his job. Mother now can secure
New York, and others indicate that there a home health aid to provide real care
just is not money to cover these costs in to family members coming home from
local budgets. Reduction in Federal par- the hospital. And the children can stay
ticipation for most localities will prob- in school.
The savings both in dollars and in
ably mean cutting down on the amount
human terms has been enormous. Yet,
of medical care for the poor.
checking their income levels against the
Mr. Cohen discusses another effect:
The House limitation w1ll destroy the con- House-sponsored formula shows this
cept of medical indigence in a number of family will be cut off medical assistance.
That is the meaning of the 133-percent
states.
formula.
He gives illustrations showing how
Mr. President, as I sald before, this is
families eligible for cash assistance can one
the worst pieces of legislation I
find themselves ineligible for medical as- haveofseen
in a long time, but it is consistance, because many States do not pay sistent with
other bills that have been
the full percentage of need. He said:
coming out of conference with the House.
In Indiana. for example. a famlly of four is
We have given in too often to the
eligible to receive assistance if their income
is less than $271.40 per month. yet the high- House on legislation. I am tired of being
est amount that can be paid in assistance told that we in the Senate must accept
appropriations,
restrictive
is $103. The House bill would mean that reduced
this family could receive cash assistance if amendments, and unnecessary legislatheir monthly income is up to $271.40, but tion in order to gain House support for
medical assistance only if their income is the continuation of programs the voters
below $137, about half of the el1gibUity level want.
for cash payments.
We gave in on rent supplements. In
For another example:
the end, we appropriated only one-fourth
In Texas. a family of four with income the amount requested by the administrabelow $163.95 could qual1fy to receive cash tionand voted by the Senate.
assistance . • . Yet, unless the famlly inWe gave in on the poverty bill. We accome is below $124, its members woUld not cepted the Green amendment and rebe ellgible for medical assistance
duced authorizations in order to conMr. President, this is a false economy, tinue this program for another 2 years.
in terms of dollars and of people.
We gave in on metropolitan developPeople who are not well and cannot ment. In the appropriation bill for the
work cost taxpayers money-unemploy- Department of Housing and Urban Dement insurance, welfare assistance, and velopment, we accepted language that
the rest. And if they live in families, these eliminated the metropolitan expediter
costs simply multiply.
program and may eliminate the "204"
Let me tell a story to illustrate my program which requires areawide review
meaning. I know of a family in one of of cities' applications for Federal aid
our large eastern cities. Father, mother, when these projects affect other cIties.
four children, aged 22, 15, 11, and 1 year.
We gave in on model cities. The approFamily is off welfare right now pri- priations nowhere matched the need
marily because of the medicaid program. existing in the 63 cities approved for the
Before this program this one family had model city grants.
cost all of us a very great deal. The father
We gave in on reapportionment. There
had had a nervous condition which could we resisted, and forced the House to rebe controlled by medicine. Much of the evaluate its position.
time, he could not afford that medicine,
Right now we must decide on social
however. When he lost jobs, he had to security. We are being forced to accept
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or reject a bill which provides a measly
increase in benefits, restricts the welfare
family, and ignores the need for effective work incentives. We cannot recommit, we cannot amend, we have to accept
or reject.
Mr. President, I for one, am tired of
being told that I must vote for this blll
or be on record against the program.
I think the people of this country are
too sophisticated to interpret a "no" vote
on this conference report as a vote
against increased social security benefits.
Instead they wlll support efforts to defeat the bill and drive to pass a better
bill at the beginning of next session.
I do want to make it clear that I am
not accusing any other distinguished
Member of this body of conscious duplicity. As one who has just completed a
conference on meat inspection legislation
and as a member of the conference committee on food stamps, I know that the
Senate position must be compromised to
get a bill out of conference. But I feel this
bill is too important to the poor, the aged,
the sick, the disabled to give in as completely as we did.
Therefore, Mr. President, I urge my
colleagues to join me in defeating this
conference report, because it is a bad bill
and because the provisions of the Senatepassed version were nearly ignored in
Congress.
We can no longer be a Congress of
20/20 hindsight. The time for action is
not next session, but now.
Mr. President, my remarks include
what I consider to be 18 grave objections
to the conference report.
I ask unanimous consent that a summary of my objections be printed in the
RECORD. I also ask that a sample of letters and telegrams sent to me in opposition to this proposed legislation be
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the office of Senator WALTEll F.
MONDALE. Dec. 14, 1967]
OBJECTIONS TO CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R.
12080, SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS roa
1967
1) A 13% increase in Social Security benefits is totally inadequate. The average person

on social security can barely eke out a liVing; the average social security income is
below the poverty level. Social security beneficiaries have been fighting a. losing battle
with the cost of living since 1940, and neither
the 1959 increase nor the 1965 increase in
benefits matched the increase in living costs.
To keep pace with the wages of employed
workers, Social Security benefits would
have to be increased 37%. The 15% increase
voted by the senate was barely adequate;
a. 13 % increase will only momentarily ease
the economic pinch on the elderly, and it
will be another three or four years before
Congress will again increase benefits.
2) Thousands of older people who. are
receiving welfare assistance in addition to
social security, will get no increase at all
because their welfare aid w1l1 be reduced by
whatever amount their Social Security check
is increased. The senate voted a mandatory
$7.50 welfare increase to offset this reduction;
however, it was rejected in conference.
3) The Conference proposal represents a
backdoor tax increase. Taxpayers w1l1 have
to pay the same for the Conference bill
(which proposes beneftts costing $3.6 b1l11on)
as they would for the Sena.te bill (which
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proposed benefits costing $5.8 billion). Thus that his chlldren wID be el1glble for aid on of the Industrial Union Department, AFLthe tax burden on American taxpayers 18 grounds of desertion. At present, aid to chU- 010, I urge you to vote against the social
increased without hearings and without pro- dren of unemployed fathers is a voluntary security conference report and subsequently
viding commensurate benefits. We may need program in effect In only 22 states. Unem- to instruct conferees to insist on the provia tax Increase, but I do not believe American ployed fathers in the other 28 states and the sions of the Senate bUl.
WALTER P. REUTHER,
citizens should have to pay such hidden taxes District of ColumbIa must still desert their
as this represents.
famllles In order to feed them.
President, Industrial Union Dep!., AFL-CIO.
4) Local real estate and property taxes
12) Rather than extending the aId to chilWASHINGTON, D.C.
may have to be increased in many states dren of unemployed fathers program nationin order to make up for decreased federal Wide. the Conference Report places addi- Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
participation in welfare programs and new tional restrictions on AFDC programs by ex- Washington, D.O.:
restrictions on uses of federal aid funds.
Urge your support for two key pUblic welclUding chUdren of fathers Who have not
5) Lower-income taxpayers wUl have to worked in the previous year or for at least 18 fare amendments to H.R. 12080 the Social Sepay a larger share of their income In Social of the prior 52 months. and fathers who are curity Amendments of 1967 ellInlnated by
Security taxes than those who earn over eligible to receive unemployment compensa- Senate-House conferees on the blll. Although
$7,800 a year. This occurs because the COn- tion. This would appear to make It impos- Senate had ellminated the AFDC freeze and
ference Report adopted a proposal that So- sible to help the famllles of both the hard- llberallzed work requIrements for mothers
cial Security taxes be paid only on the first core, long-term unemployed and the regular with children on assistance. the conference
$7.800 of income and rejected the Senate's worker who becomes temporarUy unemployed maintains the partIcularly punitIve provisions passed by the House.
sliding scale proposal. Thus people who earn due to economic forces beyond his control.
CHARLES SCHOTTLAND,
13) The Conference Report would permit
over $7.800 a year do not have to pay Social
President, National Association 0/ Social
Security taxes on the amount of income in state or local welfare oftlclals to force mothers
Workers.
to accept jobs or participate in training proexcess of $7,800.
6) The COnference Report rejects or regrams without consideration of the effect on
duces additional Social Security Increases chlldren in the famlly. While such authority
WASHINGTON, D.C.•
for special groups. The Senate had proposed Is discretionary It is fraught With posslblllDecember 8, 1967.
additional benefits for disabled widows and ties for abuse. At worst. It would permit local Senator WALTER MONDALE.
widowers, Individuals 72 years of age and welfare oftlclals to deny assistance to minor U.S. Senate Building,
older. and those who chose reduced benefits chlldren If their mother refused to accept a Washington, D.O.:
particular job-regardless of wages. working
at age 60.
Dismayed by punitive ADC bill out of con7) There are Insuftlclent increases in the conditions and other factors.
ference. Please help restore Senate amend14) Senate safeguards against abuse of ments or kill blll.
amount an Individual can earn and still be
eligible for full Social Security benefits. At work-training requirements for mothers
GoBDON BUYSE,
present, a Social Security beneficiary can were rejected by the Conference COmmittee.
earn only $1.500 a year without haVing part The Senate safeguards included exemptions
WEBSTER GROVES, MO.,
of his benefits Withheld. The Senate pro-· for mothers and other relatives who care
December 10, 1967.
posed Increasing this Ilmltatlon to $2,400, for pre-school chUdren or chlldren under 16 Senator WALTER MONDALE,
but the Conference refused to go beyond the attending school. and authOrity for states Senate Office BUilding,
$1.680 figure· proposed by the House of Rep- to establish other exclusions.
Washington, D.O.:
15) The Conference Report drastically reresentatives. This represents an increase of
As former director. Minnesota Publlc WelOnly $180 rather than $900 as suggested by duces traIning IncentIves for welfare fare. and as former dean. school social work,
recipients. The Senate had authorized pay- WashIngton University. I urge you to work
the Senate.
8) The COnference Report arbltrarlly llmlts ments of $20 a week for recipients participat- for rejection of conference committee report
the extent of federal participation in Aid to ing in training programs to cover personal on aid to famiUes with dependent chlldren.
Dependent Chlldren programs by placing expenses such as transportation, mainte- It would take us back to punitive practices
a "freeze" on the number of American chil- nance of uniform or work clothes, and eat- resulting In suffering Innocent chUdr"n. Has
dren Who can be fed. clothed and housed Ing away from home. This was reduced to no merIt. COngratUlations on article In ProWith federal funds. This is llke trying to re- about $7 per week by the Conference Report. gressive last summer.
16) The COnference Report also drastiduce fires by llmitlng the number of fire
BENJAMIN E. YOUNGDAHL,
engines. It falls to provide for increases in cally reduces work incentives for welfare
Washington University.
AFDC needs resulting from increased aware- recipients and their chlldren. The Senate
ness of ellglblllty, migration from state to version would have allowed a famlly on welNATIONAL PRESBYTERIAN HEALTH &
fare to keep the first $50 of earned income
state. and economic decllnes.
WELFARE ASSOCIATION OF THE
9) Restricting the amount of federal as- each month plUs 50% of Whatever was
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN
sistance to needy chlldren forces the states earned above that amount. without a reducTHE U.S.A.,
to either 1) deny ald to new appllcants; 2) tion In welfare payments. This was cut to
New York, N.Y., December 7,1967.
reduce the number of famllles being helped $30 and 80% In the Conference Report.
17) The state share of work-training pro- Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
by imposing harsh new eliglblllty requirements; or 3) assume the full burden them- grams Is doubled. going from 10% to 20% Senate Office Building,
selves for any assistance provided chlldren in of the total, whlle the federal share is cut Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: On behalf of the
excess of the freeze celllng. These options from 90 % to 80 %. ThIs w1ll further burden
trap the states. Few states have the financial local tax resources and wlll Increase pres- National Presbyterian Health and Welfare
resources to support the publlc service they sure on state and local welfare oftlclals to Association. may I take this opportunity to
now maintain. much less the addition of fur- adopt more restrictive pollcles and proce- thank you for your action in the Senate
on November 21st. Your vote supporting
ther welfare expenses. The property tax can dures.
Amendment No. 425 of Blll H.R. 12080 was
(18) The Conference Report llmlts the
be stretched only so far; thus the only choice
open to states and localltles will be those amount of federal participation In state greatly appreciated by members of our
Which are punitive, restrictive and counter medicaid programs under Title 19 through Association.
The Association. representing over 400 servto the phllosophy of welfare and common use of a formula based on the amount of
state funds spent to help needy chlldren Ice units In the fields of chUd care, health
sense.
10) The "freeze" raises constitutional and their mothers under AFDC. This will services. services to the aging. neighborhood
doubts because It authorizes states to deny have the effect of drastically limiting medi- centers. and institutional chaplains, was disaid to fammes which meet existing ellglblllty caid assistance In .states with Title 19 pro- tressed with some of the coercIve features of
H.R. 12080.
reqUirements. Providing statutory authority grams.
It Is hoped that the House-Senate Confor arbitrary exclusions from welfare proference Committee. following their discusgrams may violate the 14th Amendment guarWASHINGTON, D.C.,
sions.
will present a b1ll which Is supportive
anteeing all citizens equal protection of the
December 11, 1967.
of a progressive welfare polley to meet the
laws. If a state grants aid to some needy citi- Senator WALTER F. MONDALE.
many challenges Which face us In the area
zens and not to others, such discrimination Washington, D.C.:
must be made on a more reasonable basis
The conference report on the social secu- of health and welfare today.
Yours very truly,
than "first come, first served." Establlshing rity blll Is repugnant to human needs and
ARTHUR M. STEVENSON. Jr..
an arbitrary llmit on the number of persons dignity. SocIal security benefit levels are
President.
who may benefit from a program is irrational, totally Inadequate. and the· work-training
Indefensible. and Inconsistent with Demo- requirements imposed on mothers by the
NEW YORK, N.Y.
cratic principles and the Constitution.
conference report are unconscionable. The
11) Deletion of the Senate amendment ex- welfare benefit freeze wlll Impose heavy tax Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
tending aid to children of unemployed burdens on local communities and adjust- U.S. Senate,
fathers nationwide Is clearly punitIve. This ments In old-age assistance and welfare Washington D.C.:
provIsion would hold famllles together by standards may deprive the poorest of our reIn vIew c~rcive discriminatory provisions
permitting an unemployed father to stay at tired citizens of any Income Increases at all. H.R. 12080 with respect publlc assistance
home rather than forcing him to leave so On behalf of more than six mimon members (AFDC) as reported conference committee,
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urge vote against bill or return conference
with instruction retain Senate provl5lons.
Rev. REINHART B. GUTMANN,
Executive Secretary, Division 0/ Community Service, Executive Council,
Episcopal Church.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
December 12, 1967.

Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.s. Senate,
Washington D.C.:
Local 932 UAW retirees chapter memberShip of 200 respectfully request you to reject

conferees report on social security In favor
of the blll passed by the Senate.
Respectfully,
O. FRED NILSSON, Chairman.
AUSTIN, MINN.
Senator WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Mower County Welfare Board opposes curtallment of AFDC funds on Federal level as
per current considered legislation. We urge
your opposition.
HAROLD MICKELSON,

Islatlon passed In our country. Those of us
who are famlllar With the problexns and pressures of the famUles receiving pUblic assistance are fully aware of the Injustices which
wUl result from the proposed amendments.
If a "freeze" Is placed on the number of
chlldren eligible for Aid to Fam1lles with Dependent Chlldren Whose payments could be
financed by the Federal Government, It may
well result in the malnutrition, disease and
abandonment of many children. If persons
In destitute situations are denied the assistance Which would enable them to provide a minimal subslstence for their fam111es, the Ultimate reaction woUld be devastating to them and to our society. Many
local areas of our country do not have the
financial wealth to assume the costs of public assistance now covered by the Federal
Government.
I am against the Amendments as they are
proposed by the current legislation. It Is essential that we enact more liberal welfare
provisions which take Into consideration the
social, emotional and physical needs of the
destitute persons In our own country.
Respectfully yours,
Mrs. SANDRA DAVIS.

Director.

BELTRAMI-CASS WORK &
PROJECT,
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TRAINING

Cass Lake, Minn., December 11,1967.

Hon. WALTER MoNDALE,
U.S. Senator,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: Those of us with
the Beltraml-Cass Work Experience and
Training Project wish to express our dissatisfaction and concern over the 1967 Social security Amendments as reported out by the
House-Senate Conferees.
We feel that some provisions are retrogressive In nature and are In violation of the
original Intent of the Social Security Act
which was to strengthen family life.
We refer specifically to the so-called
"freeze" on the number of AFDC chlldren
for Which the Federal Government wlll provide funds. The Ultimate result of this legislation wUl be of a punitive nature. It will
penalize the poor everyWhere, but especially
In those states that experience financial diffiCUlty In meeting the costs of assistance.
We are also opposed to the work training
provision for AFDC mothers. Unfortunately.
some states may use their discretionary option to "force" mothers Into such programs
with the express, (or overt) purpose of reducing their AFDC caseloads. This apparent
emphasl5 on costs, Instead of on people and
their problexns Is distressing to all of us Who
are dally confronted with the deprivation experienced by these people.
We urge you to oppose the joint provisions
for these reasons. We would urge you to support only those amendments which would
give the states additional resources, and
would enable them to work more effectively
In alleviating the many needs of our impoverl5hed peoples.
Thank you.
Yours truly,
PAIGE CHRISTENSEN.
Mrs. SANDaA DAVIS.
Mrs. DORIS HAVUMAKI.
Jos. C. HELFTER.
DENNIS JOHNSON.
Mrs. LoUISE KOLSTAD.
VERNE TOLLEFSON.

DECEMBER 12, 1967.

DECEMBER 11,1967.
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: There are portions of the 1967 Amendments to the Social
security Act Which are not only discouraging, but also contradictory to previous legOXIII--2319-Part 27

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 13, 1967.

Senator WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington. D.C.:

Public asslstance and welfare provisions
of 1967 social security amendments approved
by conference committee represent major
retreat from gains won over many years.
Freezing of rolls on aid to dependent children and compUlsory work programs are
punitive and regressive in effect and woUld
work hardship not only on the poor but on
state and municipal welfare resources. We
commend you for your leadership In urging
that Senate stand by Its version of blll.
ARTHUR S. FLEMING,
President. NationaZ Council

0/ Churches.

Hon. WALTER MONDALE,
NEW YORK., N.Y.•

Old Senate Office Building,
WaShington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: From all that I
have heard of the 1967 Amendment to the
Social security Act I hope that you wUl vote
against this amendment.
The part regarding rejection of support
to some AFDC mothers particularly disturbs
me. Why should some children be provided
for and others refused sustenance?
This Is a sample of sloppy thinking and
Improper legislation.
Respectfully yours,
Jos. C. HELFTER.
DECEMBER 11, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE.
DEAR MR. MONDALE: We appreciate your
efforts With regards to the Social Security
program benefits.
We only want you to carry along to the
committee our thoughts.
It didn't take the Congress very long to
vote themselves a nice raise a few years ago
but they argue and stall and delay a program
that wlll aid people who are really hurting
these days.
We are not looking for a handout. We have
worked for years, paying taxes and living
as good grass roots U.S. citizens and feel as
though, at the present time. we are the forgotten people.
I would like two questions to be answered
provided you have the answers.
First. When wlll the new 13% raise come
to us.
Second. We would like to be able to earn
a bit more on part time work. Have you
any Information as to a raise In what amount
one can earn per year.
Rest assured Mr. Mondale you will continue to receive our support and the complaints we have given In no way point the
finger at you.
Best of luck.
Sincerely,
THEODORE R. MENGES.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
December 8, 1967.

Hon. WALTER MONDALE,
Hon. WALTER ¥ONDALE,

and what have you. You spend money for
everything conceivable but not for those on
the bottom of the social security rung.
The Democrats wlll have a hard time to
peddle their wares in the next election. This
Inflation Is the Democrats own doing. That
really hurts. You know, no human can live
on the minimum, set by this blll.
Yours truly,
FREDERICK H. REINKE.

U.s. Senator,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sm: This letter Is to protest against
the miserable Social Security blll, just passed.
I know that my protest means very lIttie.
But as your constituent, I have the right. I
do not think it fair to ral5e Leg1s1ators
salaries, Govn. employees, army personnel

December 13, 1967.

Hon. WALTER F.MONDALE.
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

We urge the Senate to reject the report
of the conference committee on the 1967
social security amendments. The medievalism
of the public welfare provisions far outweighs any gains to be realized from increases
In OASDI benefits. We have a deep concern
for the plight of the elderly but the additional hardships to be imposed by the blll
on already deprived children and famllles
render this blll an unsound public program.
The conferees should be Instructed to approximate the bill passed by the Senate, and
to reject the inhumane and regressive House
blll. Our committees on aging, on famlly and
child welfare and on health Join us In urging
you to return the proposed blll to the conference committee.
JOHN H. MATHIS,
Chairman, Committee on Public Affairs,
Community Service society 01 New
York.

NEW YORK, N.Y.,
December 11,1967.

Hon. WALTER F.MONDALE.
U.S. Senate. Washington, D.C.:

Please reject conference report on H.R.
12080. Title II Irremediably endangers and

deprives mll110ns of children.
JOSEPH H. REID,
Executive Director,
Child WeI/are League 0/ America.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 11,1967.

Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

The Executive Committee of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights urges you to
vote against the conference report on the
social security blll. What started out as a
social security measure has become an instrument of social insecurity. It generates
pressure to break up families. Under this blll
fathers would abandon their famUles and
mothers would be forced to leave their chlldren and go to work. The war on poverty 15
becoming a war on the victims of poverty.
Cities now wracked by terrible crises would
be faced with the Intolerable choice of leaving poor people destitute or trying to provide for them out of funds they do not have.
This Is a shocking and regressive bill. We urge
you to send it back to conference and In-
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struct the conferees to insist on the Senate
provisions.
RoT WILKINS,
Chairman, Executive Committee, LeadersMp ConJerence on Civil Rights.

NEW YORK, N.Y.,
December 12, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
WasMngton, D.C.:

We support and are encouraged by your
efforts to return b1ll H.R. 12080 to the HouseSenate Committee for further review. We
urge you to ask the Senate conferees to
UphOld the humane intent of the welfare
provisions In the Senate b11l (amendment
425) .
ARTHUR M. STEVENSON, Jr.,
President, National Presbyterian Health
4< WelJare Association.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 12,1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
WasMngton, D.C.:

Farmers Union Board calls upon the Benate to reject the Social Security conference
report.
Farmers Union feels that the conference
report might push welfare concepts backward 20 years. Farmers Union continues to
support the plan to give work and training
opportunities for low Income people instead
of welfare llB contained In the Senate version which was rejected by the conferees.
Farmers Union Is deeply disappointed that
the SOcial Security conference report failed
to give significant increases in SocIal Security payments above a cost of living Increase.
There is I1ttle question that the b1ll will
leave many mil110ns on SocIal security with
total Incomes below the poverty level, and
future generations without adequate retirement Incomes.
Farmers Union regrets that the drug lobby
was successful In eliminating the generic
drug provision from the bUl, Which would
save an estimate of $100 mllllon In taxes
each year.
Farmers Union urges that the Social Security bUl be reworked by the Congress early
next year.
TONY T. DECHANT,

WASHINGTON, D.C.,·
December 11, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
Washington, D.C.:

The National Association ot Social Workers is deeply concerned about restrictive weltare provisions in conference report on HB.
1208o-the Social Security Amendments of
1967-compulsory work requirements on
mothers wIth small chlldren and the AFDC
freeze must be eliminated. Respectfully request that you not approve conference report but refer it back With request that
new conferees be appointed.
CHARLES I. SCHOTTLAND,
President,
National Association oj Social Workers.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 12,1967.

Senator WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Office BUilding,
Washington, D.C.:

We beseech you to filibuster If necessary
to defeat the welfare amendments to the
social security bUl. The mental growth of
thousands of Infants and chUdren wIll be
gravely affected by the absence of their
mothers In compulsory work or training.
Day care for children under ll€e 3 Is highly
experimental and likely to be extremely
dangerous 1! applied broadly. We feel the
freeze on ADC payments is also umpeakably cruel. Your courage of this Issue now
w1ll be Justly rewarded by an easy conscience
later.
FaEDERICK SOLOMON, M.D.,
Medical Committee for Human Rights.

NEW YORK, N.Y.,
December 12,1967.

WasMngton, D.C.:

AFL-CIO considers conference report on
social security absolutely inadequate. Most
of Senate provisions designed to improve
House b11l have been abandoned. Benefits
for OASDI recipients would barely exceed
already increased costs of I1vlng. Retreats on
welfare provisions enacted by Senate are
travesty on America's Image as compassionate
and humanitarian nation. We urge every
Senator to vote against this deplorable attack on poor and underprlvlleged and request another conference to secure passage
of an adequate social security bill.
GEORGE MEANY,
President, AFL-eIO.

NEW YORK, N.Y.,
December 12, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

We support the social security b11l origInally passed by the Senate and welcome your
efforts to reject conference committee report. Shameful quota on number of chlldren
aided must be eliminated. Conference acceptance of limitations on medicaid, forced
work procedures, and new burdens on States
and 10cal1tles should be reversed.
FAY BENNETT,
Executive Secretary,
National Sharecroppers Fund.

their telegram of December 11, 1967, on the

~n~ng~~Becurt~l~is~~n.WeUk
that the social secur1~ legislation be re-

turned to the conference committee in an
attempt to develop a just solution to the
problem ot the Nation's retired and poverty
stricken.
J
G. E. LElGHTY,
Chairman, Railway
Association.

Labor Executives

BAGLEY, MINN.,
December 12, 1967.
Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
Senator Jor Minnesota,
U.S. Senate, Wash.ington, D.C.:

Wish to support your fioor fight on pushIng for liberalization of social security bUt
Minnesota and Clear Water County wIll suffer from conference committee bill. Concerned about AFDC freeze, forced employment, medicaid cutback.
JOHN F. JELSTUL,
Director,
Clerrr Water county Welfare Department.

LONG IsLAND CITY, N.Y.,
December 12, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

The 1,500 members of the Senior CWzens
Club of Bakers Union Local Three, Long
Island City, N.Y., urge you to do everything
possible that the "punish-the-poor social security bUl" does not become law. For this
b1ll to become law would be a disgrace to all
Americans. We wholeheartedly endorse and
support the soc1al security b1l1 passed by the
Senate.
SEYMOUR RASKIN,
Secretary.

Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

The Board of Social Ministry, Lutheran
Church in America, Is opposed to the regressive public welfare measures embodied In
the conference report on the social service
amendments of 1967. We support you In your
efforts to keep the substance of the Senate
blll.
CEDRIC W. TILBERG,

ST. PAUL, MINN.,
December 12, 1967.
Senator WALTER MONDALE,
Washington, D.C.:

The 350 members of Ford Local 879 retirees chapter urge you to reject conference
report on social security In favor of b1ll as
passed by the Senate.
PHILLIP J. PADDEN,

Secretary for Program and Leadershtp.

Chairman.

WASHINGTON. D.C.,
December 13, 1967.

ST. PAUL, MINN.,
December 1, 1967.
Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,

President, National Farmers Union.

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.,
December II, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,

December <1J,,;1967

W.MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

ADA opposes the social security amendments conference report. The report's provisions repUdiate needs and dignity. ADA
urges you to vote against the conference
report and to vote for the previously passed
Senate social security provisions.
Very respectfully,
LEON SHULL,
Director, Americans Jor Democratic Action.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 13, 1967.
Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: Social security
conference report falls short of our recommendations. Twenty-three mlmon older
Americans however need all possible assistance. Trust you will take their needs Into
consideration when voting.
CYRIL F. BRICKFIELD,
Executive Director, National Retired
Teachers Association, American Association of Retired Persons.

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
December 13, 1967.
Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

The Rallway Labor Executives' Association,
representing virtually all of the ranroad
workers in the United States concurs fully
wIth the position of the AFL-CIO taken in

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

The Ramsey County Welfare Board at Its
meeting on 11-28-(l7 voted to urge support
of a new provision In H.R. 12080 Social Security Amendments of 1967, which would
ut1l1ze services of Internal Revenue Service
to locate runaway fathers and encourage
them to make payments to their abandoned
chlldren in compl1ance with court orders.
IRS would collect from individual or employer an amount equal to Federal share of
court order, If less, if parent refuses payment.
Miss RUTH L. BOWMAN,
Executive Director,
Ramsey County WelJare Board.

SIOUX FALLS, S. DAK.,
December 12, 1967.
Senator WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Know of hearty professional support for
your coalition of Senators Mondale. Kennedy, Morse, Kennedy, Harris, Hartke, and
Metcalf regarding Senate position on 12080
ADC provisions. Better that the 1967 soclal
security amendments perish than that we
regress to the punitive era at the English
poor laws of 1600.
ROBERT MABDS,
National Association oJ ..Social Works
Commission, Social Actions tor Iowa,
Kansas, Minnesota, MfssC?urf, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South
Dakota.·

December 14, 1967
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[From the Minneapolls Tribune,
Dec. 10, 1967]
By LIBERALs--SENATE WELFARE FIGHT
ORGANIZED
(By Jack Wilson)
WASHINGTON, D.C.-A group of Senate liberals held a strategy session Saturday to organize their fight to remove "restrictive and repressive" changes in welfare programs from a
bill to increase Social Security benefits.
The group, which included Sen. Walter F.
Mondale, D.-Minn., admitted it faces a dilemma. The parliamentary situation is such that
by opposing restrictions on programs for aid
to dependent children, the unemployed and
the aged, the senators would endanger the
rest of the blll, which boosts Social Security
payments to retired persons.
They agreed to take the risk. Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy, D.-N.Y., said "No b1ll at allis better
than this."
Mondale. called the bill "One of the worst
pieces of legislation I've seen in a long time.
The only responsible thing we can do is fight
to reject it."
The bill in its present form was the product
of a conference committee that met to adjust
differences between the House and Senate
versions of the SOcial Security-welfare measure. The Senate version was more liberal
than the one that passed the House,' and
some senators were suggesting that the Senate members of the conference committee
had given in to the House on every basic
point without receiving any concessions in
return.
The group that met yesterday included, in
addition to Mondale and Robert Kennedy,
Sens. Wayne Morse, D-Ore.: Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.; Fred Harris, D-OkIa.; Vance
Hartke, D-Ind.; and Lee Metcalf, D-Mont.
They cited several speclflc objections to the
conference committee blll, among them:
The b1ll a.uthorizes state 01l1cia18 to force
mothers to take jobs or risk losing their Aid
to Dependent Children payments. This would
mean that if a mother refused ,to accept a
job, no matter What the wages, that welfare
ofilcials found for her, she and her
children could be cut off the welfare rolls.
"This is nothing but a way of reinstituting
Slavery," Mondale said.
Another controversial provision in effect
would require states to limit the number of
children receiving aid. The number of children eligible for Aid to Dependent Children
next Jan. 1 would be balanced against the
number of children in the state, and from
then on the number receiving aid could not
exceed that proportion.
The Senate blll originally provided that
children of unemployed fathers should be
eligible for aid payments. At present this is
optional, and only 22 states have adopted
such programs.
The House threw out the Senate provision and further limited the program by saying children of an unemployed father should
not be eligible unless he had had "a substantial connection" with the labor force.
This would eliminate young fathers stlll
looking for their first jobs."
The conference report also provides that
the children are not ellgible if the father
gets unemployment compensation-regardless of the amount-or has applied for it.
Incentive provisions of the senate blll
designed to encourage persons on welfare
to find jobs were reduced by the conferees.
The senate blll would have allowed a
family on welfare to keep the first $50 of
earned income each month, plus 50 per cent
of whatever was earned above that amount,
without a reduction in welfare payments.
The confere~s cut this to $30 and 30 per
cent.
In addition the Senate blll proPOSed to
permit welfare clients in certain work training programs to keep up to $87 per month of
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their pay without suffering loss of welfare.
THE FEDERATION Oll' PUllLIO
SERVICE EMPLOYEES No.8.
The conferees cut this to $30 per month.
St. Paul, Minn., December II, 1967.
DECEMBER 11, 1967.
DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: Regarding en- senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate,
closed clipping from the Sunday paper I like Washington,
D.C.
to express my great dismay, because the proDEAR SENATOR MONDALE: The City and
vision to include widows regardless of age
County
Employees
Local #8, AFL-CIO are
under the dlsab11lty provlslon under Social
disappointed with the Social Security Blll
Security was deleted.
I came to the Unlted States in 1947 from agreed upon by the House and Senate ConBerlin, Germany. Was married, had a daugh- ference Committees.
Hope you can have it improved on the
ter in 1948 and became disabled With polio
in 1950. Spent eight months in a local hos- Senate Floor. Hold to the $70.00 monthly
pital and was sent home in a Wheelchair. minimum if possible.
1rours very truly,
In 1957 my husband died very suddenly. I
CARL D. GASTINEAU,
was left with many bllls, a mortgaged house,
Legislative Chairman.
very little money, a nine-year-old daughter,
and st111 disabled.
We were covered under widows and surCITIZENS PROTEST SOCIAL SECURITY BILL
vivors Social Security. I could not hold onto
WASmNGTON, D.C.,
the house and had to move into public housDecember 11,1967.
ing in 1960, where I stlll live.
My widows pension under social security Dear Senators and Congressmen:
At a national conference in Wa.shington
was cut of March I, 1965. I was told by that
"sweet" lady at the Social Security depart- last week, delegates from all parts of the
ment that I would just have to wait around country who have responsibl11ties in admin'til I reached age 62 When I coUld get any istering social welfare programs responded
with shock and dismay when the Joint senother benefits.
My daughter is a stUdent at the Univer- ate-House Conference Committee reported
sity of Minnesota. Last year she received a out HE. 12080 Thursday evening, December
scholarship and an Education grant. For her 7. Clearly the Conference Committee did not
sophomore year the grant was dented because understand the injurious implications of this
she gets $93.20 a month from Social Security. legislation to people on public assistance. On
The University insisted that the money Friday, December 8, during intervals between
shoUld be spent only for her tUition and workshops, a great many delegatee discussed
books, et cetera. But the money goes for food. what could be done to protect the gutting of
so many of the forward-lookIng provisions
rent. clothes and things like that.
I have tried since my daughter started that had been incorporated into the Senate
high school six years ago to get some help blll. A spontaneous groundswell of protest
and tra1n1ng from various departments like prompted the four individuals listed below
Voc. Rehab. and the "War on Poverty" (New to call a meeting that afternoon, after the ofCouriers) without any luck. They have ficIal conference sessions had ended, to contaken my applications. talked to me and then sider what action might be taken. Five
it was always, "Don't call us, we wlll call hundred individuals appeared in the Palyou... ," Nothing constructive ever happens. ladium Room at the Shoreham Hotel at five
By now I am so discouraged I woUld just as p.m. to express their concern. Many of those
soon lay down and vegetate, but I must go on were on their way home that night and will
and help my daughter get through college. be getting in touch with their senators and
With a college degree she will never have to Representatives from there.
One of the actions agreed to was that a
worry about the same things I had to. I could
hold down a good paying job despite my petition be circulated among the delegates
at the final session of the conference on
handicap if I had some sort of degree.
If I was covered under SOcial Security now saturday. December 9. The petition language
I coUld still earn a few extra Dollars without and names of the signatories accompany this
worry that it would be taken away from me. letter. The 227 signatures from 29 states and
That's What's wrong with our so-called "Wel- the District of Columbia and the Virgin
fare" legislation, handouts through highly Islands represent largely persons who are
unsuited so called "Welfare" people, but not directly concerned with the application of
constructive, timely programs that would en- welfare programs in their communities and
who therefore are keenly aware of the probcourage people to help themselves.
Just read the last paragraph on the en- lems that the drastic deletions by the Conclosed clipping. Locally through "Indoors ference Committee will impose.
Sports, Inc." we pressed for that legislation,
We hope you will take fUll cognizance of
had it passed and now what. It is so dis- the deep concern expressed in this sponcouraging. Since my Social Security was cut taneous gesture, unorganized though it may
I receive a very small amount of money be, as you consider further how you will
monthly through Aid to the Disabled, but vote on the Conference Report on HE. 12080.
What humiliation and the people that dole
Sincerely yours,
this out are impossible. One has to learn to
Mrs. PHILLIP THORSON.
wheedle and beg for needed extras. I refuse
GERALDINE ARONIN.
to do so under any circumstances. I wish
CHARLES LANSBERRY, Jr.
there was a way out. So please throw your
bIS GORDON.
weight behind some of the incentive measures and improve Welfare legislation.
Sincerely.
ST. CLOUD, MINN.,
URSULA O. KOZAK.
December 13, 1967.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Hon. WALTER MONDALE.
P.S.-Wlthout this money Carol would U.S. Senate Office BUilding,
not be back at the University. I am a member Washington, D.C.:
We are concerned about the House Senate
of the 5th dlstrict Federation of Womens
Conference Report on Social security. We
ClUbs.
hope you are. The freeze on AFDC recipients
U.K.
"A sopbomore at the University of Min- and the force element in the work-training
nesota, Carol Kozak, 19, center, received a program ought to be eliminated. Since it is
SCholarship check for $250 from Mrs. E. totalitarian in splrlt and in direct opposition
Hane Carlson, 37 Park Lane. Fifth District to values of family life. Placing limitations on
president. It was her second scholarship. At amount of Medicaid payments is asking the
left was her mother, Mrs. U. O. Kozak. 630 poor not to get as sick as the rich. Please
oppose the Conference Report and return to
BryantAv.N."
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committee to join results more in line with
the Senate version, H.R. 12080.
RICHARD J. LEISEN,
Catholic Charities and
Family Service Director.

December, 14, 1967

W. Budd Dorpet. Gusta Stuger, Judith votes of the two Houses thereon, and that
Mendell, Martin Silberstein, Jane Mr. MAHON, Mr. KIRWAN, Mr. WmTTEN,
Saltzman, Totaro Okada, V. Demby, Mr. EVINS of Tennessee, Mr. NATCHER, Mr.
Elizabeth Bayroad, Josephine Ryan,
FLOOD, Mr. Bow, Mr. LAIRD, Mr. MINSHALL,
Edith S. Baxter;
New York: Katherine M. Ahearn, Jan- and Mr. LANGEN were appointed mananette S. Force, RUby Lowmer, Florence gers on the part of the House at the con.J
Gltten, Catherine M. Manning, Huldah ference.
Marsh, Mary Millicent Hopkins, Myrtle
B. Horrington, Natalie Wiley Brown,
ENROLLED BILL SIGNED
Lucy K. Longhart, Marguerite Freval,
Frieda Luck, Elton H. Golden, Louise
The message also announced that the
Nelson;
Speaker had affixed his signature to the
North Carolina: Annie May Pemberton, enrolled bill (H.R.10595) to prohibit cerMyra F. Mllchman, Frances B. Long,
Augusta M. Cooper, Rebecca Peebles, tain banks and savings and loan associaVirginia Pfohl, Margaret M. Stirk, Mrs. tions from fostering or participating in
Thelma Doby, Katherine Barrier, Pa- gambling activities, and it was signed by
the Acting President pro tempore.
tricia Hill, Josie M. Pittman;
North Dakota: Barbara Stein, Mrs. W.
R. Hovell, Henry Stimsodt, Miss Nora
THE UNITED STATES SHOULD
Johnson, Estelle I. Krick;
Ohio: Elizabeth Tuttle, Esabelle A. HadBREAK DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
ley, Hilda K. Gilbert, Arnett Wright.
WITH FASCIST GREEK USURPERS
Judy Fannlng, Marian Ramsay, Bob
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
Moor;
Pennsylvania: Thomas Gallagher, Sam- the dread portent of the hour is not apuel C. Freson, Joseph I. Nicholson, parent at the moment. These are black
Helen Abbatico, Jean E. Moore, Shir- days for Greece. The recent flight of King
ley D. LeBlanc, Elizabeth Welton, Pa- Constantine of Greece from Athens to
tricia Tomlinson, Deane Crongard;
Rome has at last clarified the moral and
Rhode Island: Amity E. Rein, John J.
constitutional situation in Greece. It is
Affieru, Phimer Gottschalk;
now crystal clear to the world that GenSouth Dakota: Carol E. Anderson;
eral Patakos and his fellow conspirators
Utah: Melvin Pobanz, Olga E. Ba111f;
Virginia: Richard E. Morrison, Ann Em- in the junta which overthrew the conmon, Betty J. Wright, Bernice Am- stitutionally elected Greek Government
spohn, Clara M. Stirk, Pauline A. are in rebellion against the Crown. Their
Rogers;
regime is patently illegal and should be
West Virginia: Gene Ann Snyder, Ann B. treated as such by the United States and
Sullivan, Dorothy Allen, Elizabeth
Greece's other NATO allies.
Sharkey;
So long as the King gave his reluctant
Wisconsin: John S. Patten. Esther Frolat,
W. E. Kurtz, Max Wald, Helen de sanction to the Fascist junta after last
April's coup they had some vague claim
Bardeleben, Helen MacDonald.
District of Columbia: Elizabeth Long, to legitimacy. Now, it is obvious that they
B. A. McIntos, Marjorie M. Farley,
are usurpers. In his effort to overthrow
Linda D. Lovell, Harriet Gruger, Bea- the junta the King has in effect dismissed
trice L. Garrett, Edna H. Hughes, the comic opera government of the
George Sitgraves, Myrtle Wolf, Inabel
B. Lindsay, Alan Ane Taussend, Vic- Fascist colonels and generals.
I strongly urge that President Johnson
toria C. Sims, Richard Ackerman, Anna
and Secretary of State Rusk immediately
W. SChneider;
Virgin Islands: Helen C. Owens, Joy- recall our Ambassador to Athens, withcelyn Excarxacion;
draw recognition from the ruling junta
Unidentified by State: Zigmund Gabruk, and immediately stop all economic and
Irene H. Jacobson, Judith A. Evelancy, military assistance to their criminal rePatricia Milligan, Lisa Gooden, Kath- gime. Furthermore, it must be stated in
erine Sullivan, John Barnett, W. Howard, D. A. Thomas, Howard Kaplan, the strongest terms possible to the tyGrace Hechlenard, Mary A. Craig, Mar- rants now ruling Greece that they will
garet D. Ward, Eugene Leyellotto, Mary face most dire consequences if they
Chance, Audry Pittman, I. S. Longuh, should proceed to engage in a bloodbath
Isabelle Axenfeld, Ruth C. Argento, and savage repression of the more than
Allcetine K. Bell.
3,000 political prisoners now incarcer-

COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CITIZENS-PETITION
SIGNED AT SHOREHAM HOTEL, WASHINGTON,
D.C.• SATURDAY. DEcEMBER 9, 1967
We, the undersigned-a group of concerned
individuals~o hereby register our protest
against the decision made by the Housesenate Conference Committee which destroyed the positive results of the Senate
sponsored amendments to HR 12080.
We believe that the Senate proposal reqUiring welfare aid be given to families of
unemployed fathers living at home, exempting work training programs for mothers of
small children, adding to the benefits for
Medicaid, providing for SUbsidy of work programs, and especially eliminating the freeze
on the· number of children receiving aid,
plus other constructive amendments, are
sound and beneficial to the basic public
welfare system.
We believe that by deleting these Senate
amendments not only will the welfare program be severely afIected, but so will all
other programs that have been established
to combat poverty.
California: John P. Florey, Elizabeth
MacLatchie;
Delaware: Irene K. Simpler, John Berenguer. Donn E. Jannel;
Florida: Barbara S. McCubbin, Margaret
H. Jack;
Georgia: Charlou Seegar;
Hawaii: M. G. Fox;
I111nois: Isabel B. Waddy, Frank G.
Blumb, William H. Waddy, Bob Mondlock, Joan Mondlock, William H. Roberson, Vivian O'Malley, Elease I. Reed,
Ann Simons, Wm. H. Robinson,
Thomas D. Hunt, Winnona Carter,
Vivian Sasin, David L. Daniel;
Kansas: Ruth Casey, Miriam p. Harper,
Joyce E. Reed, Harriet Burroughs, Elizabeth Lovgood;
Maine: Beatrice M. Chapman;
Maryland: Geraldine Aronin, Linda Millison, Nathan Miller, Bette Stein,
George E. McDowell, Marit Thorson,
Delores B. Ruffin, Elizabeth A. Riley,
Milton Wittman, Walter R. Dean, Jr.,
Charles Lansberry, Jr., John O. Isaac,
Virgil Hampton, Wayne D. Swartz,
E. Wheeler, Robert Lansdall, Raleigh
C. Hobson, Felton Gogau, Margaret
WOodward, LOUise Rainer, Barbara U.
Mikushi, Gracie E. Goode, Monk S.
Harvey, William E. Harvey, Lloyd A.
Anderson, Robert H. Cohen, Jennie
M. Jenkins, Inge Barron, Edmond D.
Jones, Freddie L. Jones;
Ma£sachusetts: Daniel 1. Cronin, GerDEAR MR. MONDALE: Our choice for the
trude P. Feder, Ernestine R. Friend;
Senate.
Michigan: Michael Mahow;
A funny thing happened to the new Social
Minnesota: Mary Ann Banas, Joe
Brewins, Joe Gaertner, Mrs. J. G. Scott, Security bill from the Senate to the House.
This bill was not even recognizable after
Raymond T. Brien, Richard H. Giberla,
John Fjelstul, Eb LipschUltz, Joyce the mutllizing the House gave it.
I am sure I am speaking for all the Senior
Luoma, Frank J. Widerski, Mrs. F.
Wlderski, Don Fisher, Eugene Powell, Citizens in your home State when I ask you
Gordon W. Burpe, Verne Follepar, for help on this very important bill to us.
C. J. OBERT.
Mays Newhouse;
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Missouri: Martha Hughes, JUdith L.
DUbbs, Robert W. Chester, Ralph E.
Pumphrey, Robert Lawyer;
Nebraska: C. A. Paterson;
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
Nevada: Markin S. Sonju, Mark Brand;
A message from the House of RepreNew Hampshire: Kathleen Neerlle, Barbara Hanus, Elmer C. Rudey;
sentatives by Mr. Hackney, one of its
New Jersey: Arleen Kenney, Wilbur F. reading clerks, announced that the House
Pick, M. L. Cornease, Rose C. Thomas, had disagreed to the amendments of the
Wynetta Bryant, Connie Brady;
Senate to the bill <H.R. 14397) making
New Mexico: John G. Jasper;
New York City: Elizabeth Wickenden, supplemental appropriations for the fisGwendolyn Nurse, Myrtle M. Joseph, cal year ending June 30, 1968, and for
Elizabeth Twilley, VirginiaP. Hyde, other purposes; agreed to the conference
Minerva Critchlow, Madlyn Screiber, asked by the Senate on the disagreeing

ated in their concentration camps.
Mr. President, if some ragtag group,
including some Communists, had taken
over Athens in the darkness of night,
surely Secretary of State Dean Rusk and
the Department of Defense would have
sent in some of our planes and airborne
troops to protect American lives, as they
stated they had done at the time of the
Dominician Republic crisis. And yet, what
difference is there in the way the tyrants,
whether Fascists or Communists, rule?
The Facists now govern Greece by decree.
They arbitrarily arrest some citizens,
deny them their rights, confiscate their
money and property, and without written charges, or any charges whatsoever,
throw them in jail or send them to detention centers in islands around Greece.
The tactics of that Fascist regime are no
different than they would have been had
the Communists taken over.
The Fascist clique now ruling Greece

